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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

Corporate Audit
Committees
Increasingly, companies are establishing corporate audit
commit tees as one means of coping wit h stockholder and
creditor concern with t he reliability of financial report ing. An
audit commit t ee composed of company direct ors, who are
legally responsible for the corporat ion, can be effect ive in
instilling confidence in the conduct of the company's financial
affairs. If properly st affed and organized, it has other
advantages, too.
The effect ive corporate audit commit t ee can be highly
beneficial to t he bo ard of directors, corporate management and
stockholders. Properly const itut ed, it can help improve the
directors' st ewardship over the corporation. It can also play an
import ant role in the interact ion bet ween t he out side auditor,
the board of directors and t he internal financial management
staff. It can have a beneficial influence on int ernal audit controls.
If corporat e management already has inst alled good financial
and account ing controls, it has no reason t o resist a corporate
audit commit tee. On t he cont rary, it should welcome t he
opportunit y of obt aining policy support for improved reporting
and cont rol pract ices. Moreover, t he knowledge that such a
commit tee exist s has a t endency of t ight ening up operat ions
throughout the financial and account ing funct ion.
To be effective an audit commit t ee should be composed of
outside direct ors. Experience shows that it must also have the
support and encouragement of t op management .
No radical proposal, t he corporate audit committ ee is one
way of improving the corporation's accountabilit y and of
increasing public confidence in the reliability of its financial
data. If your company does not have one already, it should
consider est ablishing an audit commit tee in its own int erest .

ROBERT BEYER
President, 1972-73
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THE INVESTMENT CREDIT
By William A. Cole and Stephen H. Wales, Sr.
Management Accountants are becoming increasingly aware of their firms' individual
advantages by considering the investment credit as a major decision factor in capital
budgeting. In this article, the authors discuss applications of the five Investment
Credit Acts that have been passed since October 1 %2.

Cover:
Keeping track of
hospital costs and
expenses poses special
problems for
accountants. See
pages 17 and 11.
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HOSPITAL COST CONTROLS
By Isaac S. Smalls
Hospital administrators are faced with problems from rising health care costs. The
method described in this article offers them a practical and flexible means by which
they may obtain reliable information with which to control and improve operations.

21

A DATA PROCESSING PROGRAM FOR HOSPITALS
By John A. Brubaker
The author outlines six steps that must be followed to develop a computer- assisted
integrated data processing program for a hospital. The program includes data
elements from the medical segments of patient care as well as from fiscal and
administrative sections.

26

MANAGEMENT AUDIT OF DIVISIONAL PERFORMANCE
By Lawrence M. Murray
This article highlights some of the problems with current techniques used for
measurement of divisional performance and suggests, as an alternative solution, the
management audit approach.
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CONTRIBUTION PRICING
By Al I. Betley
The assignment was to develop a better job pricing tool, which would give the sales
manager a more sophisticated guide than he had heretofore and which would give
the engineers design cost goals to shoot at. The result was a pricing form which
permits four separate prices to be developed.
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CONTROLLING PROFESSIONAL MANPOWER COSTS

►. Kent Oehm
This article contains a description of the Engineered Operations Analysis (E.O.A.)
technique used to develop work standards for professional employees. Also included
is a case study applying the E.O.A. technique.
By

36

MECHANIZED MAINTENANCE SCHEDULING
By George G. Harding
Maintenance has achieved the distinction of being "big business," and as such has
the potential of providing tremendous cost reductions through improvements in
methods of operation. To control maintenance cost, maximize production and
efficiently utilize craftsmen, materials, and tools, real -time mechanized systems such
as proposed in this article are required.
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CONTROLLING CORPORATE INSURANCE COSTS
By John L. McMahan
The author explores possible steps that can be taken to control, or perhaps even
reduce, spiraling corporate insurance costs — within the constraints imposed by a
sound, well - balanced program of insurance, designed to provide prudent levels of
protection to corporate assets, at minimum cost.
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PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
By Frank Ryan, Arthur J. Francia and Robert H. Strawser
The basic problems of data accumulation and retrieval are similar in business and
football. How those problems can be solved using a data processing system for the
analysis of football strategy is the subject of this article.
An award-winning article: Certificate of Merit

49

GUIDELINES FOR INVENTORY VALUATION

53

'MISTER CHAIRMAN, I HAVE A QUESTION

55

. . .'
By Robert F. Randall
Corporate annual meetings may be a bore to the public, but Lewis Gilbert,
shareowners' knight with a microphone, finds them exhilarating. He's built a long and
extraordinary career jousting with management, losing battles but winning wars.

NEED TECHNICAL INFORMATION?
Is there a better way? NAA may be able to provide assistance and practical
suggestions for your problems.
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GAMESMANSHIP IN SALARY MANAGEMENT
By Robert Half
What does a manager do when an employee tells him he has a job offer from
another company? Offer him a raise? A personnel expert offers some sophisticated
pointers in the employer - employee salary game. A caveat: the advice can be used
profitably by both players.
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automated accounting systems, this new
booklet will help.
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Letters

TO THE EDITOR

A Reconciliation of Conflicting Opinions
We have recently reviewed NAA's Guidelines for Interim Financial Reporting.
In these times it is all too easy to be negative on just about
every new set of proposed rules or guidelines that seem to arrive
with almost every mail. Therefore, I thought you might like to
know that —in our opinion —this particular paper is extremely well
thought out and represents a reasonable reconciliation of conflicting opinions on a subject which is certainly of much current
concern. It is tangible evidence that the private sector can make
a constructive contribution to today's difficult accounting and
reporting problems.
This paper sets high standards of reason and practicality for
all of us to meet during the days ahead. Please accept my personal
congratulations on a job well done.
W. E. Forsyth
Vice President and Comptroller
General Electric Co.
New York, N.Y.
The "Guidelines" were published in the August 1972 issue of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, p. 49. Ed.

The Same Basic Steps
The article, "Computerized Inventory Control in a Small Company," by Donald F. Eden, which appeared in the August 1972
issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, was a most timely article for
me.
We are currently engaged in converting our present manual
system of Accounts Payable /Check Writing to a computer -based
Accounts Payable /Check Writing system. To date, we have followed the same basic steps that Mr. Eden pointed out in his article.
Jim Borchers
Manager, Accounts Payable
Frontier Airlines, Inc.
Denver, Colo.

Controlling Sales Goods Inventory
The article, "Controlling Sales Goods Inventory," by James H.
Toy, in the September Issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, vividly
points out that in today's world of computer control models and
economic order quantities, the older, less sophisticated techniques,
such as Mr. Toy's charts, can still be used effectively by management to help control inventory costs.
It is very noteworthy that in employing charts, Mr. Toy's corporation switched from displaying inventories in terms of dollar
investment to total units, and in so doing increased the efficiency
of the inventory control program. In light of this, we as accountants
should occasionally re- examine our techniques and methods to
determine if they are truly accomplishing our first objective: to

supply management with pertinent data which are readily comprehendible and will assist in the controlling and planning process.
Boyd C. Greene
Memphis Chapter
Memphis, Tenn.

They Are Willing To Innovate
I read Miss Pamela Page's article, "Reimbursing Travel Expenses," in the November 1972 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
with interest, but cannot share in her enthusiasm for the system
she described.
The only advantage I can see in the system is that her company
does not give employees a permanent travel advance, choosing
instead to use the employees' money to its own advantage. Another
way of stating this is that the company requires employees who
travel to grant it a permanent, interest free, loan.
The conclusion states that employees no longer need worry
about when or how much they will be paid. This, to me, encourages
laxity in record keeping and submission of expense reports, but
does not simplify record keeping. It merely shifts the disallowance
of an item from one week to the following week. Another "advantage" claimed for this system is that it "helps insure timely financial
reporting." Accrual accounting will accomplish the same thing.
Although I disagree with her opinion of the reimbursement
method, I am pleased that her company's accountants are willing
to innovate in attempting to solve the problems facing the accounting profession.
Roger C. Emge, CPA
Evansville Chapter
Evansville, Ind.

Reimbursing Travel Expenses
Since a coordinated, prompt, tightly controlled, yet efficient
travel expense reimbursement system is a utopian concept in
business establishments of all sizes, I was anxious to see what Miss
Pamela Page had to say in "Reimbursing Travel Expenses" in
the November issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. I was disappointed, from a bank controller's viewpoint.
The system may work well for her company, but I predict that
it would fail for the vast majority of companies for two major
reasons:
The "Employee Reimbursement Draft" is not a check, or "cash
item;" it is a sight draft, or "collection item," which means
simply that the ultimate responsibility for collection of the
funds disbursed falls on the first endorser, or payee, whether
that payee be a motel cashier, bank, or other merchant in the
city where the employee is traveling. Conclusion: Most payees
would either be hesitant to, or refuse to, cash this instrument,
unless a tremendous amount of advance notification has been
undertaken.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1973
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Let Bell & Howell Sc hools help you get
your CPA certificate with this thoroughly
tested and proven International Accountants Society CPA coaching course.
Learn the f ive Important " how to's " that
have alread y hel ped t hous ands of ac countants Jump that final hurdle to become CPA's. W e'll keep on coaching you
at no additional cos t until you pass the
CPA exam. (See our warranty below.)
Get the facts now. Clip and mail the
coupon today.
Everyone in accounting knows how

*How to decide quick ly the requirements for each solution. Once you've defined the problem, you must get a clear
picture in your mind of the various ingredients that are required for the correct solution. Sometimes a right answer can look
like a wrong one because some apparently
minor element is missing. The CPA Coaching Course shows you how to make certain
that your solution has all of the requirements the examiners have in mind.
*How to construct an acceptablepres -,
entation for your solution. A single solution

important a CPA certificate can be to your
career. But it's not that easy to get one. Even
with thorough training and experience in
accounting, you need "something extra"

can be expressed in many different ways.
How do you present your solution clearly
and concisely? How do you make it immediately obvious to the examiner that your

Our CPA Coac hing Cours e has helped
thousands pas s their CPA Examination.
We want our students to succeed. So we'll
do everything we possibly can to help you
get your certificate. That's why we offer you

to help you get that coveted CPA certificate.

answer is the right one? T he CPA Coaching

this W arranty

Not a c ours e in acc ounting ... a course
that will help you pas s the CPA certification exam
The Bell & Howell Schools CPA Coach-

Course shows you how.
How to use accounting terms thatare
acceptable to the examiners. As you know,
there is a certain amount of variation in

THE BELL & HOW ELL SCHOOLS
WARRANTY.
If after successfully completing the IAS
CPA Coaching Course and after meeting

i ng Course is not des i gned to teac h you
ac count ing. It 's des i gned t o hel p you pas s
t h e C PA e x am an d ge t yo ur ce rt i fi c at e . An d
that's a technique in itself.
T h e f i ve t ec h n i q u es you c a n pr a c t i c e i n
4
y
p
a d v a n c e . . . a n d us e w h e n yo u ' r e r e a d y
t o pas s t he exam
This tested and pr oven International

ac count ing t er m inol ogy. The CPA C oac hing Course shows you how to avoi d the
st u m bl i n g bl o c k s of mi si n t e rp re t a t i on by
using terms the examiners will fi nd correct.
No night c l ass es t o a tt end . . . no t r avel i ng
t o s em i na r s . . . p r ep ar e a t h o m e i n y o u r
spar e t i m e.
Home study preparat ion through the
CPA Coac hing Course offers speci al ad-

al l t he legal requi r em ent s of your s t at e as
to resi denc e, exper ienc e, preli mi nary edt lcat i o n, a n d ot h e r mat t e rs, you fa i l t o p a s s
the CPA exami nati on, IAS w il l c ont i nue t o
coach you w it hout addi ti onal cost unt il you
are successful or dec i de to dis continue
or withdraw.

Accountants Society CPA Coaching Course

teaches
you the
fivewhen
basic you
techniques
should know
"cold"
sit downyou
to
take the exam:
*How to budget y our exam time to
make every minute count. When you sit
down to write the exam, you've got 240 min utes worth of work to do that may decide
your whole
Some
candidat
es minfail
because
theyfuture.
waste too
many
of these
nits. The CPA Coaching Course teaches
you the important "time economics" techcou nts you ca n u se to ma k e every minu te
count.
Ho w to analyze each problem and
extract the relevant data. Most business
professionals know that defining the problem is nine - tenths of the solution. Yet some
candidates let this important principle fly
out the window when they sit down to write
the exam. The CPA Coaching Course shows
you how to define and analyze each problem carefully and extract the data you need

vantages over other methods. You work at

your own pace. You take advantage of
spare time study opportunities —at home,
at the office, traveling to and from work. And

you enjoy the help and guidance of a
faculty of fully qualified CPA's.
If you do need ref res her training you
can take up to three additional electives
at no extra cost.
These elective assignments are not
part of the CPA Coaching Course. They are
offered separately as a courtesy to those
students who feel they need to "brush up"
in certain areas. Choose up to three of
them. They won't cost you an extra penny.
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2. This system would substantially increase the workload of the
two banks involved (that used by the payee and that used by
the employer) and they should also be hesitant to enter into
this type of relationship, unless an equitable collection fee per
item is arranged.
In summation, I feel the time - honored credit card system is
a more effective method of consolidating sundry expenditures for
subsequent one -check payment.
Richard F. Asbury, Jr.
Controller
Memphis Bank & Trust Co.
Memphis, Tenn.

Setting Up Production Standards—
It's Not as Easy as It Sounds

1. Nonproductive time cannot be sold to customers, so idle time
must be kept to a minimum.
2. Waste percentages should be clearly determined, so that this
cost can be reduced.
3. Never forget your foreman and employees who can give many
ideas in going through the implementation of the "standards."
Setting the standards is one thing, implementing them another.
Alberto O. Baco
Mubles Baco, Inc.
San Juan, P.R.

Contribution Reporting
I read with great interest, in the November 1972 issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, the article "Contribution Reporting," by
J. Henry Kadel. Mr. Kadel pointed out some interesting facts and
opinions on contribution reporting, a concept I once wholeheartedly supported. However, there is a problem which stems
from the product manager's unwillingness to see and accept failure
in a given product line.
As I see it, if no distinct separation of selling responsibilities
versus manufacturing responsibilities is shown at the bottom of
the report, the product manager is placed in a corner where he
cannot complain about distributed costs. Some companies then
find themselves at full or near -full capacity and continuing to
lose money because they accepted business which seems to contribute, losing sight of the increasing distributed costs which can be
significant.
R. J. Catapano
Essex Chemical Corporation
Morganville, N. J.

will

In the article, "Setting Up Production Standards," by William
V. Jones, which appeared in the August 1972 issue Of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING, the author presents a method for budgeting employee
activity in small and medium size firms. He suggests such techniques as cooperation with employees and improvements in working conditions in order to increase machine speeds. However, Mr.
Jones does oversimplify the role of employee acceptance to new
or revised production standards since employees do not always
produce to levels of management expectations.
Mr. Jones fails to realize that cooperation with employees does
not assure acceptance of newly revised standards, nor can a worker
be motivated to increase his output because of improvements in
working conditions. Most behavioral scientists will agree that Mr.
Jones' assumption may increase morale, but an increase in morale
does not necessarily mean a corresponding increase in productivity.
Workers gauge their performance according to their own personal
expectations and accomplishments.
Workers can be made happier but they may not work harder.
Improving working conditions (even if suggestions are made by
employees) will not in itself increase motivation. Only when management fulfills the needs and aspiration levels of workers can
they be induced to work at greater machine speeds. For example,
if a mill worker aspires to become a foreman and his aspiration
levels are not being met, he cannot be motivated to increase his
output by improving his working conditions.
The task of motivating workers becomes not one of coaxing
employees into working harder but one of matching specific jobs
to aspiration levels. A very difficult task, indeed. Workers
informally set their own standards according to what they expect
to receive from a firm. Therefore, we cannot assume that employees will produce at levels that management expects of them.
Mr. Jones' idea of cooperation with employees and foremen
merits consideration. Many improvements in efficiency may result
from cooperation. However, we cannot assume that workers will
be motivated to accept and work at greater machine speeds because
of this activity.

was a direct, concise, and very descriptive analysis of one of the
main problems faced by small and medium -sized manufacturing
companies.
TO many readers Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, his article will
surely confirm their thoughts in this important manufacturing area;
to others, his article will serve as a guideline to solve their problems.
I really find very interesting his pointing out very clearly the
following important points that many seem to forget at one time
or another:

James R. Davis
Canton Chapter
Alliance, Ohio

Guideline To Solve Their Problems
Mr. William V. Jones' article, "Setting Up Production Standards," In the August 1972 Issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
8

The Last Figure on the Financial Statement
The article, "Employee Information System," by George T.
Odom, published in the November 1971 issue Of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING has, as the farmer would say, "Shucked it right down
to the cob ",in developing a communication system that will apprise every employee of the importance of the function he performs and its relationship to his "hip pocket." Most employees
are conscious of cost because it is constantly mentioned in abstract
terms. However, few employees are cost - conscious in the sense
of reduction and controlling the costs related to their function.
Another approach, to complement the program Mr. Odom
described, is to inform the employees of interest income which
may be developed from a cash management program dealing with
excess or surplus funds derived from cost savings. This would have
a direct effect upon that last figure on the financial statement.
Continued on page 47
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1973

New NCR
Calcumadder
A better electronic printing calculator that saves more
time on adding and subtracting.
Every business needs an electronic printing
calculator.
Some of the time!
There's no f aster way to do your numerous
everyday multiplication and division problems and
have a printed record for checking and audit.
Even more often, every business needs an adding machine. For simple listing. Adding and subtracting. And 90% of this work involves dollars and cents.
That's where many electronic calculators take more
time because every decimal point must be entered.
Not so with the new NCR 18 -38 Calcu- adder.
You simply flick a lever to pre -set the decimal point.
Your all- purpose electronic printing calculator becomes a fast, tape - printing, grand total electronic
adding machine.
You get two machines in one. You have all the

advantages of a high- speed, one -memory electronic
printing calculator with floating and fixed decimals,
plus a faster 10 -key electronic adding machine. Both
with an easy -to -read two color printed tape on which
every item is identified.
Here's the ideal all- purpose figuring machine for
every business and every work station where numerous different jobs are handled on one machine.
For more information on this new NCR 18 -38
Calcu- adder, call your nearest NCR Branch Office or
NCR Office Products Dealer. Or, if you prefer, mail the
coupon.
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------- - �
1
NCR, Office Products Division, Dayton, Ohio 45409
1
1
1
Please send me information on the NCR 18 -38.
1
1

1

1
1
1

�1

NAME

-

-1
1

i

�
1

TITLE
1

1

COMPANY NAME

1
1

-

1
ADDRESS

;
STATE

ZIP

1
1
1

Office Products Division
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nans

Come to Portland. April 9 -13.
, first Continuing iducation
Program sieving the northwest.
Take advantage of th
opportunity to partic
in a professional
development progran
brought directly to y

Choose a

Portland / April 9 -13 / Benson

Developing and Using Standard Costs (Mon. /Tue.)
Flexible Budgeting & Performance Reporting (Wed./Thu. /Fri.)
Direct Costing & Contribution Accounting (Thu. /Fri.)
Effective Cash Management (Mon./Tue.)
Inventory Management & Control (Thu. /Fri.)
Data Processing— Concepts & Techniques for Managers (Mon. /Tue. /Wed.)

Register now!

Sprino'73
CEP

Continuing Education Program

Write or call: CEP Registrar
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
(212) 759 -3444
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SEC Will Permit, But Not Require, Earnings Forecasts
As MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING went to press, the Securities & Exchange Commission announced
its intention to allow some companies to publish forecasts of sales and earnings, but no corporation would be required to make such disclosure.

Four More Members Named to Financial Accounting Standards Board
Three certified public accountants and an accounting professor have been named to the Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB), the new body which will establish accounting standards
for corporate financial reporting. They are Donald J. Kirk, 40, a partner in Price Waterhouse
& Co.; John W. Queenan, 67, retired managing partner of Haskins & Sells; Walter P. Schuetze,
40, a partner in Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., and Robert T. Sprouse, 51, professor of accounting
in the Graduate School of Business at Stanford University. Two other persons will be named
to the seven - member Board in the near future. The by -laws of the Financial Accounting Foundation require that four FASB members be CPAs and the others may or may not be CPAs, so
the Foundation is expected to name a financial executive from industry to one of the remaining
positions. As reported earlier, Marshall S. Armstrong, formerly managing partner of Geo. S. Olive
& Co., was appointed chairman of the FASB. The board members will take up their full -time
duties at the FASB headquarters in Stamford, Conn., on March 1.

Conglomerate Expansion Led to Financial Data Loss, FTC Study Says

".

When the conglomerate trend was the name of the game in the '60s, the "expert" predictions
ranged from forecasts of doom for the free enterprise system to economic utopia. As it turns
out none of these predicted consequences actually happened, according to a study made by
the Federal Trade Commission staff. One harmful result of the conglomerate mergers, however,
was "the loss of information about individual products and markets." Based upon a study of
nine conglomerates, the report noted that "The process of diversification has eliminated, or
substantially reduced, the usefulness of one of the more commonly -used measures of intercorporate success, the long -run profit relationship between an individual firm and others in an
industry." None of the sample conglomerates provides detailed financial information about
its operations in individual product markets, the authors point out. The FTC study concluded
that "the alleged qualities of corporate synergism are not detectable from our data," and that
fears conglomerates would dominate large sectors of the economy are unfounded. Major recommendation of the study:
. . detailed product and divisional data should be available to
stockholders, potential entrants, and the antitrust agencies on a continuing basis in order to
insure accurate financial and economic analyses of diversified corporations and industrial markets."

SEC Sets Up Unit to Oversee Foreign Issues
A new Office of International Corporate Finance has been created by the Securities & Exchange
Commission to supervise security offerings by American companies to foreign investors as well
as offerings by foreign issuers to investors in the United States. According to SEC Chairman
William J. Casey, "American companies are showing increasing interest in arranging for partial
distribution of their new issues abroad and the new office will deal with accounting and
disclosure problems arising from the need to meet the requirements of more than one jurisdiction." A long -time member of the Commission staff, Carl T. Bodolus, will head the office.

New Code of Ethics for CPAs Is Effective this Month
A new, "positive" code of Ethics for CPAs has been approved by members of the American
Institute of CPAs. The Institute revised the code because of criticism that it consisted entirely
of "thou shalt not's." "The restated Code sets forth the bases of professional ethics as a guide
to the spirit of professional behavior rather than a mere list of do's and don't's," AICPA Executive
Vice President Wallace E. Olson said.

Used Computer Dealers Set Up Association
Dealers in the used computer and peripheral equipment market have formed the Computer
Dealers Assn., Inc., with headquarters in Boston, Mass.
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THE INVESTMENT CREDIT
To Avail Himself Of The Full Benefits Of The Investment Credit
Acts, The Accountant Must Understand His Investment And
He Must Understand The Law

By William A. Cole and
Stephen H. Wales, Sr.
The investment credit is an unusual example of the
use of revenue law to control the national economy
both positively and negatively. It is not based on a
revenue producing concept but is considered to be,
when present, an economy stimulator and, when absent, an economy depressor. The investment credit
has been present or absent during the past three administrations. Three times the presence of investment
credit legislation has been used to stimulate the economy. Twice the absence of these laws has been used
to supress the economy.
The successive Revenue Acts and their purposes are:
1. Initiated- Public Law 87 -834, effective October 16,
1962- Credit allowed on investments after December 31, 1961, (June 30, 1963 for elevator or
escalator) and before October 10, 1966.
2. Suspended- Public Law 89 -800, effective November 8, 1966- Credit suspended on investments
after October 9, 1966, and before March 10, 1967
(excepting investments of aggregate costs of not
more than $20,000).
3. Restored - Public Law 90 -26, effective June 13,
1967 - Credit restored on investments after March
9, 1967, and before April 19, 1969.
4. Terminated- Public Law 91 -172, effective December 30, 1969- Credit terminated on investments after April 18, 1969, and before August 16,
1971 (and in certain circumstances before April 1,
1971).
5. Restored - Public Law 92 -178, effective December
10, 1971 - Credit restored on investments after August 15, 1971 (and in certain circumstances after
March 31, 1971).
Note: This is a simplified table of dates. Sections 46,
48, and 49, I.R.C. contain many special provisions pertaining to subjects outside the scope
of this article.
In essence, the investment credit concept amounts
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to a federal subsidy for the investment in certain
capital goods. The subsidy arises out of a dollar for
dollar credit against the income tax.
The accountant, in the future, will have to be able
to consider specific capital investments made daring
the several years of the various enactments of investment credit laws. Two aspects of the investment credit
affect the future of today's accountant. The first re
lates to amounts o f credits not previously used, because
of limitations upon the amount of the credit for any
year, and because of low or no income taxes during
periods of slack economy. The second relates to the
ascertaining of the useful life of the item of capital
investment and whether or not the item was actually
held sufficiently long enough to sustain any credit.

An Overview
The investment credit, when in effect, is allowed
by Section 38 of the Internal Revenue Code (I.R.C.);
property which qualifies for the credit is known as
"Section 38 property." The qualifications are set forth
in Sections 46, 47, and 48 of the I.R.C.
In Section 46 there is established a limitation on
the amount of credit for any taxable year, and provisions for carryback and carryover of the unused credit.
Section 46 (c) defines the degree to which property
qualifies according to the assigned useful life.
Section 47 provides for recomputation-"recapture " -in the event of certain early dispositions. Also
Section 47 has provisions relating upon whether or
not the property is used within or without the United
States or its possessions.
Section 48 makes a distinction between new property and used property and setting a cost limitation
upon used property. Section 48 (a) (1) (B) and (C)
makes provision for making certain integral parts of
buildings Section 38 property by including elevators
and escalators. Since the investment credit is directed
toward capital goods it has no application to improvements to real property and to tangible personal property of residential rental nature, such as "Mrs.
Murphy's rooming house." Section 48 (a) (7) is new
and has reached into foreign relations by excluding
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"Under all of
the Acts the
investment
credit is seven
percent of the
'qualifying
investment.' "

from Section 38 property completed outside of the United States, or if less than 50 percent
is "attributable to value added within the United
States." The injection of the term `value added" into
the United States system of income taxation as a term
associated with a different system of taxation is
noteworthy. Some definition of the term may be derived from the Senate Report of the Finance Committee, Report 437, 92nd Congress:
"Foreign produced property also includes any
property completed in the United States, if less
than 50 percent of the basis of the property is
attributable to value added inside the United
States. For this purpose, shipping and insurance
costs incurred in transporting property to this
country as well as any duty payable upon entry
of the property into the United States are to
be treated as foreign value. On the other hand,
any selling profit as well as any profit attributable to any other U.S. activities in the case of
a final product completed in the United States
is to be treated as value added in the United
States. In addition, components which became
part of the property (whether added to the
property in the United States or abroad) which
originate in the United States and meet either
the U.S. value added outside the United States
in applying the 50- percent test."

Whether or not an investment qualifies depends
upon the acquisition date. For purposes of the investment credit "acquired" differs from the meaning of
that word as it may apply to the holding period for
depreciation. It also should be noted that an investment credit ranges from a simple transaction such as
the purchase of a typewriter (a rather instantaneous
event), to the complex completion of a long term
contract such as the erection of a nuclear reactor in
a power plant (a prolonged technological process). In
either situation, "investment" occurs day by day according to progress of performance.

Useful Life
The assigned useful life, for purposes of depreciation, governs the percentage applicable to the basis
of new Section 38 property and to the cost of used
Section 38 property. There is a distinction between
the cost of used property for investment credit computation and the adjusted basis of used property for
depreciation. The rationale is that investment credit
is for the purpose of encouraging the use of funds
for investment in capital goods. (See C (2) (d), Part
IV, p. 20.) Under the Acts of 1962, 1966 (for aggregate
costs of not more than $20,000), and 1967 the established percentages were:
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If the useful life is:
3 years or more but less
than 5 years
5 years or more but less
than 7 years
7 years or more

The applicable
percentage is:
33'%
6635
100

Under all of the Acts the investment credit is seven
percent of the "qualifying investment."

Example
Assume that on July 1, 1968, an investment of
$10,000 was made in property of a qualifying type
and the assigned useful life for depreciation was five
years.

$10,000 x .3333 = $3,333
Investment credit = $3,333 x .07 = $233.31
Assume that on November 1, 1971, an investment
of $10,000 was made in property of a qualifying type
and the assigned useful life for depreciation was five
years.

$10,000 x .6667 = $6,667

Effect Of Investment Date

If the useful life is:
4 years or more but less
than 6 years
6 years or more but less
than 8 years
8 years or more

The 1971 Act liberalized the governing useful life
as follows:

The applicable
percentage is:
33y3
6635
100

Investment credit = $6,667 x .07 = $466.69
The most consistent relationship between the investment credit and the depreciation deduction is the
useful life which must be the same for both purposes.
The result is somewhat of a tug and a haul between
a longer useful life for investment credit and a shorter
life for depreciation deduction. The advantage of one
over the other could vary from year to year, still the
taxpayer has to maintain a consistency of useful lives
for similar properties from year to year. The shortening
of the qualifying useful life by the 1971 act tends to
ameliorate the conflict of advantage.
Of greater significance, however, is another economy
booster feature of the 1971 Act whereby the Asset
Depreciation Range (ADR) system may be used for
the useful life for the depreciation deduction. ADR
permits the useful life to be from 20 percent shorter
to 20 percent longer than a guideline life, and the
useful life may be assigned within those range limits
year by year, thus giving the taxpayer a statutory
privilege of being inconsistent. For example, assume
a qualifying investment in a property with a guideline
life of four years. The taxpayer would have an ADR
range of from three to five years (that is, between
80 percent and 120 percent rounded off to the nearest
half year). The taxpayer may select a five -year useful
life in one year for greater investment credit and three
years useful life in another year for a greater depreciation deduction.

The Past Is The Future
There are two reasons why the accountant must
know the old law under the earlier Acts as well as
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1973

RECAPTURE

If property ceases to be Section 38 property during
a period of time less than its assigned useful life, the
investment credit is recomputed. (See C, Part IV,
p. 18 et seq.)

Examples
Prior law
Assume that an investment of $10,000 in property
qualifying as Section 38 property has a useful life of
10 years. The property qualified 100 percent for an
investment credit of seven percent of $10,000 or $700.
If the property were disposed of within the fifth year
the eventual useful life would be more than four but
less than six years. The property then qualified for
only 33%3 percent or $3,333. The eventual investment
credit would be seven percent of $3,333 or $233.31.
The recapture would be $466.69.
New law
Assume the same facts as above. If the property
were disposed of within the fifth year the eventual
useful life would be more than five but less than seven
years. The property then qualified for only 6635 percent or $6,667. The eventual investment credit would
be seven percent of $6,667 or $466.69. The recapture
would be $233.31.
Recapture is possible for property acquired before
October 10, 1966, so even the original Act of 1962
has an effect on the point of recapture. The amount
of recaptured investment credit is added to the tax
for the year of recomputation. It is very important
to note that the recapture is added to the tax for
the recomputation year rather than treating the recapture as a direct setoff against any investment credit
current to the recomputation year. The recapture is
treated as "Chapter 1" tax even though there is no
taxable income for the recomputation year. (Reg.
1.47 -1 (b). See Part IV, p. 18.)
CARRYBACK- CARRYOVER

The second reason why the accountant needs to
know old and new law equally well is the carryback carryover provision of Section 46 (b), I.R.C. In connection with this provision, it is necessary to know
the limitation of the credit based upon the tax for
a taxable year. The limitation of the credit for a
particular taxable year is affected by the carryback -carryforward of a deduction of a net operating loss under
Section 172, I.R.C. or by the carryback- carryforward
by a corporation of a net capital loss under Section
1212, I.R.C. A net operating loss, generally, and a net
capital loss of a corporation are a carryback to the
third preceding taxable year as a deduction and a
carryforward to the fifth succeeding year. A carryback
may be from any taxable year which is still open.

Example
Assume a calendar year taxpayer corporation. On
or before March 15, 1972, a refund claim is filed for
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1973

the calendar year 1968, an audit having shown an
operating loss for that year. The operating loss carryback will be applied first to the calendar year 1965.
The operating loss becomes a deduction for the year
1965 and thus reduces the taxable income, and hence
the tax for that year. The reduction of the tax for
1965 lowers the limit for the investment credit of that
year, and the limit for the investment credit must be
computed according to the law, affecting the year
1965.

"A carryback
may be from
any taxable
year which is
still open."

87.834. Under the Act originally allowing
the credit, the investment credit allowed for the taxable year could not exceed:

PUBLIC LAW

"(1) So much of the liability for tax [before the
investment credit] as does not exceed
$25,000, plus
25 percent of so much of the liability
(2)
...
for tax [before the investment credit] as
exceeds $25,000." (Section 46 (a) (2),
I.R.C.)

Example
Tax before investment
credit
Investment credit
1st $25,000
Balance
25% of $35,000
Limit of credit
Unused credit carryback- carryover

$60,000
$75,000
25,000 25,000 $25,000
$50,000 $35,000
8,750
8,750
$33,750
$41,250

The year from which the carryback- carryover derives
is known as "the unused credit year." The carryback
was to each of the three taxable years preceding the
"unused credit year" which ended after December 31,
1961, and then a carryover to the seven taxable years
following "the unused credit year." (Sec. 46 (b), I.R.C.)
(Originally the carryover was to the fifth year succeeding the unused credit year but if the fifth year ended
after December 31, 1966, the carryover was to the
seventh year.) Furthermore, the carryback- carryforward
was applicable only after utilization of the credit for
the current taxable year.

Example
Assume the above example was for the first taxable
year ending after December 31, 1961. Then it would
be necessary to determine the balance of the first
$25,000 investment credit, the balance of the tax
before investment credit, 25 percent of this second
balance, and the limit of investment credit:
Tax before investment
credit
Investment credit Ist $25,000
Current taxable year
investment credit
Balance 1st $25,000
Balance
25% of $15,000
Limit of credit

$40,000
$25,000

25,000

8,000
$17,000

$

the new law under the 1971 Act. The first reason is
the "recapture" rule of Section 47 of the Code, and
the second reason is the carryback- carryover provision
of Section 46 (b).

8,000
17,000

$15,000
3,750
$28,750
15

"...

the

sequence of
carryovers, as
they derived
from unused
credit years,
still must be
observed."

Then for the second taxable year.
Carryover
Balance 1st $25,000
Balance
25% of $15,000
Unused credit carryover

$41,250
17,000
$24,250
3,750
$20,500

As indicated above, the carryback- carryover was applied in the sequence of unused credit years, the
carryback- carryover from the earliest unused credit
year being first utilized before any carryback- carryover
from a subsequent unused credit year.
P UBL I C L A W 89 -800.
Investments made after October
9, 1966, and before March 10, 1967, (excepting investments of aggregate costs of not more than $20,000)
did not generate any additional investment credit, for
this was the period of suspension. Nevertheless, carryback and carryforward applied to any taxable year
ending during the suspension period.
The change from the previous limitation was: "For
taxable years ending after the last day of suspension
period (March 9, 1967), 50 percent of so much of the
liability for tax for the taxable year as exceeds
$25,000." (Sec. 46 (a) (2) (B), I.R.C.)

Example
Tax before investment
credit
Investment credit
1st $25,000
Balance
50% of $35,000
Limit of credit
Unused credit carryback- carryover

$65,000
$70,000
25,000 25,000 $25,000
$45,000 $35,000
17,500
17,500
$42,500
$27,500

90 -26. Investments after March 9, 1967,
and before April 19, 1969, again generated investment
credit. (Investments aggregating not more than $20,000
continued to generate investment credit for investments after October 9, 1966, and before March 10,
1967.) Investments after April 18, 1969, generally
ceased to generate investment credit. However, there
are many exceptions (treated upon at para. 2007,
Federal Tax Course, 1972, P -H).
P UBL I C LAW

91 -172. The Tax Reform Act of 1969
was to be the termination of investment credit; however, it did not destroy the carryovers which might
remain unused against an income tax. The scheme
of the Act was to allow carryovers through taxable
years ending prior to January 1, 1976. In a sense, the
seven -year carryover period was preserved. However,
to bring the whole thing to an end, the limitation
was changed to be a limitation which is the lower
of two limits. This may be stated as the lower of:

b. 20 percent of the highest amount of such aggregate for any preceeding taxable year beginning after
December 31, 1968, and eqding before January 1,
1971. (See Sec. 46 (b) (5).)
Further, if because of an application of the lower
limit of 2, (a) or (b), above, there still remains an
unused aggregate of carryovers there shall be an additional three taxable years. (See Sec. 46 (b) (6).)
92 -178. The limitation is computed in
the same way as in Public Law 91 -172, except that
the 20 percent is increased by six percentage points
for each month or portion thereof in the taxable year
after August 15, 1971. For example, a 1971 calendar
year taxpayer would add five times six, or 30 percentage points, for the months August through December.
P UBL I C LAW

UNUSED CREDIT YEAR

Beginning after December 31, 1961, and ending
before April 19, 1969, an "unused credit year" is a
taxable year for which the investment credit of the
taxable year exceeds the limitation applicable to the
taxable year. (See Sec. 46 (b) (1).)
Any excess is a carryback to each of the three taxable
years preceding the unused credit year and a carryover
to each of the seven taxable years following the unused
credit year. The credit for the taxable year during
which the qualified investment occurred is first applied, as the limitation may permit, and then, to the
extent allowable by the limitation, carrybacks and
carryovers are used in the sequence of the unused
credit years of which the carrybacks and carryovers
derived. Of course, the carryback could not be to a
taxable year earlier than a taxable year ending after
December 31, 1961.
Beginning after April 18, 1969, and ending before
January 1, 1971, there would be no "unused credit
years" during this period. The limitation would be
computed upon the basis of the lower of two limits
discussed above. In all events, during this period, only
carryovers would be involved. Nevertheless, the sequence of carryovers, as they derived from unused
credit years, still must be observed.
In the case of any unused credits for any unused
credit years between December 31, 1968, and January
1, 1971, which became an aggregate of investment
credit carryover to a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1970, two special rules apply:

P UBL I C LAW

1. The first $25,000 of tax plus 50 percent of tax in
excess of $25,000 (which was the Extant Rule), or
2. The alternative of:
a. 20 percent of the aggregate of the unused investment credit carryovers to the taxable year, or
16

1. The aggregate ceases to be an aggregate and again
reference must be made to the unused credit year
from which unused credit derived. But the carryover period is extended to ten taxable years following the unused credit year. (See Sec. 46 (b) (1)
(B), as amended.)
2. The other special rule is the unused credit, as a
carryover, deriving from an unused credit year
ending before January 1, 1971, is applied, or utilized, before the credit of the taxable year.

Example
Assume the taxable year is the calendar year 1971
(a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1970)
Continued on page 35
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HOSPITAL COST CONTROLS
By Relating Departmental Revenues To Departmental Expenses And
Budgeted Data, Administrative Control Is Facilitated

By Isaac S. Smalls
Rising hospital costs have caused hospital administrators to give greater attention to methods of improving
the financial administration of their institutions. To
achieve efficient administration, they need accounting
information that points out those segments of the
hospital in which expenditures do not conform to the
planned amount. Budgeting is an accounting tool that
can provide hospital management with the information it needs for making sound decisions, especially
decisions that involve cost reductions and controls.
But before discussing the uses of a flexible budgeting
system in a hospital, we must look first at some of
the concepts on which such a budget is based.

it possible to develop appropriate planning and control
measures that will result in an optimum level of expense for that item.

Cost Finding
After costs have been classified by behavior pattern,
hospital managers must determine the responsibility
segments to which expenses can be directly traced.
These responsibility segments are called cost centers.
For example, nursing stations can be established as
cost centers because certain expenses can be directly
related to specific nursing stations, and the head nurse
can directly control these expenses.
The reliability of accounting information depends
largely upon an effective method of cost finding. One
source defines cost finding in the following manner:

Cost Behavior
To develop an effective cost control system, hospital
managers must first recognize the behavior patterns
of the individual costs they wish to control. They must
distinguish between fixed, variable, and semivariable
costs. Fixed costs remain constant regardless of the
volume of production or the level of operation in a
particular department; variable costs fluctuate in proportion with the volume of production or changes in
the level of a particular activity. Examples of fixed
cost are administrative salaries and property taxes
while variable costs are represented by direct labor
and direct materials. Semivariable costs are a mixture
of fixed and variable costs. For example, a certain
amount of maintenance expense is incurred in the
laundry operation regardless of the level of operation,
while additional maintenance costs are incurred in
direct proportion to the pounds of laundry processed.
Once costs have been separated into these behavior
patterns, management can decide what measures are
necessary to control them. Variable costs are controllable in the short -run because decisions affecting
the level of these expenses are made frequently during
short time periods. For example, food service expenses
are influenced by decisions on the kind and quantities
of food that will be prepared for each meal. In contrast, fixed costs are controllable only in the long -run.
Thus, depreciation expense on the hospital building
can be influenced only by decisions that pertain to
changes in the size of the hospital, and such decisions
are made at infrequent intervals. Recognition of the
cost behavior pattern for a particular expense makes
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1973

"Cost finding is the apportionment or allocation
of the costs of the nonrevenue producing cost
centers to each other and to the revenue producing centers on the basis of the statistical data
that measures the amount of service rendered
by each center to other centers. "'
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The purpose of cost finding, according to this source,
is "to determine the total or full costs of operating
the revenue producing centers of the hospital."
The theory of cost finding and allocation to cost
centers asserts that all patient care and general service
departments are related to each other in some degree.
By way of illustration, Exhibit 1 depicts a lengthy This article was
stepdown schedule showing how the expenses of each submitted through the
service center (Centers 17) are progressively allocated South Jersey Chapter.
to the next service center of established importance
until they are alloted to only those centers (Centers
A -H) directly connected with patient care and income.
For those centers, the difference between the beginning direct cost and the final cost is the allocated
burden or overhead.
In Exhibit 1, the expenses in each of the vertical
columns are allocated to the column next to it by
using statistical relationships. If Center 4 depicts
operation of plant, its allocation would be made on
the basis of square feet of floor space; Center 5 could
represent laundry and linen service, with the allocation
made on the basis of pounds of laundry processed;
' Cost Findings and Rate Setting for Hoepitak American Hospital Association,
Chicago, 1968, p. 1.
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"By relating
departmental
revenues to
departmental
expenses and
budgeted data,
control is
facilitated."

Center 3 could be health and welfare of employees, mining the costs of operation will not provide an
and costs could be allotted on the basis of gross salary; accurate measurement of whether these costs are reaand so on for the other centers. The objective is to sonable. The development of production indexes, cost
define the total direct and indirect costs attributable comparisons, and personnel effectiveness standards will
to a specific patient activity; then the specifics within furnish the budgeting tools for cost controls.
each department may be molded into meaningful
relationships, a necessary process in developing the Responsibility Accounting
price of materials and services ordered for the patient.
Responsibility accounting is an important manageBy this process, an effective cost accounting system ment tool. It is designed to relate delegation of aucan be developed.
thority with accountability for cost and to measure
A word of caution, however, is necessary. The order financial results. For hospitals faced with the urgent
of apportionment and bases of allocation of costs need to control costs, responsibility accounting is a
should be consistent through time. When this consist- means of identifying the problem areas with related
ency is violated, the results of a cost - finding procedure responsibility. Its value lies not only in its accounting
lose some of their usefulness to hospital management. aspects but also in its requirement for delegation of
Changes in the order of apportionment and bases of responsibility under a clear organizational chart.
allocation should be instituted only where such a
Exhibit 2 represents a monthly separation of rechange would produce a significant improvement in sponsibility centers for various distributions of manthe quality of the result of the cost - finding procedure. agement. Some hospitals will have more distributions,
others will have less. The exhibit shows responsibility
Cost Data Analysis
segments for a medium size hospital. It presents only
The most significant factor in analyzing cost data the revenue producing cost centers, but a similar chart
is the development of meaningful measures of produc- can be composed to present the responsibility areas
tivity in health care services. Productivity is usually of the nonrevenue producing cost centers. The purpose
the result of evaluation that compares output with of separating areas is to:
the work needed to produce it. A typical example of
a productivity index would be the number of treat- 1. Control operating revenues and expenses for each
ments per therapist per hour in the physical therapy
responsibility area
department. The comparison is between the volume 2. Indicate budget variances for each cost center and
of services (the number of treatments) and the input
natural account within the department
required to produce it (the number of hours of thera- 3. Initiate explanations for budget variances
pist time). Too often in the hospital operation, production figures alone are interpreted as meaningful
The information in Exhibit 2 is designed to provide
measures of operating effectiveness or cost effec- an understanding of the revenue producing cost centers
tiveness. Because this does not involve a comparative of a hospital and the relationship of each center to
technique, it cannot provide any real ability to control other revenue producing departments without requircost. It is important, therefore, to develop as many ing a detailed elaboration of the functions and responindexes of production as possible. Two common in- sibilities of the other departments. In this chart, hospidexes are the number of treatments per man hour tal expenses are identifiable with each organizational
and the number of treatments per payroll dollar.
unit and the department heads responsible. By relating
But cost determination is not a tool for cost control. departmental revenues to departmental expenses and
While it is an element in cost control, merely deter- budgeted data, control is facilitated.

Exhibit 1
HOSPITAL COST APPORTIONMENT
YEAR ENDED DEC. 31, 19XX
Direct
expenses

1

2

3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

$100,000
125,000
15,000
35,000
10,000
20,000
80,000
35,000
25,000
45,000
55,000
10,000
15,000
300,000
_ 30,000

$100,000
5,000
500
15,000
500
2,000
5,000
7,500
1,000
12,500
10,000
500
1,000
38,000
1,500

$130,000
650
20,525
650
2,700
6,850
10,250
1,350
17,100
13,500
650
1,350
52,375
2,050

$16,150
575
225
400
650
975
650
875
1,450
650
950
8,000
750

$900,000

$100,000

$130,000

$16,150

Total

18

Centers
4

5

6

7

Total

Over head
rate

62,225
32,500
82,625
88,900
12,400
19,350
565,300
36,700

78%
30%
61%
62%
24%
29%
88%
22%

$71,000
750
500
5,000
6,000
3,000
6,000
7,400
500
750
40,200
1,000

$12,125

100
8,625
650

$25,600
1,000
1,500
750
900
1,300
100
200
19,100
750

$71,000

$12,125

$25,600

500
1,000
750
250
250

$99,000
$

Center

99,000
$99,000

$900,000
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"Preparation of
the budget
requires close
examination of
the hospital's
costs and
expenses, and
its sources of
income."

Exhibit 2
RESPONSIBILITY CENTER ORGANIZATION
Administrator
overall
950

N 800
division

div it7wI
svevice
division

Fiscal
900
service
division

Inhalation
therapy

Physical
therapy

medical
services

738

737

755

I I I I II II

Radiology

Pharmacy

Anesthaslo"y

I allorstorise

720

733

735

701

Chemistry

I I

BactsriOlODf

705

1 1

707

Administrative
services

900 I
service
division

I I 11

I I

I I

Pathology

I I

Clinical

I I

Electracardiology

hank

1 1

710

1 1

705

1 1

711

1 1

712

I I
1

1

Hematology

714

Responsibility accounting is also a useful and necessary prerequisite for third party negotiations and for
reimbursement determination. When cost - finding information is used for these purposes, costs are allotted
to individuals to provide planning and control. Allocations are made solely for preparing reports for the
reimbursement and rate - setting plans to be approved.
Approval of the prospective plan of reimbursement
is made by an areawide committee which should base
its decisions upon: (a) a review of the hospital budget,
(b) the financial need of the hospital as defined in
the third party contract, and (c) efficiency measures
determined in part by comparison with other hospitals.
The rates approved by the areawide committee are
not subject to retroactive adjustments or renegotiation. This lack of retroactivity accounts for the critical
differences among the various reimbursement plans
under which hospitals traditionally have been reimbursed. Hospital managers must therefore develop and
rely upon an effective system of responsibility accounting in the measurement of plans or goals.
The benefits hospital administrators can derive from
a responsibility accounting system include, not only
helping managers to administer, but also clarifying
responsibilities, pinpointing budget deviations, developing cost consciousness, controlling costs where they
are incurred, improving future budgets, and indicating
relative effectiveness of managers.
To realize effective cost controls, hospital administrators require the cooperation of lower level managers. To obtain this cooperation, information must be
provided in a form that will be understood and accepted. Good responsibility accounting provides such
a form.

sive plan of operations expressed in financial terms
and includes planning, coordinating, and control.
Exhibit 3 illustrates a budget schedule followed by
the XYZ Hospital. The system consists of five significant columns of figures: Actual and Over /under budget of the month, Actual and Over /under budget for
the year -to -date, and a column showing the Remaining
annual budget for the current year. Major income and
expense items are listed individually by Account
number, and smaller and miscellaneous items of revenues and expenses are lumped together under "Other"
and "Miscellaneous" (e.g., Accounts 52 and 88).
A similar system should be employed to show the
total operating revenues and expenses for each division
or department of the hospital.
In this kind of system, the dollar amount of
variances for the month and for the year -to -date makes
it possible to easily spot items requiring analysis and
explanation. Also, the account indicators will tell
management much about the efficiency of a particular
department, and once these accounts are combined
in the total budgeting report, hospital administrators
would have valuable information about the financial
operation of the entire hospital.
Preparation of the budget requires close examination of the hospital's costs and expenses, and its sources
of income. Many times this process points up inefficiencies or duplications which can be corrected in
the planning stage. The activities of related departments must be coordinated for efficiency, and expenses
ultimately must be kept within the income indicated
by a realistic appraisal or forecast. Finally, steps must
be taken to assure that the master budget plan is
effectively carried out through the control of activities.

Flexible Budgeting

Conclusion

Budgeting means setting standards and measuring
variances from those standards. Although a budget has
as its basis a forecast of income and expenses, it is
much more than a forecast. It comprises a comprehen-

The movement by government agencies toward
effective planning and budgeting, the requirements
of third parties for reliable cost information in support
of reimbursements, and the need to effectively allocate
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increasingly scarce resources among treatment programs, all have contributed to the recent interest of
health care institutions in cost control.
The cost control method described in this article
offers a practical and flexible means for administrators

of hospitals and other health care institutions to obtain
reliable financial information to control and improve
their operations. Because of its flexibility, the method
is applicable to a wide range of organizational structures and accounting systems.
❑

Exhibit 3
XYZ HOSPITAL BUDGET SCHEDULE
Level 1 -by Account
950- Administrator
Responsible to: Overall
Current month

Actual

Year to date

Over /under
budget

Account

Description

Actual

Over /under
budget

Remaining
annual
budget

$1,742,300
230,700

$14,1001, 100-

$8,945,000
1,049,000

Operating revenue

7, 000-

_

-

-

1,032,000

400

In- patient
Out - patient
Extended care
Home care
Nursing home care
Other

-

-

-

40,000

11
21
31
41
51
52

-

$6,600800-

-

$887,900
104,100

80,000

Total operating revenue

800

396,000

2,053,000

14,400-

10,390,000

1,199,300
98,600
21,600
28,500

4, 900200
20 0 -

5,612,000
537,000
172,000
372,000

1,348,000

4, 900-

6,693,000

30,000
12,000
55,000
34,000
30,000
30,000
8,000
18,000
32,800
12,400
16,800
35,800
34,000
5,600
12,400
45,400
19,800
65,000
18,000

100
200
100
1002, 000200100
200
800200-

153,000
61,000
270,000
170,000
140,000
151,000
42,000
90.000
181,000
63,000
80,000
162,000
167,000
22,000
67,000
232,000
98,000
320,000
86,000

700

15,000
6,000
27,000
17,000
14,000
15,000
4,000
9,000
16,400
6,200
8,400
16,400
17,000
2,800
6,200
22,700
9,900
32,000
9,000

300100-

924,000
$108,000

20

-

1,200
10020 0 -

-

1, 700100400
200
300
600
50 0 70 0 100
400
200
$7,200-

Salaries - regular
Salaries- vacation -other
Salaries - overtime
Salaries -sick pay
Total salaries

11
12
13
14
15
16
19
23
24
28
33
34
35
43
44
45
50
77
88

Employee benefits
Fees
Taxes
Insurance
Interest
Utilities
Conventions and travel
Office supplies
Material supplies
X -ray film
Equipment rental
Minor equipment
Equipment repairs
Oxygen and gases
Chemicals
Drugs
Blood
Depreciation
Miscellaneous

-

670,000

01
02
03
04

600
200
10030 0 300200
-

1, 000600

1,100

1,500

Total operating expenses

1,863,000

5, 700-

9,248,000

Contribution to overhead

190,000

$8, 700-

$1,142,000

$

562,300
53,700
16,200
37,800

-

Operating expense
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A DATA PROCESSING
PROGRAM FOR HOSPITALS
Output Reporting From The System Should Serve To Assist
Physicians And Hospital Personnel In The Performance Of Their
Tasks And, Thereby, To Improve Work Gratification And Patient
Satisfaction

STEP 1: IDENTIFY HOSPITAL OBJECTIVES
The first step in developing a data processing proThe data processing program presented in this article gram involves a review of the hospital's organization,
is a computer- assisted integrated data processing pro- programs, plans, and objectives relating to the overall
gram. The defined scope of such a program is the role of the hospital in the community. The hospital's
integration of the medical, administrative, and fiscal board of trustees, chief executive officer, and medical
information elements of the hospital within a unified staff should interact effectively and participate in
systems environment. The program is also computer - establishing the objectives of the hospital. Patient
assisted, i.e., the total information processing capabil- programs (acute treatment, short -term care, extended
ity of the computer is used to handle the processing care, outpatient clinic, etc.) and patient services (labovolumes and time constraints of the system. But before ratory, radiology, etc.) should be explicitly defined as
the steps required to develop the data processing to scope of services and cost - revenue objectives.
program are outlined, it will be useful to examine some Teaching, educational, and experimental research proof the overall purposes for developing an integrated grams should be highlighted as to their role in the
hospital profile and funding source.
hospital information system. They are:
It is important in this step to review the hospital's
1. Output reporting from the system should be de- objectives and plans in light of the medical resources
signed to aid in the evaluation of the hospital's available in the community. Areawide studies involving community planning should be reviewed to ensure
performance in obtaining its stated objectives.
2. Analytical reporting should he provided that iden- compatibility of the hospital's plans with those of the
tifies the utilization of facilities, services, and per- state and regional health care planning agencies. Differences noted in this review should be identified and
sonnel in caring for patients.
3. Output reporting from the system should serve to resolved before attempting to implement the data
assist physicians and hospital personnel in the per- processing plan.
A data processing program can represent a signififormance of their tasks and, thereby, to improve
cant
outlay of money, particularly during the develop work gratification and patient satisfaction.
ment
stages when little or no savings can be realized.
4. As the system is perfected, scheduling of personnel,
services, and facilities should be accomplished to It is therefore important that consideration be given
promote the effectiveness of the delivery of medi- to the financial stability of the hospital from an historical as well as a projected basis. Specific attention
cal care.
should
be given the potential impact of external finan5. The ultimate goal of the integrated information
system is to permit the simulation of the institu- cial constraints such as the Economic Stabilization
tion's operations in an effort to conduct experi- guidelines and the reimbursement regulations of
ments in the delivery of high quality medical care third -party payors.
The results of this first step should be documented
at controlled costs without the risks of implementand
presented to the board of trustees for review and
ing untried procedures in the real environment..
concurrence. Documentation and review of this step
Program Development
will help to avoid misunderstanding at a later date
In the following paragraphs, the steps that should and provide a firm basis for continued re- examination
be followed in developing the hospital's data process- of the data processing program as related to the hospital objectives.
ing program are discussed.

By John A. Brubaker
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"The key here
is involve-

Exhibit 1
PATIENT AND SERVICES
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STEP 2: INFORMATION PROCESSING NEEDS
To define the information processing needs, one
must first interview key supervisory and professional
personnel to identify what they regard as major proble m a r e a s a n d i n fo r m a t i o na l re q u ir e m en t s. T h e i n te r -

view must be performed by an experienced individual
who is competent in his ability to assess:
1. The underlying motivation and interrelationships
involved
2. The interdependency of the information processing
requirements
3. The systems expertise currently available for solving the individual's problem, and thereby stimulating a me a ni n g fu l in t e rc h a ng e of i de a s

Revenue
and
statistics

Medical
history

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Processing controls and editing features
Transaction volumes— current and projected
Interdependence with other functions
Outside services available or currently used
Anticipated equipment or procedural requirements
10. Personnel, equipment, or supply savings
11. Intangible benefits
12. Weaknesses not resolvable with the present system or procedure
The completeness and accuracy of this data will
enhance the hospital's ability to develop effectively
the integrated data processing system. All departments
in the hospital complex should be included in this
review.

At this time, a constru c tive in te r ch a ng e of idea s

without overleading the interviewee will result in a
more realistic definition of the true requirements and
a more positive attitude on the part of those persons
interviewed toward the data processing program. The
key here is involvement, which is vital during detail
systems design and implementation.
The data processing functional requirements that
should be documented are listed below:
1. Functions to be performed in the system
2. Output reporting requirements and utilization
3. Internal and external requirements relating to the
function
4. Processing time constraints (daily, weekly, real time, etc.)
22

STEP 3: EVALUAT E NEEDS VERSUS OBJECT IVES

The question to be asked in this step is: Are the
expressed departmental and professional needs compatible with the hospital's objectives and plans as
identified in Step 1? Specific evaluation of this question must be performed at this time to ensure that
the information processing requirements are structured
within the hospital's objectives relative to patient and
services and programs, fiscal policy, and long -range
plans.
Specific processing requirements may be financially
and /or technically impracticable to implement within
the immediate future. These application areas should
remain in the overall plan with recognition given to
those factors which make implementation quesMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1973

tionable. Systems concepts and detail design for systems implemented will require a minimum amount
of change when funding sources or technical developments justify implementation of these applications at
a later date.
STEP 4: CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM
Conceptual design of the information system involves classification and consolidation of the individual processing requirements. Information sources, flow,
and requirements for processing and output reports
are key elements determining the characteristics of the
information system. Organization of data into homogeneous, manageable groupings is essential to the
development of the required data files.
Processing time and volume constraints will ultimately determine the storage media (card, tape, disk,
etc.); however, data should be organized conceptually
to minimize duplication of the same information in
various data files. For example, a patient's name will

maintained until the time of discharge or completion of scheduled services. At such time, the Accounts receivable, Service master, Medical history,
and Patient directory files should be updated.
3. Accounts receivable file — Information concerning
Exhibit 2
PAYROLL AND PERSONNEL
r

Personnel
master
file

in d esi g ni n g t h e i n for m a ti o n sy ste m . If p rop erl y c on-

ceived and designed, the data base will not require
extensive modification to obtain new output reporting
or to expand from batch to multiprogramming to
real -time operating environments. (These environments will be discussed in Step 5.)
It is appropriate here to present a conceptual framework for an integrated data processing information
system. No attempt is made to itemize all potential
application, but the four primary systems discussed
embody the basic elements needed to satisfy the hospital's operating requirements. Exhibits 1 through 4
present a schematic summarizing the systems flow,
data base, and types of output.
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Exhibit 3
PROPERTY AND SUPPLIES
Inputs
Property
T

� ' � - � - � -

in for m a ti o n perta ining to
pa ti e nt s a nd pa t i e n t services (see Ex hi bi t 1) shou ld
be a c c e pt e d, c on t ro l l ed , a n d p r oc e sse d i n th i s sy st e m
a nd o u t p u t repo rts pre pa re d. T h e syst em's o u t p u t s
sh o u l d en c om p a ss a d m i ni str a t iv e , fiscal, and medica l
re qu i re m en t s. T h e p ri n ci p a l fi l es of t h e h osp it a l d a t a
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be requ ired for billing, st a t e me n t s, censu s reports,

medical records, etc. It is desirable, therefore, to store
a patient's name in one location which can be accessed
for all output reporting requirements.
A data base refers to a compilation of information
relative to a specific function or group of functions.
A segment of the data base is referred to as a file.
This terminology is used below in describing an integrated hospital information system. Development of
the hospital data base is one of the most critical steps
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"Financial and
physical
control . . . is
the primary
objective of
this system."

all patient receivables outstanding should be maintained for statement preparation and analysis.
Services master file —The file should contain information describing the full complement of ancillary and patient care services, the scheduled
utilization of the services, and the actual utilization. Supporting processing logic should control
and direct the interrelationship of services and
output reporting.
Medical history file —It should contain general
patient data, the latest diagnosis, results of the
latest physical examination, medical history, and
selected test results. Contents of this file should
not be intended to replace the medical chart. File
definition and use must be carefully examined.
This file would normally be the last file developed
and implemented.
All information concerning
personnel in the organization would be processed in
this system (see Exhibit 2) for the purposes of (a)
payroll preparation and reporting, (b) personnel inventory, (c) position control, and (d) scheduling.
PA YR O L L AN D PE R S O N N E L .

PR O P E R TY A N D S UP P L I E S . Financial and physical control
over fixed assets and supplies (dietary, pharmacy, medical- surgical, etc.) is the primary objective of this system (see Exhibit 3). Purchasing, inventory control,
requirements forecasting, accounts payable, property
ledger, and preventive maintenance reporting functions should be supported in this system.

P L A N N I N G AN D C O N T R O L . The Planning and Control
system (Exhibit 4) should provide the fiscal and administrative reporting required for all facets of the

Exhibit 4
PLANNING AND CONTROL
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STEP 5: IDENT IFY P ROCE SSING REQ UIREM ENT S

Development of an integrated data processing system, as conceptualized above, will ultimately require
a real -time computer environment. The utilization of
such equipment and supporting software in hospitals
is limited today. Most efforts involving real -time systems in hospitals are experimental in nature and are
partially or fully financed by equipment manufacturers
and /or the Federal Government. It will be at least
two to five years before hospitals can begin to effectively employ real -time systems. However, logical development of a data processing plan can be directed
toward a real -time environment by a step -by -step program with periodic review and analysis to determine
timing and justification.
Identified below are the basic hardware/ software
environmental phases which should be considered in
developing the data processing program.
Initial entry to the development of the
integrated data processing program can be achieved
utilizing a medium -size computer configuration which
will process sequentially one program at a time. The
computer should be the minimum configuration required allowing for expansion into a multiprogramming and then real -time environment without redesign
or reprogramming. The computer should employ an
operating system (manufacturer supported software)
capable of controlling job -to -job sequencing and other
supervisory functions. High -level programming languages such as COBOL and FORTRAN should be
available. Input media standardization should be integrated as part of the computer's supporting equipment.
BA TC H M O D E .

ON -LINE M O D E . On -line mode refers to a hardware
environment which will accept and return data using
remote terminal locations. However, processing of
information by the computer would be performed in
batch mode, thereby limiting its inquiry/communications capability. In a limited- capacity on -line environment, terminals would be located in a few critical
locations throughout the hospital.

Processing in real -time mode refers
to immediate processing of input data and inquiries
with corresponding responses. Real -time processing is
required to provide a communications environment.
Terminals (normally visual display devices with attached printers) would be extensively employed
throughout the hospital at nursing stations, ancillary
service departments, and in many other service points
as well.
REAL -TIME M O D E .

----

Hospital
data
base

hospital's operations. All information files discussed
above would contain data relevant to this reporting.

1 Administrative

and
ol

ST EP 6 : PREP ARE IMPL EMEN T AT I ON S CHED ULE
Trial balance
Budget
Revenue and
expenses by
service and
by program
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Special rt.
Patient flow
analysis

An implementation schedule should be prepared,
formally documented, and approved by the responsible
parties. The schedule does not need to be highly
sophisticated (a bar chart will do) but must include
manpower requirements, elapsed time, and specific
target dates by function. Scheduling involves setting
priorities for implementation of the systems planned.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1973

Setting priorities will require evaluation of the following factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Natural sequence of systems development
Costs of developing and operating
Receptivity of hospital personnel
Availability of computer hardware, software, and

Conclusion
Several concluding statements can be made concerning hospital data processing programs.

Objective Evaluation —Data processing programs
should not be undertaken without analysis and
evaluation of the economic impact they will have
personnel
on the hospital complex. Objectivity of the pro5. Short -range and long -range expansion plans of the
gram's development plan will greatly enhance its
hospital
chances for success in meeting the established goals.
The plan is dynamic and therefore must be responOnce the sequencing of jobs is determined, the
sive to changes from within the hospital and to
staffing and hardware requirements can be scheduled
external developments.
as needed. Allowances should be provided for selection
of hardware, staff training, and conversion require- 2. Step -by -Step Implementation Approach — Hospitals
cannot expect to jump directly into a sophisticated
ments by application. Implementation target dates
real -time environment. The best approach, offering
should be set realistically. The target dates should be
least risk, will be based on building upon current
compared to the scheduled dates set in the hospital's
operating systems and expertise. Personnel will be
long -range plan for implementation of new patient
required to move away from outdated routines and
care programs or expansion of existing programs. Priaccept new responsibilities. This process cannot be
mary and secondary responsibilities should be assigned
overlooked since the ultimate successes or failures
to specific individuals for implementation of the apwill depend largely on their ability to accept change
plications in the information system. This includes the
and work actively toward the new objectives.
data processing personnel and personnel associated
3. Computer Selection —It is important that the iniwith the function being mechanized.
tial computer entry be made in light of the total
The completed implementation schedule should be
integrated
data processing system's requirements.
continually reviewed and updated throughout the
Proper
initial
selection will minimize the transition
implementation program. Delays, changes in objecproblems
occurring
with moving from one phase
tives, and other factors influencing the data processing
to the next.
program should be highlighted for evaluation of the
effect on the implementation schedule. Greater detail 4. Utilization of Purchased Systems— Patient accounting, general accounting, communications
and accuracy will be possible in projecting out the
networks, and many other outside services are
schedule one year versus five years. Each quarter, the
available
to hospitals. These systems offer many
schedule for the succeeding one year period should
advantages
such as low development cost, little risk,
be reviewed and updated as required.
fast implementation, and minimum hardware and
personnel commitment. Each system must be evalData Processing Organization
uated on its own merits. However, each hospital,
A program of the magnitude of an integrated data
though similar, has distinct differences in terms
processing program must be given the full support of
of
patient services, internal operation, and most
all hospital personnel. Coordination and direction
importantly, personnel. These differences tend to
must be maintained and controlled by the hospital's
increase the problems associated with complete,
chief executive officer. Every effort must be made to
effective implementation of the system in terms
balance the data processing program objectives beof obtaining the full benefits to be derived. Intween the administrative, financial, and medical retegration of information creation, flow, and proquirements; the hospital must be operated in an
cessing functions to obtain the desired output
efficient, controllable environment to provide the
results can be more readily achieved through an
appropriate scope of patient oriented services. The
internal data processing information system develintegrated data processing program can be a useful
oped to meet the particular needs of a specific
tool in providing management information necessary
hospital.
to achieve this goal.
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Over the years, many forms of measurement have been
used to evaluate the performance of managers of
decentralized operations. Attempts have been made
to measure objectively the manager's performance, and
at the same time to somehow control hitn. Most of
the methods, among them the profit budget, return
on investment, and residual income, have proven inadequate or too inflexible. Either they fail to measure
effectively the manager's performance or they fail to
control him. Or, and worse still, they control him to
the point where lie no longer manages a decentralized
entity. The purpose of this article is to highlight some
of the problems with current measurement techniques
and to suggest as an alternative solution the management audit approach for the measurement of divisional performance.

Profit Budgets Approach
Practically all decentralized companies have some
formal type of profit planning system. While planning
is essential to the typical company, the use of the
profit budget as an evaluation tool is generally not
effective and at titres even misleading.
In some companies, near the end of the fiscal year,
the divisional managers are asked to appear before
a management committee with their budget proposals
for the coming year. The budgets are analyzed to
ascertain that they represent a reasonable goal for the
corning year and that they are consistent with corporate objectives. Once differences are resolved and
modifications are made, the management committee
approves the budget and submits it to top management. After approval by top management the profit
budget becomes the profit goal of the company for
the coming year and divisional managers are expected
to meet these stated goals.
In theory, given perfect (or even reasonable) knowledge and forecasting ability, the profit budget could
represent the best management tool and evaluation
method available to top management. Through the
profit budget mechanism each manager is given the

opportunity to participate in division and corporate
planning, to help set goals, and to provide a basis for
evaluation of performance. Further, if profit goals are
correctly forecasted the profit budget provides an
objective that is consistent with the profit potential
of each division. Therefore, each division would have
the same difficulty in achieving its goal even though
its absolute profits may differ markedly.
Through the use of profit budget, top management
can better utilize its time and effort by concentrating
its direction to those divisions which are not performing according to the profit budget. Through this management by exception principle, top management is
safe to ignore those divisions which are achieving their
goals. In summary, top management sets the objectives, the manager knows what is expected of him,
and his performance is measured by his ability to
obtain these objectives.
The major problem with using the profit budget
as a means of evaluating management performance,
however, is the difference between theory and practice.
First of all, it is very difficult to predict the sales and
profits for the coming year with any degree of certainty. Second, profits are affected by so many complex
variables (e.g., sales, competition, general economy,
etc.) that it is almost impossible to segregate them
as to what is controllable by the manager and what
is outside his control. Third, as soon as the assumptions
on which a profit budget are based (especially competition and the general economic conditions) prove
wrong then the entire budget becomes invalid. Fourth,
profits in many companies do not follow a repeating
pattern year after year and, therefore, a year's time
period, in many cases, is inadequate as a measure of
success.
In light of these facts, one may surmise that the
profit budgets approach of measuring performance is
too vulnerable to forecasting miscalculations, and that
the manager's performance will be judged on his ability
to forecast rather than on his ability to manage.
While managers can effectively predict cost, they
are somewhat more restricted in their ability to predict
the general economic climate and competitors' actions.
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discourage investments which should be made. One
of the limitations of ROI concerns those conditions
which cause incongruities between divisional objectives
and company goals, and which motivate divisional
managers to take uneconomic actions.' To show how
ROI can cause these incongruities we need only to
look at one example.
Division A is a strong division and has an ROI of
45 percent. Division B is a weaker division and is
earning only 15 percent ROL The overall company
ROI is 20 percent. Both divisions are considering a
$100,000 investment for the coming year which, according to the best estimates, will provide a return
of $25,000 to each. Division A will not make the
investment because this will pull down its ROI; therefore, it foregoes the $25,000. Division B makes the
investment which will enhance its ROI. Now, both
divisions considered investments, both made their
decisions based on ROI, and both are happy. However,
the company lost a potential $25,000 profit which
could only have improved its 20 percent ROL The
problem then, is that a manager who is seeking to
show the highest possible rate of return on investment
will be reluctant to undertake any investment which
will lower his present ROL From the stockholders'
point of view, any investment of capital that will show
a return in excess of cost should be made. By setting
Return -on- Investment Approach
a goal of maximum divisional ROI, a conflict is created
Another measure of divisional performance is the between the interest of the manager and the interest
return -on- investment (ROI) method; that is, divisional of the company stockholders.
Performance measurement is obviously concerned
percentage of divisional investment.
net profit as
This is so because few companies are content to judge with the past; however, since the criteria by which
divisional performance on the basis of absolute profit a man is to be judged affects the decisions he will
alone. On that basis the larger divisions (sales and make, it also affects the future. The danger of the
profits) would generally have an unfair advantage over ROI criterion which we must guard against is not the
the smaller ones. Relating profit to sales is also mis- specific decision to invest —which should be made on
leading, although many firms do use it as a criterion. the basis of a discounted cash flow calculation —but
The acceptance of ROI for the measurement of rather the desire of a divisional manager to seek a
divisional performance is primarily an extension of high average rate of return which could lead him to
corporate practice in its own measurement. The ac- turn away from opportunities for profitable expansion.
counting records provide most of the necessary data
Residual Income Approach
(depending upon which variation is being used) and
In light of the problems with ROI, several authors
the application of the method is simple. A discreet
number is calculated which can be compared in turn have advocated the use of the "residual income
with other divisions and other like companies. How- method" as an alternative. The method is an adaptaever, both the numerator and denominator of the ratio tion of the ROI concept; it evaluates divisional perin the ROI computation are subject to many vari- formance by measuring the actual profit less the cost
ations. The question which must be answered is: Is of capital. As an example of how the residual income
ROI an appropriate criterion by which to judge the method works, consider the following comparison of
performance of a division, or its manager, or of both? ROI and residual income. Division A, below, has
The ROI ratio is to some extent useful for objective $100,000 invested on which the net profit is $15,000.
measurement. It is possible to use ROI to compare If the cost of capital to Division A is six percent, we
profitability for units of different sizes, and it does must subtract $6,000 from the net profit to get a
encourage a manager to economize in the use of capital residual income of $9,000.
Division A appears to perform better when the
because, ceteris paribus, the less capital employed in
a division the higher the ROI. Thus, an incentive is simple ROI calculation is considered. However, by
provided for capital economizing moves such as dis- applying the cost of capital criteria, we find that this
posing of redundant assets or choosing a less capi- is not true. Division B actually gives us better performtal- intensive rather than a more capital - intensive ance until the cost of capital reaches 10 percent at
which point we reach a breakeven point where divimethod of expansion.
On the other hand, there have been many writers sional performance is equal for both Divisions A and
in the last several years who have been attacking B. Then, above this point, Division A shows better
ROI —for good reasons. The most serious objection performance.
to the ROI criterion has been that it provides too
' See John Dearden, "The Case Against ROI Control;' Harvard Butinaa Review,
strong an incentive to economize capital and may May -rune 1969.

"It is possible
to use ROI to
compare
profitability for
units of
different
sizes . . . "

a

For these reasons the use of the profit budget as a
measure of divisional performance is both inadequate
and misleading. Many actions by a manager are not
reflected in a profit figure, and many profit figures
are influenced by investment decisions made in past
years by persons other than the present manager. For
instance, it may take several years for the results from
a new product line to be reflected in annual profit
figures. Over the long run, profits may be expected
to reflect a measure of performance; however, in the
short run these same figures can be very misleading.
The profit budget is an excellent planning tool if
properly used and can even be used as a control mechanists, but to measure a manager by his own yardstick
is indeed asking for problems. The profit budget is
too easily influenced by factors outside the control
of either top management or the divisional manager
may be tempted to take short -term actions which are
deterinlental to long -tern plans (especially if the manager is up for a move). These budgets normally reflect
a conservative attitude since they are tied to performance rating and the manager is reluctant to set too
high a standard. Additionally, and perhaps most important, the use of a profit budget as a means of
performance measurement makes it less useful as a
planning device.
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Division A
$100,000
15,000

Division B
$150,000
20,000

15%

13.3`,6

ROI
Residual income
when cost of
capital is:
6%
8%
10%
12%

9,000
7,000
5,000
3,000

$

Capital invested
Net profit

$

this
method of
measuring
divisional
performance
would solve
some of the
problems of
the divisional
controller . . . "
". . .

11,000
8,000
5,000
2,000

This simple example illustrates that the residual
income approach is an improvement over the simple
ROI calculation since it calls for a specific response
from the manager rather than a ratio which at times
can be abstract and /or elusive. The residual income
concept also makes it possible to use different costs
of capital to reflect different classes of risk, assets,
or short -term versus long -term investments. In addition, it can be used to compare return on similar assets
in different divisions— establishing some consistency
among divisions with respect to investment decision
affecting new assets —while it avoids the problems
which occur when a particular division has a very high
ROI. However, it should be noted that the valuation
problem, coupled with the various depreciation schedules, may make the use of the residual income method
both difficult and subject to inconsistencies. Although
the residual income concept is an improvement over
the ROI approach, fixed assets must be included as
part of the investment base and the old valuation
problem will persist.

Management Audit Approach
The idea of a management audit is not entirely new.'
Essentially, each company should set up an audit
program which would suit its own particular needs.
However, some of the areas which should be included
would be: (1) profitability of the division (By putting
profitability first, I am saying that I have not forgotten
it as an important measure of success, but also want
to point out that there are other areas which should
be considered.); (2) organization (e.g., procedural manuals and stated policy); (3) production system (e.g.,
purchasing and procurement techniques, labor relations, production planning and scheduling); (4) information systems (e.g., data processing efficiency, operational budgets, long -range planning, cost controls); (5)
marketing system (e.g., market research, sales analysis,
credit policies); (6) asset management (e.g., capital
budgeting, inventory control); (7) comparison of key
figures to competitors and the industry (e.g., sales,
return on sales, turnover, etc.); (8) comparison of major
projects or new products with forecasted results; (9)
management use of new technology available and new
techniques (e.g., current state of art in computers,
cash -flow analysis, discounted cash -flow capital investment decisions, labor saving devices, etc.).
In this way, the divisional manager is judged for
2See William L Campfield, "Auditing Management Performance," Financial
Executive, January 1971; and John Dearden. "Appraising Profit Center Managers,"
Harvard Busineaa Review, May-June 1968.
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his efficiency in areas which are more directly under
his control. For example, he is not tied to one calendar
or fiscal period profit figure. He is instead evaluated
over a time span long enough to remove many of the
erratic features caused by external forces.
The period of evaluation could be as flexible as
need be to allow for fair evaluation. For instance, some
divisions (e.g., a division which sells only to other
divisions) may be evaluated more often than once a
year while others may be evaluated over as much as
a three year span. When a division manager leaves
the company, a terminal evaluation should be made
not only for the benefit of the departing manager,
but also to protect the incoming manager from existing
conditions which he did not create. Also, in line with
this flexibility, top management could request an
appraisal any time it becomes concerned about a
particular division.
Furthermore, this method of measuring divisional
performance would solve some of the problems of the
divisional controller who, under the present conditions, has a dual responsibility. Not only does lie assist
the manager by providing him with the necessary
financial information and advice, but he also prepares
the evaluation reports which go to top management.
Since he is in this position, there is often considerable
pressure to "cover up" for his manager. Invariably
there is some bias one way or the other — usually in
favor of the division. By freeing him of the performance evaluation responsibility he will be in a better
position to provide data to top management. In addition to this, an evaluation by an outside group would
be a great deal more objective.
This method of evaluation would permit top management and the central staff to spend more time on
a particular appraisal since it would occur less often.
It could be requested at the convenience of the staff.
One last benefit of this proposal is that it would be
evident to top management why a particular manager
is being considered for promotion. If he has been in
his present capacity for a sufficient period of time
then the necessary historical information as to his
ability will be available.
The periodic use of a management audit by the
central finance staff, if properly implemented, could
become a valuable tool for top management. The
review should result in the manager taking action
which is in the best interest of total company goals
since they will be (naturally) motivated to take those
actions that would look best on the evaluation report.
It would be possible, therefore, for top management
to set up the audit in such a way as to elicit those
responses most desired by the company.
Con cl u s i on
Today's management has evolved in a constantly
changing social and economic environment. It deals
with highly complex and technological know -how, a
highly mobile and urban society, and an intensive
struggle to protect and preserve the natural environment. This means that today's manager needs a better
understanding of the total world in which we live and
that top management needs a better understanding
of the individual manager —his ability, desires and potentials.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1973

CONTRIBUTION PRICING
In Addition To The Constraints Of Pricing Custom Engineered
jobs In A Highly Competitive Market, There Is An Overriding
Internal Constraint — Profitability

general and administrative expenses are added. Finally,
through conversion costing, which is more properly
When the sales manager of a custom engineering job a pricing tool rather than an inventory costing method,
shop asks for information about costs for the purpose we add the mark -up on labor and overhead costs, with
of setting selling prices, the Accounting Department materials considered only at cost value.
In the actual development of our cost /price procemust help out. The sales manager assumes that when
dure,
we borrowed from each of these practices. Using
the shop is empty, management should drop prices
in order to get work. On the other hand, if the shop classical analysis for cost components, we tried to build
is full, he assumes that management can drop prices up the whole price from the sum of the parts. The A. J. BETLEY
because the burden is already being carried. Are both basic structure was the familiar break -even approach.
is Controller,
points of view correct? If they are, how does one set First, all the variable costs are summed to find the Magnaflux Corp.,
prices at levels which will produce reasonable profits? absolute minimum price below which the transaction Chicago, III. He
In order to try to answer this question, we analyzed would result in loss of equity. Second, all the fixed attended North Park
a representative group of custom engineered jobs from costs are collected; meeting these costs in the average College and
a prior year. We found that our original cost estimates transaction insures that the annual burden obligations
University.
on which our selling prices were being determined were on the average are met.' This is the break -even price.
Third,
if
our
purchased
component
cost
is
abnormally
for the most part falling short of our actual experience.
article was
We were aware only of the facts yielded by our stan- high, we can consider a conversion price where profit This
submitted through the
dard absorption costing accounting procedures, and is based on value -added only. Fourth, to achieve our Chicago Chapter.
the detailed historical job cost information on all corporate goal, our operating profit should not be less
major completed shop jobs. We found that to support than a fixed percentage of net sales. Fifth, the common
a technologically oriented company structure, we had denominator of cost is manufacturing hours except
to develop at least a 40 percent manufacturing margin. where variable dollar costs are known.
Once the design engineer has submitted his cost
Our assignment was to develop a better job pricing
tool. We had to give the sales manager a more sophis- estimates for a new custom - engineered job, our pricing
ticated guide than he had heretofore, and we also form can be employed. In this case, we used the
wanted to give our engineers some design cost goals budgeted as well as the actual figures for the previous
year. Exhibit I illustrates the pricing procedure and
to shoot at.
four possible prices that may be developed. The basic
The Pricing Form
costs to be considered are as follows:
We decided that it would be necessary to first
investigate variable overhead and segregate it from (A) Direct Materials —This item is based on actual
cost of materials used.
fixed costs. Our engineering people also felt that we
were improperly ignoring the impact of purchased (B) Direct Labor of $5.00 /hour' —This item is computed by dividing the total direct labor dollars
components on the final price. Recognizing the validfor the year (based on standard labor rates) by
ity of these points, we proceeded to develop a procethe total actual direct labor hours incurred during
dure and a standard pricing form, Exhibit 1, that would
the same year. The variation between the stanrequire a minimum of effort to complete. Within this
dard
rates and the actual rates is accounted for
form, we attempted to incorporate elements of direct
in item (E) under manufacturing variations. For
costing, absorption costing, and conversion costing
our purposes, we combined all manufacturing
methods.
departments such as Sheet Metal, Welding, AsThrough direct costing, we apply only the variable
sembly, Machine Shop, etc., to arrive at one
production costs to the product. Typically, variable
average rate. However, individual departmental
production costs are direct material costs, direct production and engineering labor costs and variable over- ' Our firm prepares an annual budget for orders, shipments, and expense schedules.
pricing system is based on performance being close to budget.
head costs. Through absorption costing, the fixed This
' All figures contained in this article are representative of Magnallux Corp.
burdens for manufacturing, sales, engineering, and proced ures and d o not reflect actual data.

By Al J. Betley

Northwestern

Ji-
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". . .

four
possible
prices are
obtained . . . "

rates could also be used, especially on jobs that
require a substantial amount of the direct labor
to be performed by only one or two departments.
(C) Variable Overhead of $6.80 /hour -The first step
was to review our departmental expenses schedules and categorize each detail expense account
as to whether it was to be considered variable
or fixed. We then took the variable expenses of
each divisional overhead area and divided the
total direct labor hours for the year to arrive at
the individual variable overhead rates. Here again,
as in the direct labor area, it may be more advantageous to use individual departmental rates.
(D) Direct Engineering Labor of $6.20 /hour -This

Exhibit 1
CONTRIBUTION PRICING FORM
(A) Direct materials

$154,000

(8) Direct labor 18,800 mfg hrs x $4.00 /hr

75,200

(C) Variable overhead 18,800 mfg hrs x $5.50 /hr
$3.80 /hr
1.00 /hr
.45 /hr
.25 /hr

-

&

-

-

-

Variable mfg burden
Variable sales burden
Variable eng, burden
Variable G
A burden

103,400

item is computed by dividing total direct engineering labor dollars for the year by the total
direct engineering labor hours incurred during the
same year. Our engineering area is made up of
a Mechanical Engineering Department and an
Electronic Engineering Department, which we
again combined for purposes of this form. They,
of course, could have been listed separately if we
had so desired.
(E) Other Variable Cost of $4.70 /hour -This item
consists of Warranty expense, Inventory adjustments, and Manufacturing variations. The Manufacturing variations are made up of under or over
applied burden, material price variations to standard, labor rate variations to standard and production cost variations to standard. The individual rates were obtained by dividing our actual
costs for the year in these areas by the total direct
labor hours incurred during the year.
(F) Fixed Costs of $23.80 /hour -The same procedure
was used here as for variable overhead in item
(C). We reviewed our departmental expense
schedules and categorized each detail expense
account as to whether it was to be considered
variable or fixed. We then took the fixed expenses
of each divisional area and divided the total by
the total direct labor hours for the year to give
us the fixed costs rates shown.

$5.50 /hr
61,750

(E) Other variable costs 18,800 mfg hrs x $3.80 /hr

71,440

-

-

-

Warranty expense
Inventory adjustments
Manufacturing variations

$

(D) Direct eng labor 12,350 hrs x $5.00 /hr

Although the pricing form was basically designed
to be used on individual jobs, we had, for purposes
of this analysis, combined all the projects run in the
previous year. From this we derived four separate
selling prices, as follows, that management could consider, depending on the shop load.

.75 /mfg hr
1.55 /mfg hr
1.50 /mfg hr

$3.80 /mfg hr
(1) Total variable costs price

$465,790

-

-

-

Fixed mfg burden
Fixed sales burden
Fixed eng burden
Fixed G d A burden

$

(F) Add fixed costs 18,800 mfg hrs x $19.20 /hr

$360,960

5.65/hr
6.40 /hr
4.85 /hr
2.30 /hr

$19.20 /hr
(2) Total break even price

$826,750

If no profit Is to be taken on materials:

$

Total break even price

672,750 x 17.7%
_

$

Profit

Conclusion

826,750
154,000

-

Less: direct materials

$119,077

(3) Selling price less material mark -up

$945,827

826,750 x 17.7%
-

$

-

If full corporate profit goal is to be achieved:
Profit

(4) Selling price
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1. The first price is the variable costs price of $577,770
which involves the principles of variable or direct
costing only and would, of course, only be considered for individual projects in extreme situations.
2. The second price is the break -even price of
$1,025,210 that incorporates fixed costs. It also
allows for no profit, but it would at least cover
costs.
3. The third price of $1,172,865 includes a profit on
sales but less materials mark -up.
4. The fourth price of $1,206,672 covers all costs, ties
in with the corporate net profit objective and
should be the ultimate sales price goal on all orders.

In addition to the constraints of pricing custom
engineered jobs in a highly competitive market, there
is an overriding internal constraint - profitability. By
definition, new designs involve extra risks, yet are
harder to define for cost purposes than standard products. Accounting can help the price setter by defining
a series of goals which are really different aspects of
the same thing. In the contribution approach to pricing, four possible prices are obtained:

$146,335

$973,085

1.
2.
3.
4.

Absolute minimum price
Break -even price
Conversion price
Corporation goal price
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CONTROLLING
PROFESSIONAL
MANPOWER COSTS
By Providing An Economic Mix Of Skills, We Should Be Able To
Achieve Improved Job Satisfaction, And Thus Improve Retention
Of Professionals

By 1. Kent Oehm

Prerequisites for E.O.A.

Traditional work measurement techniques have not
been very successful in establishing standards for professional people. Typically, professional jobs lack adequate task definition and the procedures for doing
those tasks are not well defined. Because of this,
sample size is limited and becomes a significant problem where long time -span jobs are concerned. Additionally, professional jobs are usually creative in nature
requiring an apparent measure of the efficiency of the
brain. Finally, professional workers may resent measurement of their work because they fear a status loss,
misunderstand the purpose of work measurement, or
hear reports of misuse of work measurement data.
Professionals might better appreciate work measurement if it could assist in resolving the problem of
economic mix of skills. How many times have you
heard professionals state that they wish they could
eliminate paper work or detail work so that they could
concentrate on skills for which they were trained? In
the case of a design engineering project, there are many
tasks which require the skills of the design engineer,
the laboratory technician, the draftsman, the clerk,
and other support personnel. We know that the design
engineer may frequently perform technical, drafting,
or even clerical tasks in order to complete a design
project, perhaps due to lack of support of these kinds
of people. By providing an economic mix of skills,
we should be able to achieve improved job satisfaction,
and thus improve retention of professionals.
An approach to determining this mix of skills has
been developed. This approach is called Engineered
Operations Analysis (E.O.A.). The term "engineered"
is used primarily because the reporting system and
standards are engineered or designed to fit the particular group or organization being studied. The E.O.A.
approach has been used over the past six years to
develop work standards and skill analysis involving
thousands of engineers, technicians, and other professionals employed in the United States and in Europe.

Before the E.O.A. approach can be applied to any
professional or technical group three basic requirements must be tnet. First, the activity to be measured
must be carried on in a manner acceptable to management. This means that the tasks involved are being
done within an acceptable quality range and according
to the general policies and practices prescribed by
management. Otherwise, any time values established
might not represent the job performance that management expects. Second, the group must produce some
tangible, measureable output, and this output must
have some relationship to the time required to produce
it. Thus, as the output increases so also should the
time expended, giving us a distinct volume indicator.
Third, the output must be repetitive so that the standards developed may be applied to future events for
an economic return from the study. Output may consist of drawings, program instructions, designs, accounts handled, dealers called upon, product lines
managed, and further characterized by complexity
factors such as size of drawings, size of account, machine time or technique used, which factors can be
expected to be indicative of the amount of effort
applied.
A basic premise in this approach is that professional
work is of two general types, basic and secondary. Basic
work gets the job done. It is the direct output of the
sketching, drawing, or analyzing of an engineer. Secondary work is the peripheral or support work, such as
meetings, coordination, reference reading, and administration. Secondary time occurs as a result of various
causes —some directly related to the basic task being
performed, some due to the nature of the organization
and its formalities and some related to the amount
of workload of a particular individual.
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Installation Phases
A typical installation of the E.O.A. technique takes
from three to six months to complete depending upon
31

"It is equally
important that
the output of
professionals
be categorized
and qualified."

the nature and the size of the organization. Normally,
there are three phases— operations review, data collection and work measurement, and data analysis and
staffing recommendations. Since E.O.A. allows the
study participant to report his own time, the design
of the reporting system must provide him with the
means for identifying his time and categorizing it
according to the job on which he is working. He must
be able to do this with a minimum of time and effort,
but still be consistent with other study participants
to facilitate processing, analyses, and reporting of
results. These requirements are met in two ways: one
way provides a uniform codification system for each
organization, skill, and task; the other provides a standard reporting form so that the participants can record
their time according to the codification system. In
addition, this form is designed so the information
recorded may be key punched.
OP ER AT IO NS R EVIE W

name is removed to maintain anonymous reporting
of information. The data is then key punched and
loaded into a computer master file through an elaborate computer editing program used to detect errors
in employee reporting by treating incompatible reporting entries as rejections requiring correction by
the analyst. The availability of electronic data processing equipment has been instrumental in making
E.O.A. practical. The enormous volume of data generated precludes timely processing by any other means.
Work sampling is used primarily as a method for
determining the amount of nonproductive time which
exists during the data gathering phase of the study.
The work sampling technique provides a means to
adjust the productive time reported by the employees
to approach a "normal" productive time for developing work standards. Work sampling of professional
personnel, much like office work sampling, requires
that the analysts give employees the "benefit of the
doubt" whenever the analyst cannot distinguish nonproductive from productive observations. Supervisors
and managers are given a brief indoctrination to work
sampling and encouraged to perform work sampling
runs of their own which are added to the data accumulated by the study analyst. This not only trains
supervisors in the use of a valuable technique, but
also establishes the reliability of the sampling technique and the study results.

The first step in the operations review phase is to
interview management and the employees. The purpose of these interviews is to perform methods improvement studies and develop the codification system. During this phase, each individual skill or position
is classified as to salary range, experience level, and
general job content as defined by management. This
classification is referred to as an occupation code. The
overall function of each group is broken down into
the basic and secondary tasks associated with the oc- DATA ANALYSIS
cupation codes with each task identified by a unique
The data analysis and staffing recommendation
alpha code or numeric code and related to a specific phase of the program involves summary and analysis
output unit. This permits a detailed investigation of of the data collected utilizing various data processing
the relationship between elements of work within each reports. The final relationships for standards should
output. Achieving this detail is essential to the skill be:
mix analysis performed later in the study and it provides a building block basis for combining like ele- 1. Sufficiently broad in scope, yet be the major prements of work when building standards. The rationale
dictor of effort.
for obtaining such detail lies in the complex ill- defined 2. Statistically significant with a high correlation and
nature of the work of technical and professional peolow probability of error.
ple; there is no way of knowing at the outset of the 3. Logical and practical to apply.
study how all the elements of work that go into profes- 4. Sensitive to indicate differences in various levels
sional effort are connected. What must be done thereof activity.
fore is to isolate these elements initially so they can
subsequently be identified and evaluated.
The work standards should be presented and exIt is equally important that the output of profes- plained to the group supervisor and department mansionals be categorized and qualified. Normally each ager in sufficient depth to allow a thorough underseparate output (such as drawings or designs com- standing. Supervisors are asked to approve standards
pleted, sales made or product line size) is readily as to their reasonableness of time allowed and incluidentified. The level of detail for count purposes may siveness of work elements. After the supervisor's apnot be known at first, therefore, all identifiable levels proval of the standards, present and projected volume
should be counted and recorded during the study. The indices may be applied to the standard time values
best detail level can be selected later in analysis to to determine manpower staffing levels on a projected
find the output which most sensitively predicts time basis. Staffing recommendations normally include
requirements. Both time expended and output must standard personal allowances, vacation and absentee
be commonly identified during the study, normally allowances, and allowance for special projects.
through assignment of a unique number to each job.
A continuous reporting procedure should be devised
combining the standards into factors which are easily
DAT A COLLECT ION
countable and also auditable. This greatly simplifies
The data collection and work measurement phase the reporting by the departmental personnel and still
primarily consists of daily reporting by the measured provides a continuing control of manpower costs. Typemployees using the codes and forms designed, along ically, the factors and continuous reporting system
with simultaneous work sampling performed by the provide the information used to tie into the operating
study analysts. When the study analyst determines budget system, thus closing the loop to insure that
that the form is correctly completed, the individual's cost reductions actually materialize.
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Human Factors
Strong top management support is needed to make
the program successful. The enthusiasm of this support
will probably be mirrored in middle management, and
the key to middle management support lies in involvement in the design and operation of the reporting
system. The analyst should go to great lengths to
involve middle management in defining tasks, explaining the reporting system to employees, conducting
work sampling runs, and reviewing the data processing
reports.
The people to be measured, who are going to do
the self- reporting, must be informed about the study
if their cooperation is to be obtained. This information
usually is given in several ways. First, a general orientation meeting is held for employees, with top management present to indicate their support of the program.
Middle management introduces the program, and the
analysts present a clear factual explanation of the
entire program and solicit employee participation. At
this point, management must eliminate the threat to
security for the people to be studied. If management
is doing its job, the dead wood in the department
should already be gone, and any reductions indicated
as a result of the study should only occur through
attrition or transfer. Normally, management makes a
statement to the effect that no one will lose his job
with the company as a result of this program.
The second way that the people are informed about
the program is through involvement. In a typical installation, every individual is interviewed by the analyst. There are several reasons for this:
1. To seek improvements or suggestions on the
methods used, since employees usually know their
job best
2. To determine the tasks that are really involved
in performing the work
3. To allow the employee to become accustomed to
dealing with the analyst to alleviate fear of study
Care must be taken in the design of the reporting
system, so employees do not spend too much time
reporting. Typically, they should not have to spend
over five to ten minutes out of an eight hour working
day in recording the data. After the reporting system
has been designed, the employees are again called
together for a group orientation on the reporting
system. A set of detailed instructions on recording the
data is given to each employee, and any questions
or problems are resolved. In most installations, the
analyst will be in contact with the employees on a
daily basis through work sampling, picking up reporting
forms, and correcting any errors in reporting. Probably,
the work done here by the analyst with middle management and people involvement will do more to make
the program successful than any other part of the
system. It is for this reason that we place a high
emphasis upon human relations abilities when selecting analysts for the study team.

Management Data
Management reports generated as a result of the
program are as follows:
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SKILL UT ILIZAT ION REPORT S

Skill utilization reports furnish management with
an objective basis for reviewing the application and
distribution of various skills by time within their department. The skill utilization report provides a comparison of how employees within a skill classification
actually spend their time on productive tasks against
how management through job descriptions and definitions have planned the skill activity. The comparison
is normally made on a percentage basis. Cost benefits
to be gained do not rely on the overall reduction of
staff, but upon the redistribution of job classifications
towards the lower end of the cost scale. Thus, at the
conclusion of a study, an engineering department may
still have the same number of employees, but they
may be able to produce the same work with less higher
cost engineers and more clerical and technical support
people. Hopefully, if the use of the data is properly
employed, each person's job in the department may
become more meaningful, and each person may better
utilize his primary skills.

"If management is
doing its job,
the dead
wood in the
department
should already
be gone . . ."

EFFORT DIST RIBUT I ON RE PORT S

Effort distribution reports examine the composition
of time reported by each group compared to some
norm or other groups. Items of concern in an effort
distribution report typically include meetings, coordination, telephone calls, trips, and discussion time.
The cost benefits rely on the reduction of staff through
downward adjustment of these hours before building
work standards. In all cases of effort distribution analysis, extreme care must be exercised. Judgment is
applied to patterns which appear on the surface to
be unnecessary but which may in fact be quite necessary or normal.
WORK SAMPLING RESULT S

The work sampling results are reported by organization and occupation with percentage of occurrence
for each element observed. At the time the work
sampling report is published, supervisors should be
thoroughly familiar with element description and format since they will have performed some work sampling themselves.
STANDARDS

Standards are developed and submitted to the supervisors for approval. E.O.A. standards may take the
form of normal work standards, matrices, graphs, or
formulas. The data used to develop standards are
usually presented in several formats prior to the standards themselves.
ST AF FI NG R EC OM ME ND AT IO N RE PO RT

The staffing recommendation report uses the approach of merely performing the arithmetic of applying approved standard time values to volumes, both
past and projected. This extension of earned hours
along with allowances for vacation, absenteeism, and
special projects divided by the normal working hours
per week yields the staffing required. Normally, the
staffing recommendation report is presented in a general meeting with supervisory personnel, and with top
management present to provide a stabilizing influence
and the necessary guidance.
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"All employees
in the section
were interviewed . . . "

CO NT IN UO US UT I LI ZAT I ON R EP OR T I NG

Continuous utilization reporting begins immediately after the data collection phase. At this point,
the major indices of volume and group output should
be known, and a reporting system to quickly and
accurately provide the data on a weekly basis can be
developed. This weekly reporting is the only continuing report generated as the result of the installation —
all others mentioned previously were one -time reports
generated by the study to develop standards and factors. The purpose of continuous reporting is to monitor staff utilization so that excess staffing does not
creep back into the measured group at a later date.

A Case Study
The department studied was the Operations Routing Department in a manufacturing engineering organization. The department was divided into three sections: routing, analysis, and clerical, each with its own
supervisor reporting to the operations routing manager. The purposes of the department were to (1) route
jobs in the most economical manner, (2) apply time
values to the operations routed, (3) keep current with
equipment and processes used in manufacturing, and
(4) generate cost reductions (documented savings).
The history of the section indicated a high turnover
rate averaging 50 percent annually for the last several
years. The people in the routing and analysis jobs were
young college graduates. A few had industrial engineering degrees, however, the jobs were probably more
appropriate for engineering technicians. job titles for
the 30 technical persons who will be our only concern
in this case study consisted of process routers and
process analysts.
OP ER AT I ON S R EVIE W

All employees in the section were interviewed and
their ideas for improvement were solicited. The work
of the group was flow- charted and analyzed. The analysis revealed that work tickets to be routed were
checked in and delivered to the router's box. The
routers analyzed the ticket, resolved any problems thus
obtaining any cost savings, routed the tickets, and
delivered them to a completed box. The analyst group
then selected the tickets from their box, reviewed them
for cost savings, and applied standard times. Since the
analysts were organized by machine /process specialty,
the tickets flowed among the specialty groups until
all operations had standards applied. The tickets were
then delivered to an out box where a clerk checked
the job out and delivered them to a key punch facility.
The organization of the routers in one section and
the analysts in another section with work flowing to
them sequentially created significant duplication of
effort. The primary skill requirement in performing
the job was in analyzing the job tickets utilizing machine and process familiarization since the application
of time values was primarily a table look -up function.
DAT A COLLECT ION

The units of output traditionally used in this department were gross number of tickets processed by
each group. T o the study analysts, the number of
operations by type of merchandise and manufacturing
process appeared more desirable and could be easily
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obtained from data processing reports already available. Since a large volume of data was needed, which
data could be obtained in four or five weeks if all
jobs and employees were measured, the E.O.A. technique was used. We assigned a unique job number
to each routing ticket. A work in process inventory
was taken just prior to reporting so that any job partially done would not be used to determine standards.
An instructions package to explain reporting was
created, and a practice reporting period was established
to assure that everyone understood how to report
accurately. During the formal reporting period of five
weeks, several thousand job tickets were processed by
the group. The peak volume for the year occurred
during the reporting period, but the work sampling
results indicated a high percentage of non - productive
time even during this "peak" period.
DATA ANALYSIS

The actual time reported by task was reduced for
nonproductivity by work sampling results and compared to the number of operations by merchandise
and process type. Development of standard time values
primarily made use of linear regression and the arithmetic mean. Correlations of from 0.80 to 0.90 were
found for individual merchandise and process types
between the standards and actual (adjusted) time
values reported, with even better correlation when
certain merchandise and process types were grouped.
However, management felt the more detailed breakdown was worth the reduced accuracy.
The management review of standards would normally have taken the form of scattergrams and matrices
explaining the build up of the standards. However,
since this manager was a seasoned industrial engineer,
he desired to review the data in extensive detail. In
fact, the manager actually time - studied some jobs to
verify the standards. After his time studies, substantial
meetings and presentation of data in several formats,
and some further work sampling by the supervisors,
the standards were approved.
RESULT S

The staffing recommendations indicated a reduction
in staff of approximately 25 percent under the existing
organization and volume of work. However, the study
team proposed combining the routing and analysis
functions to eliminate the duplication of work and
to achieve a faster through -put time. The savings
projected if this suggestion were adopted was another
25 percent reduction in staff. Management objected
to the reorganization initially, but it was agreed to
try combining the functions on a pilot basis to test
the proposal. Two analysts in the section were selected
and thus far have been able to handle a high volume
of the work load; indications in the continuous reporting phase are that further reductions are necessary.
Management has taken positive action and through
attrition and transfer has accomplished the initial 25
percent reduction recommended. It is now evaluating
prospects for further reduction by reorganizing the
department. The continuous reporting system requires
only the additional input from the supervisors of total
hours worked per week by employees, since all other
data is available from existing reports. The number
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of operations routed and analyzed is obtained from
an existing report which is now completely generated
by the key punch area and run weekly on an EDP
program which also calculates earned hours for the
department. Thus, the employees have no input required to support the reporting system. The above
savings are not unusual for an installation.

Conclusion
The problems of utilizing professional personnel are
confronting managers in those industries which employ
a high percentage of professional and technical people.

In other skills, particularly factory and clerical, the
problem has been answered by adaptation of sophisticated cost control techniques through work measurement. We have developed ways to determine staffing
requirements for professional people and defining jobs
to best utilize their professional skills. Standards have
been developed for such skills as design engineers,
draftsmen, architects, artists, product planners, field
salesmen, programmers and yes, even industrial engineers. Savings have been substantial and acceptance
on the part of management and the measured employees has been very good.
1:1

"Savings have
been
substantial . ."

THE INVESTMENT CREDIT

$40,000
$41,250
25,000
25,000 $25,000
$16,250 $15,000
7,500
7,500
$32,500

$

Tax before investment
credit
Investment credit Carryover
1st $25,000
Balance
50% of $15,000
Limit of credit
Carryover from an
unused credit year
ending before January 1, 1971
1971 unused credit
year investment
credit
Carryovers to succeeding years

8,750

8,000
$16,750*

*Of which the $8,750 must be utilized before the
$8,000 can be utilized.
For an unused credit year beginning after December
31, 1970, the rule is that three year carryback -seven
year carryover and utilization of the current year credit
are to be applied.

Example
Assume the taxable year is the calendar year 1973
(a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1970)
and an investment credit carryover of $9,000 (from
an unused credit year ending before January 1, 1971),
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Tax before investment
$40,000
credit
$25,000
25,000
1st $25,000
Carryover from an unused credit year ending
before January 1, 1971
9,000
$16,000
Balance
14,000
1973 investment credit
2,000* $15,000
Balance

9,000
14,000

$

and an investment credit carryover of $41,250 (from
an unused credit year ending before January 1, 1971),
an investment credit of $8,000 for 1971 and a tax
before investment credit of $40,000.

$

a carryback of $20,000 from 1974, and a tax before
investment credit of $40,000.

Continued from page 16

Carryback 1974
to 1973

$20,000
2,000*
$18,000
7,500

Balance
50% of $15,000
Limit of credit
Carryover to some of seven
years following 1974
$10,500

2,000*
7,500
$32,500

Conclusion
The several Acts that govern the investment credit
define critical dates for qualifying property as well
as the conditions and situations that apply. The reader
is referred to the Internal Revenue Code for specific
information concerning a particular situation. For
example, there are special provisions relating to the
construction, reconstruction and erection of property.
There are provisions relating to the date the property
is placed in service and date of disposition. Other
provisions apply to operating loss carryback, capital
loss carryback, the statute of limitations, partnerships,
subchapter S Corporations, as well as estates and trusts.
To avail himself of the full benefits of the Investment
Credit Acts, the accountant must understand his investment and he must understand the law.
❑
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Increases in automation, continuous processes, and
automated equipment have reduced the need for production labor; but in so doing has increased the need
for maintenance personnel. To ensure efficient plant
operations and maintenance cost control, accountants
must begin to prepare for an automated future. This
article presents a theoretical control system for maintenance scheduling and cost control that will go a long
way toward filling needs of a modern plant.

Categories of Maintenance
There are five categories of maintenance work performed at most plants:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

R O U T I N E PR E V E N T I V E M A I N T E N A N C E . Routine preventive maintenance includes scheduled servicing
of machinery and equipment and is performed to
prevent breakdown.
TROUBLESHOOTING MAINTENANCE. Trouble shooting
maintenance includes servicing or repair of machinery and equipment that has failed (mechanical,
electrical, and /or quality control failure).
O N E T I M E M A I N T E N A N C E . One time maintenance
includes rearrangements, alterations or new installations of equipment.
SER VI CE T O O PE R A T I O N S . Service to operations includes machine changes necessary to convert the
machines from one product to another, and /or
other services requested by operating personnel.
MI S C E L L A N E O U S S E R V I C E S . Miscellaneous services includes transporting material, housekeeping or
equipment change -over.

Scheduling the work to be performed in these categories presents unique opportunities for minimizing
costs through effective scheduling and the establishing
of job priorities. This process of establishing priorities
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is based on many varying conditions and factors. However, the primary objective of every operational plant
is to optimize profits. With this objective in mind,
it will be up to the accountants to provide assistance
for the establishment of maintenance priorities, measurement of maintenance utilization and efficiency,
and communication of cost and efficiency data to
operating management for effective decision making.

The Maintenance System
In order to accomplish this objective, it will be
necessary to implement a system that interfaces with
existing systems and which supports the maintenance
area, e.g., payroll, purchasing, receiving, stores and
accounts payable. Such a system must provide for:
PR EVE NT I VE MAI NT EN ANC E S C HE D UL E

The preventive maintenance schedule is based on
providing an optimum time interval between maintenance service periods for each piece of equipment.
The preventive maintenance file must contain the
basic data on each piece of equipment covered in the
system:
1. Equipment description (fixed asset number)
2. Equipment location (cost area code)
3. Maintenance interval (frequency) of the preventive
maintenance overhaul
4. Date of the last overhaul
5. List of tools, parts and materials required for the
overhaul
6. Skill classification of the craftsmen required to
perform the overhaul
7. Estimated time for the overhaul
8. Relative value of the machine —A weighting factor
in dollars per hour is applied to each piece of
equipment in the plant which can then be used
to determine the relative value of this machine
as compared to any other machine in the plant.
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This factor can be assigned as the dollar per hour
loss of profits to the company when this machine
is not producing because of breakdown. As such,
this weighting factor would vary according to economic conditions and product demands.
9. Standard performance data for on -line analysis of
repair requirements, where the computer is to
continuously or periodically monitor performance
WORK REQUEST ENTRY SYSTEM

The work request entry system provides for entering
non - routine, request -type work into the system, and /or
notification of breakdown. Routine preventive maintenance will automatically be entered into this file
by the computer. The work request file must contain
the list of all work with its craft, material and tool
requirements. From this list, backlogs, short -term craft
requirement forecast, material requirements, etc., can
be compiled.

as the tools, parts, etc., are drawn out and returned
so that their exact status and location is known by
the computer at all times. This is necessary to:
Assure that all materials, spare parts and tools are
available as required for the jobs scheduled.
Request Purchasing to obtain as expediently as
possible all parts and materials which are not available.
Inform management of equipment breakdown, and
economic loss as a result of not having the materials
available.

"The schedule
is arranged by
the priority of
each
machine . . ."

=

=

=

=

—

=

—

Although this requires a king -size catalog(s) of the
various items that must be controlled, it is necessary
if the system is to operate properly. With inexpensive
on -line computer storage available, this is not as big
a problem as it was in the past. In fact, a survey of
your mechanized systems will probably reveal that
much of this data is already computerized (stores
materials, spare parts, etc.) and need only be tied into
ASSIGNMENT OF PERSONNEL
The system provides for the assignment of craftsmen the proposed system.
A supplemental benefit from such a system is to
with the proper skills to each item on the schedule,
under the premise that all men are to be assigned allow the computer (because it has this information
100 percent of their time. This requires a listing of available) to optimize inventory levels, and automatall craftsmen with their primary and secondary skills. ically reorder material reaching its order point.
It is also possible to build into this file, alternate
means of obtaining the materials, tools, or additional
SCHEDULE INTERRUPTION FEASIBILITY
Provision is also made for interrupting the work in craftsmen through contractors and vendors. Although
progress on scheduled work for emergency repairs on their use may be very limited, it is good to have such
machines which have broken down. Such interruptions alternatives for the few instances when catastrophic
failures are beyond the abilities of the local maintewould come from the following sources:
nance group, or would require extensive shutdown
1. An operator requests assistance for a piece of periods.
equipment with which he is experiencing difficulty.
Maintenance Scheduling
2. Quality control, production control, manufacturing
With all this information stored in the computer's
or maintenance management requests specific reon -line files, maintenance can be scheduled —daily or
pairs, changes, modifications, etc.
3. Computer on -line sensors discover a component weekly, depending upon the demands and dictates of
the local plant. This schedule would be the prime
out of limits.
4. Computer on -line analysis of the equipment finds reference against which jobs are assigned to the craftsmen and against which all requests for emergency
that performance is dropping out of limits.
repairs are checked. The schedule is arranged by the
Upon discovery of a condition requiring mainte- priority of each machine as calculated by the computer
nance, the computer will analyze the situation to using the formula:
determine if it is programmed to handle the difficulty.
SP — PP (PD — IOH) + DT (IPW + OC)
If it is programmed for the corrective action required,
it will issue a work request and schedule craftsmen
to the breakdown; otherwise, it will issue a request Where:
Scheduling priority
SP
to an engineer to analyze the situation so the proper
Product profit (incremental contribution to
PP
action may be taken. If failure is imminent, the comearnings)
puter may also be programmed to shut down the
Product demand
PD
equipment. In this case, the engineer will analyze the
Inventory on hand
problem, determine what is required in manpower and IOH
Down time (required for the overhaul)
DT
materials to effect repairs, and will feed the data into
Idle production workers (hourly basis)
the computer. The computer will then determine the IPW
Overhaul cost (on an hourly basis, craftsmen
best way to schedule the job.
OC
and material cost)
MATERIALS AND TOOLS INVENTORY

Since any plant will have available to it a very
limited quantity of the special tools and materials
needed for overhaul, these vital resources must be
scheduled, located and controlled. This file of all spare
parts, components, machines, tools and materials,
along with their location, must be constantly updated
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1973

This scheduling priority is the relative value of each
machine, which is the key to all calculations. This is
where the company profit is earned. Oftentimes, high
maintenance cost can make or break a product when
management reviews the ROFE (return on funds employed).
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the
computer will
determine
which
craftsmen to
assign . . . "
". . .

Before the schedule can be prepared, the jobs must
be checked against the inventory of tools, parts, materials, and the available manpower within various skill
classifications to determine if adequate resources are
available for the job. The schedule is then printed
for the jobs that have the highest priority with men,
materials, and tools available to perform them. Note
that as each job is scheduled, the men and materials
must be allocated to that job, and are not then available for other work until completion of the scheduled
job. Such resource allocation problems are ideally
suited to computer manipulation.
If any supplies are missing for the job to be scheduled, the computer will send a notification to the
purchasing department to expedite the delivery of the
supplies from the supplier. Such jobs are then put
on a material wait queue, and a report is issued to
management flagging the jobs that cannot be done
because of material shortages and indicating the economics involved in the situation. It is then up to
management to improve the situation.
When a machine breaks down, a number of calculations have to be made by the computer to determine
if a preventive maintenance job already in progress

should be interrupted, or whether the job should be
put into the schedule according to its priority. Of
course, prior to attempting to schedule the job, the
inventory of parts, materials, tools, etc., is scanned
to see that all supplies are available for the job. If
not, Purchasing is notified of the item(s) needed, the
job is placed in the material wait queue, and management is so informed.
If all supplies and tools needed for the maintenance
work are available, the computer will determine which
craftsmen to assign to do the job. As the system is
designed to fully utilize all available manpower, there
will normally be no one available to perform repairs;
therefore, a "break -in- schedule" computation must be
made by the computer. First, the computer must
determine the downtime cost of the inoperative
equipment, utilizing the formula previously given to
obtain the scheduling priority. It is then necessary to
compute the downtime cost incurred by stopping work
on machine(s) currently being worked upon. This
calculation must be performed for each machine being
repaired to determine its relative value using the formula for DCEBI (down time cost of an emergency
breakdown interrupt):

DCEBI = PPMUC (PD — IOH) — PPMBO (DR + DT M U C + 2TBT)

DT M UC
T BT

IP W

=
=
=
=
=

DR

=

PD
IOH
PPMBO

=

PPMUC

=

Where:
Product profit (incremental contribution to earnings of machine under consideration)
Product demand
Inventory on hand
Product profit of machine being overhauled
Down time remaining (on equipment
being interrupted)
Estimated down time of machine under
consideration
Time to break off work on the equipment being overhauled and transfer the
men, materials and tools to the breakdown equipment
Idle production worker (cost of equipment being interrupted)

When the down time cost of an emergency breakdown interrupt (DCEBI) has been computed for each
piece of equipment on which work is being performed,
this cost is compared with the down time cost of the
breakdown equipment (DCBE). Where DCBE is
greater than DCEBI, the job(s) being worked with
the lowest DCEBI, having craftsmen with the skills
needed to perform the emergency repairs, will be
"bumped" and placed back in the schedule with the
priority calculated through the DCEBI formula.
When a job is "bumped," a report is generated by
the computer informing management of the equipment to be repaired on an emergency basis and the
job to be discontinued, indicating the economic stake
of each job and the probable time when the "bumped"
job will be restarted and completed. It is then up to
maintenance supervision to physically transfer the
people, materials, and tools to the breakdown job and
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+ (IPW)

inform the computer when the change is made. The
considerable number of calculations, shuffling and
reshuffling of data and priorities that are required for
a mechanized on line craftsman schedule requires a
sophisticated real -time computer system.
Human nature being what it is, it is necessary to
be able to override the computer's schedule. This can
be done by adjusting the economic value of the desired
overhaul or by allowing management to assign an
override priority to such "burning desire" jobs. Although this is to be discouraged, we must provide for
this option. Along with the option, we' should also
produce a report showing the cost of such manual
intervention, versus the cost had the computer scheduled the work.

Work Assignments
When our craftsman reports for work, he identifies
himself to the computer through one of the remote
terminals scattered throughout the site. The computer
scans the schedule of pending jobs within the craftsman's skill classification, and selects the one with the
highest priority.
The craftsman is issued a job ticket as a printout
from the computer which will provide for his recording
pertinent data about the condition of the equipment
and the repairs made (equipment history). When he
completes the job, he again contacts the computer
from the remote terminal and a new job from the
maintenance schedule is assigned to him.
As material and parts are received, they are compared against jobs in the material wait queue. jobs
that now have all their material are placed in the
schedule according to their priority. Note that a high
priority item on the material wait queue for a particular part may require materials allocated to a job of
lower priority already scheduled. In this case, the
Continued on page 42
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CONTROLLING
CORPORATE
INSURANCE COSTS
With Known Exposures, Measurable In Dollars And Cents, One
Has The Option Of Insuring Through Usual Channels, Or
Self- Insuring, If The Risk A Within Tolerable Limits

By John L. McMahan

limits. On the other hand, it is far more difficult to
evaluate in dollars and cents the limits of coverage
needed to afford adequate protection against third
party liability exposures. One never knows with precision what his exposure is in this area, so it is prudent
to buy what one feels to be liberal third party limits,
with a tolerable deductible level. To illustrate, if you
lost an automobile costing $6,000 through collision,
upset, or overturn, that is the full extent of the loss.
On the other hand, this same car can cause over a
million dollars of third party claims. In the first instance, many companies could self - insure, since a total
loss would have little noticeable effect on their financial well- being. In the second instance, many companies could be ruined financially in an instant, if they
chose to self- insure, set limits of coverage far too low,
or carried a deductible set far too high or a combination thereof.

Corporate personnel involved in insurance matters face
a tough "seller's market" today, brought about by a
number of reasons. Among these reasons are high loss
ratios, inflation, rapid technological change, insurance
companies becoming more involved in the business
of banking and less in underwriting, acquisition of old,
large, and reliable insurance companies by conglomerates, loss of re- insurance treaties (shrinking Lloyd's
market, where a large portion of the re- insurance
treaties are negotiated), and future adverse trends in
the area of products liability claims. These factors have
caused a "soft" market to develop. As a result, insurance coverages have increased in cost, a trend likely
to continue in the future.
The purpose of this article, then, is to explore possible steps that can be taken to control, or perhaps even
reduce, spiraling corporate insurance premium costs —
Automobile Insurance
within the constraints imposed by a sound, well Costs of third party liability and property damage
balanced program of insurance, designed to provide
prudent levels of protection to corporate assets, at coverages can be controlled or reduced in a number
of possible ways:
minimum cost.
Before proceeding into an item -by -item review of
specific coverages, it might be well to ask: What should 1. Form an accident prevention program where driver
training, driver education, and safety programs are
be the philosophy underlying a balanced insurance
prerequisites. Development of a good loss ratio
program? The answer would have to include the folresults in experience rating yielding sizeable cost
lowing criteria: (1) All corporate insurance planning
reductions.
should focus prime attention on the protection of
corporate assets, especially against catastrophe expo- 2. Make sure proper credit is received for fleet rating.
sures, and (2) Self - insuring and the use of deductibles 3. Make sure employees driving personally owned cars
for corporate business are properly classified as
must be explored as viable ways to minimize costs,
"frequent" or "occasional." A salesman fits the
to the extent they can be achieved within exposure
former category; a vice - president driving to the
limits felt to be tolerable.'
airport on occasion fits the latter. The cost -of
With known exposures, measurable in dollars and
"occasional" coverage is negligible.
cents, one has the option of insuring through usual
channels, or self - insuring, if the risk is within tolerable 4. Make sure your automobile fleet is properly rated
geographically.
S. Consider a retrospective rating program instead of
' The balancing of these factors — exposure and cost —is a concept gaining increasing
attention today, in a relatively new management field, generally called "Risk
guaranteed cost, though this must be approached
Management."
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". . .

DIC is

very flexible
and can be
extended to
cover many
perils."

judiciously, since this class of coverage poses volatile and shock loss capability. However, if one has
a well maintained fleet, operated by safety oriented
drivers, a retrospective rating program may offer
attractive cost savings. A word of caution: an automobile retrospective rating program should be
kept entirely separate from other coverages, like
general liability and /or products liability; otherwise, a shock loss or a series of shock losses on
one coverage would have adverse cost implications
on the other coverages.
With respect to collision and comprehensive (fire,
theft, glass breakage, windstorm, etc.) coverages, a
detailed comparison of loss experience and premiums
paid over a recent five -year period could, and usually
will, show this to be an area where one ought to
self- insure. A word of caution: watch out for
catastrophe exposure in community garage parking,
where you may have 50, 60, or 100 automobiles parked
in a common garage. This could present a catastrophe
exposure to fire and /or windstorm, or collapse of roof
due to snow load and so forth.

Aviation Insurance

and machinery (B & M) coverages are combined into
one policy along with other direct coverages such as
fire and extended coverage, with identical limits. This
makes good sense, for two reasons:
1. Often people believe third party liability limits are
needed on boiler coverage, when in fact a general
liability policy extends coverage to third party
claims, should a boiler explode on the company's
premises. B & M policies should be studied to be
sure no additional charges have been included for
third party liability.
2. By combining coverages with one carrier, one
avoids hassles which could arise between insurance
companies as to which is responsible for a claim
loss.
Mechanical and electrical apparatus, such as a 15,000
KVA transformer located on company premises, are
insurable exposures that are often overlooked. If this
piece of equipment were to short -out, it could be shut
down for as long as six months, resulting in a tremendous business interruption loss, and possibly a very
expensive loss to the equipment itself. The important
point is to be aware of such exposures, so options can
be weighed. Outside insurance can be obtained if the
loss is beyond tolerable limits, or self- insurance if it
is not. In addition, the following risk abatement practices may be followed. In this instance it can be done
by keeping an extra transformer on hand, or obtaining
a written guarantee from the utility company that it
can provide a spare transformer on limited notice.
With respect to the business interruption aspect of
B & M insurance, a dollar deductibles, rather than
number of days deductibles coverage is usually desirable. Also, the actual loss sustained form suits most
companies better than the per diem form.

Many large corporations today own and use aircraft
in connection with their business, and related insurance coverages have become a vital part of the corporate insurance portfolios. Often, third party liability
limits are far too inadequate. Limits should be set
in the range of 40 to 60, and perhaps even 100 million
dollars. Nevertheless, one still finds that the smaller
corporation, usually owning one small aircraft, is carrying a limit of only a half- million, or a million dollars —
even though that same small aircraft can lead to third
party liability claims in excess of 20 or even 40 million
dollars. In actual fact, there is not much one can do
to control costs, other than to secure competitive
quotations from the major aviation pools, or indepen- Difference in Conditions
dent companies.
This coverage, comparatively new, has gained acAnother thing is to take a hard look at admitted cepted popularity in the past five to ten years. Briefly,
seat liability coverage, which is not inexpensive. From difference in conditions (DIC) covers all known and
the standpoint of corporate protection of assets, ad- unknown exposures of a physical damage nature not
mitted seat liability coverage is not essential (provided included in the fire and extended coverages. In a way,
of course that your overall third party liability limits it is analagous to the broadening of third party insurare set at an adequate level). Admittedly, this coverage ance under the so- called umbrella liability plans. Major
provides guests and passengers with casualty insurance coverages include: subsidence or settling, land slippage,
if injured or killed accidentally, and top management earth slides, snow load losses or collapse of buildings,
may feel it advisable to carry limits of one, two, or burglary, theft, transportation, accounts receivable and
three hundred thousand dollars per seat of occupancy. so forth. In short, DIC is very flexible and can be
In short, corporate philosophy usually determines extended to cover many perils.
whether this coverage is carried, though, again, it is
not essential coverage for corporate asset protection. Fidelity —Crime
Other points to keep in mind:
Often, this coverage is not soundly balanced, and
provides inadequate limits. Fidelity losses tend to be
Scrutinize carefully the geographic limits contained insidious: they occur where least expected, and under
as warranties in your policy. Arrange for special the most unlikely conditions. Even with the best syscoverages if a flight plan exceeds the policy limits. tem of internal control, no system has yet been devised
Instruct the chief pilot and flight personnel on the to make a corporation totally safe from catastrophe
warranties imposed by underwriters on pilot quali- exposures. It is suggested that you look into the folfications, so that these warranty restrictions are not lowing to be sure you are carrying balanced coverages,
violated.
and are not paying excessive premiums.

Boiler and Machinery Insurance
In the more sophisticated insurance programs, boiler
40

Review the present limits of your policy. In thi!
connection, determine whether you are carrying a
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2.
3.
4.
5.

commercial blanket bond or a commercial position
bond. The former provides limits on an overall
loss basis, the latter provides limits on per employee loss basis. Thus, if one carries a position
bond and there is a collision, each employee is
covered up to the limit expressed in the policy.
Also, fidelity limits very often are set too low, and
conversely, monies and securities coverages, too
high.
Deductibles should be seriously considered. If used,
again one faces the question of balancing deductibles and premium costs.
Make sure you are receiving proper credits for good
experience, which can run as much as 35 percent.
Consider extending coverages to non - employee
directors and /or board members.
Consolidate into one master policy the several
fidelity policies which might be in force as a result
of an acquisition or merger. Attractive savings
could accrue: the premium rate per employee drops
as the number of employees covered increases.

Fire and Extended Coverage
To control fire premium costs, one should first
scrutinize the components comprising the rate. Make
sure there are no penalties for conditions easily rectified, such as installing a fire - retardant or fire - resistive
door, self - closing on a fusable link, or bricking up an
opening in a curtain wall or partition wall. A rate
review is especially important if you are insuring under
a tariff rate, one set by a pertinent rating organization.
Such rates tend to be considerably higher than the
highly protected risk rates (HPR), and are more prone
to reduction. In this connection, make sure you are
being charged the lower, preferential HPR rates, if
you so qualify. In addition, you may find that certain
properties could qualify for preferential rates, with
rather minor improvements or adjustments.
Again, the use of deductibles should be fully explored. A review of losses for the last five or ten years
will be valuable in selecting the proper deductible
level. Here are some other points to keep in mind:
Consider broadening your policy to include a socalled "repair and replace new" endorsement, if
you do not already have it. This coverage pays
losses on the basis of replacement cost, without
any deduction for depreciation (without this provision, depreciation would be deducted).
Check your major markets occasionally comparing
your current costs to quotations from others.
Check your business position from time to time —
quarterly, annually, or certainly no less than biannually —since your business trend is taken into account when a business interruption loss is settled.
Are you on an ascending or descending plane of
business? Limits may need to be adjusted up or
down, depending on which direction you are going.

each are usually arrived at by testing and retesting
rates, using varying limits. For example, your first
inclination may be that the proper level of primary
coverage should be $500,000/$1,000,000, superimposing the umbrella above $1,000,000. After considerable rate testing, you may finally decide to reduce
the primary limits to $100,000/$300,000, superimposing the umbrella at that level, finding that the
lower premium cost for the primary results in a more
attractive package, cost -wise.
With respect to your primary policy, the following
points should be checked to verify appropriateness of
coverages, and to determine that your premium rates
are maintained at the lowest possible level:

of deductibles
should be fully
explored."

1. For rating purposes, be sure your product and
payroll are properly classified.
2. Determine loss ratios for a period of five years.
Be sure good experience has been properly recognized in your rate.
3. Broaden your basic coverages to include personal
injury, being sure that the limiting, so- called "exclusion C" is eliminated from this endorsement.
On the other hand, if you carry medical payment
coverages, you may want to consider dropping it
from your general liability policy, on the grounds
that it is usually a small exposure.
4. Know precisely what perils are excluded to be sure
you are not unnecessarily exposed. Generally, the
following are not included in primary coverages:
professional liability, the hazard of doing business,
care, custody, and control.
5. Consider utilizing a retrospective rating plan in
preference to a guaranteed cost plan.
With respect to the umbrella policy, you will also
want to check the following points carefully:
Be sure your umbrella coverages are coordinated
(calling "tracking" in the trade) with your primary
coverage. In this connection, be alert to this important variation in contractual provisions of an umbrella policy. Some policies agree to indemnify and
not defend, others agree to do both, while still
others will agree to do both and go one step further.
They will defend the amount of self- retention
(deductible) specified in your umbrella policy.
Umbrella policies provide first dollar coverage,
representing the amount in excess of coverages
provided by the primary policy. However, be aware
that exposures covered only by the umbrella policy
(i.e., those exposures without primary coverage)
usually have a net retention (deductible) feature,
generally in the range of $10,000 to $100,000.
Be sure your rates are competitive. It is advisable
to secure competitive quotations, say about once
every five years or so, in this changing, competitive
market.

The Umbrella Policy

Products Liability

Liability coverages, more than any other coverage,
provide the mechanism by which corporate assets are
protected. Generally, a third party protection package
is designed by first buying primary limits, with a socalled "umbrella" policy superimposed. The limits of

A tri -party approach to planning third party liability
coverages is generally advisable, calling together house
counsel, insurance underwriters (and /or brokers and
agents, or industry representatives), and company representatives. This is especially true in the area of
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" . . . the most

constructive
solution to
reducing
premiums is to
prevent an
accident
before it
occurs."

products liability, where you will want to explore in
great depth and detail your position relative to warranties, both expressed and implied, at the same time
setting up a product reliability program to assure that:
1. Warranties are not over - stated;
2. The extent of product liability is fully recognized,
i.e., everyone concerned is fully knowledgeable
about the extent of your liability exposure; and
3. Records are kept in a fashion to afford data in
appropriate form, if and when product claims arise.
It should be noted that product claims are accelerating at a geometric rate. Here are some revealing
statistics. A few years ago, product claims totaled
100,000 or less annually. Now they are running in
excess of 300,000 per year, and by the mid- 1970's, they
could well exceed the number of automotive court
claims, a sobering thought when one considers that
automobile liability cases are backed up six, seven,
and even eight years on the court calendar. It is critically important that you take preparatory steps now
to protect your corporation from real or alleged products liability claims.

Workmen's Compensation and /or
Employer's Liability
The best way to control and reduce workmen's
compensation costs is through accident prevention.
One can explore various rating plans (retrospective or
guaranteed), size of premium discounts, experience
rating and so forth. But, in the final analysis, the most
constructive solution to reducing premiums is to prevent an accident before it occurs. This calls for hard hitting comprehensive employee safety programs. It
requires inculcating every employee with safety awareness by on- the -job safety training. Safety awareness of
this type must start at top management to achieve
desired results.
Nevertheless, certain steps ought to be reviewed and

considered to assure proper cost control:
1. Check audits made by insurance company personnel;
2. Check employee classifications, making sure that
assigned code classifications are proper;
3. Consider retrospective rating plans, if you believe
you are better than average for your industry in
accident experience; and
4. Conduct a continuing review of reserves set on
open cases. (Sometimes cases that have been closed
are mistakingly carried in an open status, resulting
in reserves being carried forward in the premium
rating process. If so, there is no way to recover
credibility in premium rating until these reserves
are eliminated from the file of open cases.)
With respect to a retrospective rating plan, if you
feel your losses are not under control, then you are
probably better off by continuing with a guaranteed
cost plan. An ideal time to go into a retrospective
rating plan is when you are carrying high debits on
the guaranteed cost plan, and have reached a point
where you believe your accident prevention program
is now well under control. Finally, you should not rule
out the possibility of self- insuring this coverage.

Conclusion
All insurance planning should focus prime attention
on the protection of corporate assets, especially against
catastrophic exposures. At the same time, try to minimize costs to the extent this can be prudently done
by means of self- insuring and the use of deductibles.
In the area of catastrophic exposure, one must be
acutely sensitive to carrying adequate third party liability protection. In this connection, it should be noted
that product liability claims have accelerated at an
alarmingly sharp rate in recent years. It is important
for a corporation to take steps to protect and defend
itself fully against this phenomenon.
❑

MECHANIZED MAINTENANCE SCHEDULING
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Continued from page 38

Conclusion

higher priority job will superimpose its demands for
the material needed, and the lower priority job will
be "bumped" into the material wait queue. We can
see from this situation that °the entire system can
quickly deteriorate unless purchasing is constantly
expediting all materials on a critical short list.
In accounting functions, we have fixed tasks which
can be precisely measured and controlled. Automation
is thus justified on the basis of reduced cost (labor
and material), increased service, etc. Maintenance, on
the other hand, is of a variable nature, dependent on
capriciousness of equipment failures, and the disposition of supervision authorized to request maintenance
work. Good service then tends to increase work requests, while poor service discourages them.

Historically, the controller's section has been the
pioneer in acquiring and managing the data processing
sections of most companies. Usually computer equip ►nent❑was❑justified❑on❑the❑basis❑of❑clerical❑savings❑in
accounting and control functions. As the computers
became larger and more sophisticated, the data processing function extended outward into engineering,
mathematical modeling, simulation, etc. With the
advent of real -time data processing, we now find our
computer people developing on -line inventory control
and manpower scheduling systems. To control maintenance cost, maximize production and efficiently utilize
craftsmen, materials, and tools, real -time mechanized
systems such as the ones which are proposed in this
article are required. In this way we will also ensure
efficient plant operations.
❑
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PROFESSIONAL
FOOTBALL
AND
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The Concept Is Based On The Fact That Football Possesses A Great Number
Of Easily Identifiable Characteristics, All Of Which Are Directly Related To
The Decision - Making Process Of The Game

By Frank Ryan, Arthur). Francia and
Robert H. Strawser
During a National Football League game between the
New York Jets and the Cleveland Browns, in the
second quarter the Browns needed seven yards on third
down. Wide receiver Gary Collins raced down the right
sideline, trying to elude the two Jet defenders who
were double- covering him, when suddenly his teammate, tight end Milt Morin, curled over the middle
to take the pass and make the first down with several
yards to spare. After the play had ended, it was obvious
to nearly everyone watching that Collins was in fact
a decoy and Morin had been the intended receiver
all along.
A thorough analysis of the Browns' tendencies by
the Jets could possibly have nullified the completion.
The Browns at the time were primarily a pattern team,
executing most of their pass plays according to predetermined plans, which incorporated their field position, the down, the yardage needed to gain a first
down, the game situation, and anticipated defense.
If the Jets had sufficiently familiarized themselves with
the Browns' modus operandi, they would have known
that the Browns, who led by a touchdown at the time,
rarely use the long pass on third down, instead relying
on short passes to the backs and to the tight end.
With this knowledge, the Jets could have played percentage ball by assigning a single man to cover Collins,
thus freeing the other defensive back to assist in the
coverage on Morin.
This situation illustrates a fact of modern football
life. The sport is structured in such a way that careful
acquisition and evaluation of the observable details
associated with each play can lead to meaningful
trends analysis. In fact, most coaches, on all levels of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1973

the sport, compile some statistics or frequency counts
which convey information on their opponents as well
as themselves. Unfortunately, to accomplish this task
manually in a thorough and complete manner is time
consuming to the extent of being impossible in the
practical world of winning football.
The application of data processing to professional
sports is developing quite rapidly.' In football, computer technology finds an opportunity to provide a
practical and valuable assist to the coaching method
in the area of strategy preparation. While it is standard
operating procedure to review the films of previous
games and to chart tendencies in a variety of situations,
data processing methods can nevertheless lead to inadequate and even misleading information. The purpose
of this article is to compare certain accounting and
information systems concepts with analogous concepts
in professional football. The authors feel that fundamentally the basic problems of data accumulation
and retrieval in business and professional football are
very similar.

The Reporting Function
The Committee on Accounting Concepts and Standards of the American Accounting Association corn mented on the function of accounting as follows:

r
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"The primary function of accounting is to accumulate and communicate information essential to an understanding of the activities of an
enterprise, whether large or small, corporate or
non - corporate, profit or non - profit, public or
private." '
For a review of several computer a pliotioro N athletic see J. Cerry Purdy,
"Sports and EDP
It's a New Ball Came;" Datamation, June 1, 1971.
2
Accounting and...
Reportin; Standards for Corporate Financial Statements,
American Accounting Association, Columbus, Ohio, 1957.
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The research staff of the National Association of
Accountants, in "The Field of Management Accounting," stated that:
"Accounting is . .. one of the so- called staff
functions of management in which certain
members of the management group apply specialized knowledge, skills, and techniques to
assist and guide decision making and control.
It is the management accountant's responsibility
to design the company's financial information
system, to administer its operation, and to communicate the results in a form usable by management. Communication includes interpretation in order that everyone concerned may grasp
the significance of the data reported. "'

A. J. FRANCIA
Central Pennsylvania
Chapter 1969, is
Assistant Professor of
Accounting at The
Pennsylvania State
University. Dr. Francia
holds B.S. and M.S.
degrees from The
Pennsylvania State
University and a Ph.D.
degree from the
University of
Minnesota. He was
awarded a Certificate
of Merit for this
article (1971 -72).

Implicit in these statements is the importance of
the accountant's reporting function. The task of the
accountant is to observe, interpret, summarize, and
communicate data in a form which will enable the
user of the data to evaluate, control, plan, and even
predict performance.
Exhibit 1 presents a "matrix of communication "'
developed on the premise that accounting is a function
of communication processes. Although this model was
originally developed as a description of the financial
reporting process, it is applicable to the management
accounting process and the game of football as well.
In its original form, the model stresses the importance
of the accountant's reporting function. It is the task
of the accountant to prepare accounting reports which
will transmit meaningful data to decision makers. To
R. H. STRAWSER accomplish this purpose, the accountant must first
ascertain the type of data required by the users of
Roanoke Chapter
the reports. The needs of these users must be the
1971, is Associate
Professor of guiding principle for the accountant in the preparation
Accounting at Virginia
of his report.
Polytechnic Institute
These same concepts are also applicable to profesand State University. sional football. The scout observing a future opponent
Dr. Strawser holds a
B.S. degree from the gathers information which can be used to prepare
University of Virginia meaningful reports. These reports transmit informaand M.B.A. and D.B.A. tive data to the coaching staff, who use them in plandegrees from the ning for the next game. In order to accomplish this
University of
purpose, the scout must also first ascertain, in some
Maryland. He was
detail,
the information needs of the coaching staff.
awarded a Certificate
As i n the case with accounting statements, the needs
of Mer i t f or t hi s
article (1971 -72). of users must be the guiding principle in the preparation of the report. The parallel relationship of the
information needs in a business situation and in professional football are presented in outline form in
Exhibit 2.
The PROBE Concept
To meet the information needs of football coaches,
PROBE was conceived as a means of utilizing the
computer to process and evaluate football data.' It
is a generalized report generating system for application in football strategy analysis. This concept is based
on the fact that football possesses a great number of
'. . Th e Field of Management Accounting NAA Bulletin, Section 3, June 1963,
10. Prepared by the research staff of NAA for the guidance of members of
e committees on Research Planning and Accounting Development.
'Norton M. Bedford and Vahe Baladouni, "A Communication Theory Approach
to Accountancy," The Accounting Review, October 1962, p. 653.
' The system was developed by Frank Ryan Computer Services in conjunction
with the Chi Corporation of Cleveland, Ohio.
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easily identifiable characteristics, such as down, distance, field position, relative score, offensive formations, defenses, weather, personnel, etc., all of which
are directly related to the decision- making processes
of the game. These factors must be evaluated relative
to one another in order that new information results.
The system is effected as a multistep operation.
First, the coaching staff must define in a precise and
consistent fashion the complete terminology that it
requires to describe the football events that confront
the coaches. Terminology varies from team to team,
and in fact the basic structure of football ideas changes
from mach to coach. For the main part these terminology schemes are incomplete, serving only to describe
what the coach's own team does, not in general what
the opponents do. It is not an easy task to establish
a precise terminology base which is rich enough to
describe all football maneuvers, and which is simple
to use in practice.
An input form is prepared which includes all of the
basic play terminology required to describe the football factors being analyzed. The design of this input
document is critical because of the timing problems
involved. Obviously, the more information desired, the
more time is required to encode the data. Since the
time of the coach or scout encoding the information
is limited, it is essential that the input document allow
him to gather all of the information needed in the
minimum time possible.
The basis of football analysis is the study of game
films in which each play is recorded in detail on a
separate input form. A professional game will normally
include anywhere from 100 to 150 plays, offensive and
defensive combined. Films are viewed by a coach (or
coaches) and each play is analyzed and recorded. Items
which might be included among the encoded information are the following:
1. The number of the play (all plays in the game
are numbered sequentially)
2. The down
3. The yardage necessary for a first down
4. The field position
5. The type of formation
6. The type of play
7. Fakes
8. Backfield action
9. Blocking action
10. Patterns run by receivers
11. The configuration of the defensive line
12. The shifting patterns of the defense
13. The operational defensive actions that are repeated
14. The nature of the pass coverage
15. The result of the play
16. Weather
17. Personnel
The information recorded on each input sheet can
be transformed in a variety of ways to machine readable form, thus creating a football data base. Each
week data is added to the information bank, updating
the data base.
At this point it should be noted that the scouting
function is often also performed "live." Usually a
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coach will send one of his assistants to scout a game
An ideal data bank would be one which includes "... the report
which involves a future opponent. While this phase all aspects of a game, both offensively and defensively,
of scouting lacks much of the precision found in ex- and which could be accumulated with appropriate should fit the
tracting data from films, it frequently provides an weighting factors for data acquired in nonstandard
important supplement to the analysis of game films. situations. Weighting is necessary because a team may needs of the
For example, it provides information on weather, appear to have a strong passing attack when playing user, rather
tempo, mood, sideline signals, etc. It should be noted another team which has a weak pass defense or which
than fitting the
that while "live" scouting depends on the intuitive has injured players. Another team may appear to be
grasp or feel of the scout, for many years it was the a blitzing team only because its opponent is particuuser to the
only method teams had of scouting an opponent.
larly vulnerable to blitzing. The number of combinaThe overall purpose is, of course, to obtain as much tions of apparent strengths and weaknesses is large report."
information as is possible concerning the specific if a specific team is considered in the perspective of
strengths and weaknesses of an opponent. While each its play against other teams. All of these factors should
play in a football season is an event that will never be taken into consideration if accurate analysis is
specifically recur, the strengths and weaknesses of a desired. Weighting would be an attempt to provide
team do recur in well defined statistical patterns which a standardization of all data accumulated on a specific
are particularly susceptible to trend analysis. Simply team against all of its opponents.
put, most football teams normally follow similar patOf course, the raw data without weighting would
terns of play when confronted with similar situations, also be available for those coaches who desire it. It
modified by predetermined strategies. Thus, for plan- does provide a measure of reliable "gross" information.
ning purposes in football it is important that detailed Any football information system should have the cainformation concerning both your opponent and your pacity to permit the retrieval of the tendencies of a
own team be known to management, i.e., the coaches. team in a particular situation and to calculate the
The information desired by the coach should, of probability of success or failure based upon previous
course, determine the manner in which the data will attempts in the same or similar situations. External
be manipulated and also the format of the subsequent factors such as weather, injuries, and other exogeneous
report generation . The analysis technique developed playing conditions must also be considered. This type
must be flexible enough to allow the report to provide of information requires the continuous analysis of
answers to the " usual" football analysis questions with games in order to maintain an information bank which
minimal effort. It should also be flexible enough to is always current.
retrieve " unu su a l " in fo r ma t io n o n c o m m a n d a s i t i s
As an alternative to using a "query" system which
required. Just as is the case in a business situation, can be specialized from team to team and from report
the report should fit the needs of the user, rather than to report, a team might rely on the same "standard"
fitting the user to the report.
There is the need for a general purpose "standard"
Exhibit 1
report which shows the overall tendencies of, e.g.,
THE
MATRIX OF COMMUNICATION
running game, passing game, and use of personnel.
This general report should be sophisticated enough
to indicate a profile of the team's operational decisions
and tendencies. This type of information depends on
the reliability of the football data base. As an example
of the type of information that may be learned, the
0- b— n arW Reports E-1
Ob,er�
analysis of several games of one team revealed that
I
Reporter
Event
whenever it encountered a third down situation with
I
/
the ball between its own fifteen and twenty yard lines
I
�
/
on the right side of the field it ran its fullback on
a draw play. If this information were available to its
opponent, the linebackers could " key" on the fullback
in this (and perhaps similar) situations to stop the
play before it got started.
In addition to the standardized type of report described above, special reports may be requested according to the relevant needs of the moment. For
example, if a coach wished to know by field position,
I
/
down, and the distance for a first down, where the
San Francisco Forty-Niners most frequently throw the
I
Rece� vn�Report
screen pass, PROBE could provide the answer in a
L Report
Uter
matter of seconds.
A critical aspect of the report generation phase is
the determination of the optimal manner of presenting
the information to the user. One coach may prefer
a graphical description of the data while another may
prefer a detailed listing of successive events that ocThis Exhibit was sderplad. with permiation, hoiii Norton M. 64dford end Vahe Ba4douni,
nrirp Revww,
"A Communica tion Theory Approa ch to A=.nW i V. ' Th. Ac
curred (such as all third down plays, in sequence, run
October 1967, P. 863.
from the left hash mark).
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Exhibit 2
PARALLEL RELATIONSHIP OF INFORMATION NEEDS
Matrix component

Business

Football

1 The matrix of communication situation (Indicated by the large circle)

This represents the composition and workings of
the economic system (both within and without the
firm) in which the communication situation of accountancy takes place.

This represents the composition and workings of
football in which the communication of information
takes place.

This circle represents the world of economic events
of a business enterprise.

This circle represents afootball game (or games).

b. The observer- reporter square

This square represents the accountant. The accountant is to be thought of as comprising the
entire accounting staff of the firm as well as the
firm's external auditors.

This square represents the scout. The scout is to
be thought of as representing the entire coaching
staff of a team.

c. The report circle

This circle represents the accounting reports and
financial statements of a firm.

This circle represents the scouting reports of a
team.

d. The user square

This square represents the user of accounting
statements both internal and external.

This square represents the user of the scouting
reports, the coaching staff.

The direction of information flow is indicated by
the arrows along the horizontal and vertical lines
(counter - clockwise).

The direction on information flow is indicated by
the arrows along the horizontal and vertical lines
(counter - clockwise).

a. Event to Observer - Reporter

This is the relationship between the accountant
(Observer- Reporter) and the world of economic
events (Event) of a business enterprise.

This is the relationship between the scout (Observer - Reporter) and the football game (or games)
(Event).

b. Observer - Reporter to Report

This is the relationship between the accountant
(Observer- Reporter) and the accounting statements (Report).

This is the relationship between the scout (Observer- Reporter) and the scouting report (Report).

c. Report to User

This is the relationship between the user of accounting statements (User) and the accounting
statements (Report).

This is the relationship between the user of the
scouting report (User) accounting statements and
the scouting report (Report).

d. User to Event

This is the relationship between the user of accounting statements (User) and the world of socio-economic events (Event) of the related business enterprise.

This is the relationship between the user of the
scouting report (User) and the subsequent football
game (or games) (Event).

5 Fidelity

This is the correspondence between what is understood by the user of accounting statements
(User) with what the message(s) is (are), or is (are)
intended to be, expressed by the accountant (Observer- Reporter).

This is the correspondence between what is understood by the coaching staff (User) with what
the message(s) is (are) or is (are) intended to be,
expressed by the scout (Observer- Reporter)

6. Significance

This is the degree of relevance and adequacy
which accounting statements (Report) have in
relation to the world of economic events (Event)
they represent.

This is the degree of relevance and adequacy
which the scouting reports (Report) have in relation
to the football game (or games) (Event) they represent.

7. Feedback

The accountant (Observer- Reporter) can accomplish feedback and correction by interpreting to
himself the accounting statements (Report) he has
encoded but not yet released.

The scout (Observer- Reporter) can accomplish
feedback and correction by interpreting to himself
the scouting report (Report) he has encoded but
not yet released.

2 The four basic elements of the communication
situation
a. The event circle

3. The direction of information flow

4. The relationships among the elements

Columns one and two of this Exhibit were adapted, with permission, from Norton M. Bedford and Vahe Baladouni, "A Communication Theory Approach
to Accountancy," The Accounting Review, October 1962, p. 54.
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set of reports for analyzing every opponent. If this
alternative is chosen, a great deal of care must be
exercised because the same reports will be produced
each week without regard to the nature of the opponent of the team being scouted or t o the specific
requirements of th e coach. For example, standard
reports might be used to describe a team's offensive
tendencies without taking into account the defenses
upon which the offensive tendencies were shaped. In
effect, little emphasis would be placed on different
circumstances with misleading information as a possible result. This danger may be compounded if a coach
is influenced by the results of a specific report one
week because of the favorable results obtained from
its use. The use of this report may well yield marginal
or even poor results in the future, however, because
the future analysis would be based on different criteria.

Conclusion
Just as the impact of the computer has been felt
by almost every business in the last two decades, the
application of data processing to professional sports
has developed quite rapidly in recent years. The computer has been used in professional football in process-

ing scouting reports for individual players (for the pro
draft of college players) and for teams (strategy analysis
as described above). As is the case in most business- oriented decision situations, the present philosophy of planning in professional football is one of
user - preparation of statistics (that is, preparation by
the coaches themselves) and subjective decisions which
are sometimes based on minimal information. In most
business firms, managers have increased their demands
for data from the company's information system. More
detailed reports are often requested at more frequent
time intervals. A parallel situation exists in football:
it appears that there is in general a definite need for
a more sophisticated football data bank and professionally prepared reports for the use of coaches in their
decisions. Just as the manager relies on the information
system to collect and process data for decision making
(his major function), the football coach would be free
to coach without spending time collecting data and
preparing reports with a data bank which has been
transcribed by an assistant. This would eliminate a
substantial part of the timing problem in getting
information to the players just as it enables the manager to make his decisions on a timely basis.
❑

"More detailed
reports are
often
requested at
more frequent
time intervals."

LETTERS to the editor
Continued from page 8
And, it is the last figure on the financial statement -which is the
basis for future wage increases, fringe benefits, and job security.
C. 1. Kinnamon
Knoxville Utilities Board
Knoxville, Tenn.

The Independence Question
In his article, "Purchasing a Computer," which appeared in the
October 1972 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, Mr. Thomas
A. Sabol discusses the involvement of CPA firms in offering computer services to clients. Among the services suggested are feasibility studies, acting as overseer of clients' computer operations,
and creation of computer based systems to be rented out to clients.
As a solution to the independence problem which such services
might pose, Mr. Sabo] suggests "... the creation of a separate
company independent of the CPA firm. This company, working
under a CPA, could concentrate only in:, the field of computer
sciences."

M A N A G E M E N T A C C O U N TIN G / M A R C H 1 9 7 3

Feasibility studies are a service which CPAs can legitimately
offer to clients provided that the CPA firms employ people technically competent in this field. I submit, however, that few
CPA firms have the technical expertise necessary to adequately
act as "overseer" of the computer operations of clients. Furthermore, clients sizeable enough to support their own in -house computer operation would probably resist such efforts by the CPA.
The most serious problem raised by Mr. Sabol's suggestions is,
in my opinion, that of independence. By acting as overseer of
client computer operations or by acting as a data processing service
bureau, the CPA is performing an accounting function for his
clients in maintaining their financial records. One might ask: How
can the CPA maintain an attitude of independence during his
audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards,
when he himself is maintaining the accounting records for his
clients? The suggestion of "a separate company independent of
the CPA" yet "working under a CPA" does not adequately answer
the independence question.

Frederick 1. Crowley, CPA
Southern Maine Chapter
Portland, Me.
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The NAA Mid - Atlantic Regional Conference offers all of these things Virginia loves, outstanding
technical sessions and speakers of note to hold you in rapt attention.
The conference dates coincide with Historic Garden Week in Virginia and a great ladies program
will include much of the beauty of this occasion.
"MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE"
Conference Activities

Ladies Activities

Thursday, April 26
8:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m.
12:00 noon
2:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.

Thursday, April 26
8:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m.
10:00 -12:00 noon
12:00 noon -3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m. 'til ?
7:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.

Registration
Keynote Luncheon & Meeting
Technical Session
Technical Session
Stuart Cameron McLeod Society Dinner
(Members and W ives)
Cocktails and Song Fest

Friday, April 27
8:00 a.m. -10:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m. -11:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

Friday, April 27
8:00 a.m. -10:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

Registration
Technical Program
Conference Banquet

Registration
Hospitality Room
Garden Club Tour & Luncheon
Conference Banquet

Saturday, April 28

Saturday, April 28
8:30 a.m. -9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m. -12:00 noon

Registration
Hospitality Room
Luncheon & Speaker
Open for Shopping, Visiting etc.
Cocktails & Song Fest

Registration
8:30 a.m. -9:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m. -12:00 noon Hospitality Room

Registration
Technical Program

7104 W heeler Road . .
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(703) 282 -2058

For further information
Contact Charles Sands
General Chairman

r — — — — — — — — — — — — — -T — Mail to
L. F. Taylor, NAA Conference Registration

I

5524 W estower Drive

i

-

-

Mail to
s

-

— -

-

-

-

-

— —

— 1

/� niivi- (g n� d/ i r l / Hotel
i

5t h & F r ank l i n St r eet s

Richmond, Virglnla
; ' 23219

' : 23225
Richmond, V'Irglnla
CONFERENCE EVENTS
Ad va nc e Re g i st r a ti o n
$45.00
A l l E ve n t s `
Ar r i val R e gi s t r at i o n
A50.00
Al l E ve nt s
Ladies —All Events
$35.00
No r e f u n d s af t e r Ap ri l 20,
1973.

Please make reservations for
NAA MID - ATLANTIC REGIONAL CONFERENCE
Single
Double
Twin
Tourister . . . I . . . . . . . . . . $18.50
$24.50
$24.50
Standard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $21.50
$27.50
$27.50
Preferred . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . $24.50
$30.50
$30.50
Suites available from $50.00 to $65.00
Children under 12 free in parents' room. $4.00 charge
for each additional adult.

l N 0 1 V I0 U A L EVENTS
Ke yn o t e Lu n c h e o n
$ 7.00
Co n fe r e nc e B a n qu e t
$10.00
Techn ical Sess ions (4)
$36.00
Tec hn ic al S es si on s,
St u de n t s( e ac h )
$ 2.00
Coc kt ai ls & So ng F es t $ 3.00

circled events)

Total Enclosed
Wife
Position

Name
Chapter

I

Arrive
_Depart
Pl eas e mak e r es er vat i on s f or _
Names
_

Company

—

_ _

—

-

Add

L
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—

State

—
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DISCUSSION DRAFT

GUIDELINES FOR
INVENTORY VALUATION
The Committee on Management Accounting Practices,
through its Subcommittee on Inventory Valuation, has developed the following discussion draft in order to assist in
further clarifying generally accepted accounting practices as
they relate to inventory valuation. These guidelines are for
manufacturing companies only. their primary use is to determine income at the end of an accounting period, and not
for other managerial purposes.
The tentative guidelines are based in part on the findings
of a "Survey of Inventory Allocation Practices" which was
conducted by Mr. Stephen Landekich, NAA Research Director. A summary of these findings immediately follows the
guidelines. Your comments and suggestions relative to the
guidelines and the results of the survey will be extremely
helpful to the Committee in preparing its final position
paper. Please send them promptly to Mr. Louis Bisgay, Secretary -MAP Committee, National Association of Accountants, 919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.

1.5 Consistent application of a procedure for computing cost
which is basically sound and which is practical and reasonably
appropriate for the particular enterprise is more important to
a fair reflection of income than the details of the procedure.
1.6 To assist users of financial statements in following trends
in the operation of an enterprise and in judging the comparability of companies within the same industry, there should be
disclosure of the general practices applied in the assigning of
amounts to inventories, such as the flow of costs, the allocation
of indirect manufacturing expenses in the computation of cost,
and the recognition of realizable values which are less than
cost.
1.7 Assigning an amount to inventories is primarily for the
purpose of determining operating results at the end of a period,
and the unit product costs used are not necessarily the same
as those appropriate for other types of decision making, such
as setting selling prices, changing manufacturing capacity levels,
etc.

GUIDELINES
PREAMBLE
1.1 The phrase "inventory valuation" as herein used refers to
the process of assigning an amount to the inventory of goods
at the end of an accounting period in order to have financial
statements present fairly the financial position of a business
enterprise at that date and the results of its operations and
the changes in financial position for the period, in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles.
1.2 Financial statements generally reflect the assets of the
business enterprise at their historical cost; consequently, the
amount assigned to the inventory does not ordinarily represent
"value" in the sense of being what the management expects
to realize from the sale of the goods.
1.3 The guidelines herein set forth relate to assigning amounts
to inventories in financial statements of a manufacturer prepared on a going- concern basis.
1.4 Generally, the amount assigned to an inventory represents
"cost" and determination of the amount will be affected by
such factors as the complexity of the manufacturing processes
and the availability of information. Because of these as well
as other factors, it is possible to arrive at more than one amount
for the same inventory.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1973

Flow of Costs
2.1 Because most expenditures by a manufacturer cannot be
identified as the cost of particular goods and averages and
allocations are used in computing the amount to be assigned
to an inventory, it is necessary to make an assumption regarding
the flow of costs. Generally, this assumption should be on the
basis that the units included in the opening inventory and the
first units made were the first units sold during the period (i.e.,
first -in, first -out or FIFO). Thus the appropriate cost to be
assigned to the units included in the ending inventory is that
computed for the most recent purchases and production.
2.2 In some instances, the determination of the flow of costs
will be on the basis that the units most recently purchased
or produced were sold during the period (i.e., last -in, first -out
or LIFO). In this situation, the appropriate cost to be assigned
to the units included in the ending inventory is that computed
for the first purchases and production.

Elements of Inventory Cost
3.1 Cost for raw materials, parts, and manufacturing supplies
on hand should be included in the cost of the inventory and
carried forward on the statement of financial condition.
3.2 Cost for raw materials, parts, and manufacturing supplies
49

consumed in producing the goods included in the inventory
are part of their cost.
3.3 Cost for labor performed in producing the goods included
in the inventory are part of their cost.
3.4 Cost for materials, supplies, labor, and services which are
necessary for and are directly associated with producing the
goods included in the inventory are part of their cost.
3.5 Where it is practical and meaningful to do so, expenditures
for materials, supplies, labor, and services which are necessary
for and indirectly associated with producing the goods should
be included in the inventories as part of their cost. In some
instances, it is neither practical nor meaningful to make allocation to the inventory of charges for depreciation, taxes, and
certain other classes of expenditures. However, the judgment
as to whether or not a particular class of expenditure is included
in the cost of inventories should be applied on a consistent
basis.
3.6 There should not be included in the cost assigned to the
goods on hand the portion of expenditures resulting from the
ownership of facilities' which are not being utilized to the
extent of their normal capabilities. The volume variance, which
results from utilizing facilities at something less than their
capabilities, should not be included in the cost of inventory;
however, any material amount of so- called favorable volume
variance which results from abnormal utilization cif facilities
should be taken into account to avoid stating the inventory
in excess of cost.
3.7 Inventory costs do not include such items as selling expenditures, expenditures for general administration or financing of
the enterprise, and expenditures for research and development.
Also, there should not be included in the cost assigned to the
' The term "facilities" is used in a broad sense to include not only a manufacturing plant,
machine, and service department, but also such capabilities as a power line and the potential
supervisory ability of a foreman.
Opinion 16 of the Accounting Principles Board refers in paragraph 88.c to providin g for

goods on hand any portion of expenditures for producing goods
which are not part of the inventory.

Use of an Amount Less than Cost
4.1 Current generally accepted accounting principles contemplate the amount assigned to an inventory should not be higher
than cost nor such that a loss will be reported in the subsequent
period if the goods are disposed of at prices expected to be
realized at the time the financial statements are prepared. This
is commonly referred to as stating the inventory at the "lower
of cost or market." In applying this rule, both replacement
cost and net realizable value are used as a measure of market
value.
4.2 Because restating an inventory at replacement cost may
result in providing for a built -in profit to be reported in the
subsequent period, the inventory principle should be restated
as "lower of cost or net realizable value." The cost of goods
in an inventory should be compared with an amount determined
by deducting from the anticipated selling price (a) the costs
necessary to complete or make saleable and (b) an allocated
portion of the projected marketing, administration, and general
expenses which will be incurred during the period preceding
the sale.'
4.3 Because assets are generally reflected in financial statements
at their cost and because the amount assigned to an inventory
affects the results which will be shown for future operations,
it is recommended there be disclosed in annual reports of
manufacturers that the inventories are stated at the lower of
cost or net realizable value. In most cases, this general description of the basis for stating the inventory is adequate; however,
in unusual circumstances it may be informative to the user
of the financial statements to disclose the amount by which
income for the current period has been reduced as a result
of a write -down of the inventory to net realizable value. ❑
"a reasonab le probt allowance for the selling effort of the acquiring corporation ' in allocating
to an inventory the aggregate cost of assets acquired in a business combination accounted
for as a purchase transaction, but it is understood there was no intention to establish a provision
for profit as a factor in determining the market basis for comparison with cost in the application
of the general inventory accounting rules.

Ext ra c opi es — one or a t nousana —
of any ar t i c l e f r om any i s s ue of
MAN AG EMEN T AC C OU N T IN G m ay be
pur c has ed at t he f oll ow i ng pr ic es :

1 to 4 — $1.25 each*
5 to 15 — $1.00 each
16 to 50 — $ .40 each
51 to 99 — $ .30 each
100 to 500 — $25.00/100

.

First 500 — $125.00
Each Add'I. 100 over
first 500 — $20.00
First 1,000 — $225.00
Each Add'l. 100 over
first 1,000 — $15.00

"Original magazine will be furnished if available.

Please state author, t" ,
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`

d

meni

quantity desir ed. Check or money order m ust acc ompany

MA N A G E ME N T AC C O U N T I N G

order. Completed orders will be shipped parcel post no later
than two weeks from receipt of order.

919 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
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Cost AlloCations to Inventory
A Survey Of Practice In Manufacturing Firms

Firms
Number

Expenditure
Service departments:
Personnel
Stores
Cost Accounting
G
A Expenses:
Divisional
Corporate
Depreciation
Property taxes
Franchise taxes
Repairs/ maintenance
Fire /casualty insurance
Pension contributions:
Current service
Past service

387
148
464

58
23
69

504
587
164
187
388
115
176

75
87
24
28
58
17
26

206
204

31
30

&

For the benefit of the NAA members interested in the subject
of inventory valuation, we are releasing here the findings of
a survey conducted in August and September 1972. This survey
was undertaken in conjunction with a discussion draft of the
Guidelines for Inventory Valuation. The purpose was to provide
for the MAP Subcommittee on Inventory Valuation relevant
information on current practices in allocations to inventory of
expenditures that are indirectly related to production.'

not allocate in external reporting though they allocate in internal reporting.
The 671 firms which do not allocate in external reporting
exclude, in full,' the following expenditures:

%

By Stephen Landekich,
NAA Research Director

The Survey Design
A one -page questionnaire was mailed to NAA members holding positions of presidents, vice presidents or controllers in
manufacturing firms (SIC codes 19 through 39). The mailing
list was first edited to exclude multiple entries for the same
firm.
Question 1 —do you allocate (at least on a broad -brush basis)
all expenditures that are indirectly related to production' —
provided for separate replies with respect to: (a) annual financial
statements and (b) management (internal) reports. Those who
answered negatively to Question 1 -a were asked to indicate
which expenditures are excluded (Question 2), to state the
reason for not making an allocation (Question 3) and to estimate the annual amount of additional allocations which would
have to be made if the respondent were required to allocate
all indirect expenditures (Question 4).
Questions 5 and 6 asked for the amounts of inventories in
the last two balance sheets and for the latest annual figures
on other selected items (current assets, total assets, stockholders'
equity), respectively. Questions 7, 8 and 9 provided for the
ancillary data — company SIC code, suggestions, and identification (optional) of the respondent.

Responses to the Questionnaire
Responses were received from 1,290 firms (22% response rate).
Computation of the survey data included replies from 1,200
firms. The refraining 90 responses were void due to incompleteness, inconsistency or late return.
In external (annual financial statements) reporting, 529 (44 %)
allocate and 671 (56 %) do not. In internal (management) reporting, 494 (42 %) allocate and 691 (58%) do not, i.e. the
difference in favor of not allocating is 16 %, which is only 4%
higher than in external reporting.
The above data indicate that most respondents follow substantially the same practice with respect to both types of reporting. Specifically, 52 firms do not allocate in internal reporting
though they allocate in external reporting, while 26 firms do
'The survey design evolved from the project proposal by Mr. R. W ayne Oates, Chairman
of the MAP Subcommittee on Inventory Valuation. A preliminary draft of the questionnaire
was epared
by research
Mr. Raymond
A. Hoffman, athe
member
of the
Subcommittee.
Mrs. was
Linda
FieXof
the NAA
staff administered
project.
Mr. Raymond
Goldstein
in
charge of survey data processing by the NAA computer. Responsibility for the contents of
this report l i d with the author.
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As to the reason for not allocating, 825 firms replied: (a)
amount not significant -64 firms, (b) method of allocation
would be too arbitrary -271 firms, (c) result would be misleading -243 firms, (d) other -247 firms. The most frequent "other"
reasons were: not considered inventory costs -54, considered
period costs -31.
Estimates of allocations needed if all indirect expenditures
were allocated, given by 546 firms which do not allocate in
external reporting, amounted to a total of $3,414 million. Relative size,' in comparison with the amount of inventories, of
the estimated additional allocations was 44`6.
Changes in inventory size, i.e., increases (decreases) in the
latest balance sheet from the base amount in the preceding
year's balance sheet, were as shown in Table 1.

Ta bl e 1

Firms which allocate in external
reporting
Firms which do not allocate in
external reporting

Number
of firms

Change

329 (186)

13% (13 %)

424 (221)

12% (11 %)

Continued on page 72
For the sake of brevity, we will henceforth use "allocate' to refer to "allocate (at least on
a broad -brush basis) all expenditures that are indirectly related to production."
' The table does not show responses on portions (less than 100%) of partly unallocated expenditures, nor does it show responses on the questions covering other" than the expenditures
listed in the questionnaire.
'The relative size was computed on the basis of the median estimate of additional allocations.
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What colorits a tycoon?
■ It is no surprise that the vast majority
of the nation's business owners are white
. . . like the illustration. The circumstances of history have combined to exclude a fair share of our minority group
members from business ownership. In
fact, while minorities make up some
seventeen per cent of our populace, they
own and operate less than four per cent
of the country's businesses.
It is not our role to debate all of the
conditions that led to this imbalance. But
it is our job to do something about it . . .
namely to assist qualified minority group
members to participate in the free enterprise system.
You can help us if you are a successful
business person who would be willing to
share your experience with others who
hope to make it as you have. And perhaps
you would be well advised to explore the
very tangible financial incentives and advantages available today to any company
that is willing to launch a minority owned
or operated subsidiary.
Obviously, the color of any given tycoon is not nearly as important as the
qualities that led him to the top. But it is
important that all of our people have every
chance to share in the rich rewards for
initiative possible in this country.
NAA now has an advisory program,
52

the purpose of which is to make the minority businessman aware of his financial
management needs and to get him started
in the right direction.
NAA does not do the detail work. Carrying out of advice must be accomplished
by competent employees or qualified professionals. NAA advisors withdraw once
the business is successfully under way.
The problem is, there are still a lot of
areas, where help is needed, not now
being served by an NAA Chapter Socio Economic Committee.
If you'd like to start one —or otherwise
help out — contact:
■ Your local Chapter President
■ ROBERT F. CLAIRMONT, Manager
Socio- Economic Programs
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
(212) 759 -3444 or 371 -9124
Participation is not limited to NAA
members. Anyone who would like to join
the NAA Socio- Economic Program is also
invited to contact us.
Th i s P r o gr a m i s f u n d e d b y
Of f i c e o f Mi n o r i t y B us i ne s s En t e rpr i s e ,
U. S. De p a r t me n t o f Co mme r c e . W a s h i ng t o n , D . C . 2 0 2 3 0
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Lewis Gilbert poses some questions for management at a recent annual meeting of
Beatrice Foods Co. The "stockholder's stockholder" has been prodding companies for 37 years.

'MISTER CHAIRMAN,
I HAVE A QUESTION

.

.

. '

Corporate Annual Meetings May Be A Bore To The Public,
But Lewis Gilbert, Shareowners' Knight With A Microphone,
Finds Them Exhilarating. He's Built A Long And Extraordinary Career
Jousting With Management, Losing Battles But Winning Wars

By Robert F. Randall
just about the hottest speaker on the NAA chapter
circuits these days is a man who has spent most of
his career asking unsettling questions at corporate
annual meetings. His credentials are impeccable: he
probably owns stock in more companies than any other
single individual.
Lewis D. Gilbert is the shareowner's shareowner.
Once introduced as the "rich man's Ralph Nader,"
he is a professional gadfly who excels during his special
season just like football and baseball players star during theirs. Only for Mr. Gilbert the "playing" season
is the period March through May when millions of
thick, glossy annual reports are mailed out and manMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1973

agement faces owners in public session. This is the
annual meeting, an often praised, often damned institution, replete with long periods of boredom, some
moments of high drama and inany of low comedy.
At a conservative estimate, Mr. Gilbert reckons that
he has attended more than 3,000 annual meetings over
a span of 37 years. "I am now eligible for Medicare.
I'm 65 now. I started when I was 28." The transformation from moderately curious onlooker to aggressive
participant was gradual.
"How did I get started? Well, I was a newspaperman
and I was curious one day when I got a proxy. And
I said I'll go to an annual meeting and see what it's
like. I was horrified by the way it was run. And then
a few years later the papers began to write about me
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Once
considered a
radical, Lewis
Gilbert now
looks like only
a moderate
critic of
business

and I was mentioned in "The Talk of the Town" and
people began to write in to me and say, 'You're absolutely right. Somebody has to do this.' And from there
we went on."
Mr. Gilbert began asking embarrassing questions of
management. Why did the company have to borrow
money? How much were the directors paid? Who were
the "inside" directors? Why were the footnotes unreadable?
He stood on the floor in front of a mike and fired
away at corporate directors and officers. Power to his
microphone was cut off, he was often ignored by the
chairman or gaveled out of order, shareowners yelled
at him to sit down. He persisted. Other stockholders
began asking similar questions; the newspapers found
him good copy. Slowly, companies began to change.
Generally they had more than enough shares and
proxies to beat Mr. Gilbert every time but the validity
of his criticisms brought about changes. Management
bent. Encouraged by small successes, Mr. Gilbert
pressed on to get the changes adopted by one company
accepted by others. At the same time he brought up
new suggestions.
Once a voice crying in the wilderness, Mr. Gilbert
suddenly finds himself "with it," a figure who fits right
into the mood of consumer activism and the drive
for increased accountability from all institutions. Now
he's a much- sought -after speaker, who charges only
expenses, but is guaranteed to give a good performance. NAA chapters ask him to return, year after year.
To illustrate the transformation that has come
about in public life, Mr. Gilbert likes to tell this story.
It seems a man walked up to a friend of Gilbert's
after a recent annual meeting and said, "You know
what Gilbert is saying is pretty solid." The friend
stared at him in amazement. "He's been saying the
same things since the 1940s.' The point is I haven't
changed; his outlook had changed," Mr. Gilbert concludes with a chuckle.

Corporate Democracy
Why does he do it? Well, somebody has to speak
for the little guy, the shareowner who doesn't have
the time or money to speak for himself. Mr. Gilbert
has elected himself and his organization, Corporate
Democracy, Inc., to speak for the shareowners. "The
purpose," he says, "is to assert the rights of the shareholders of the United States who own American industry." Augmented by members of his immediate
family and college students, Mr. Gilbert has multiplied
considerably his influence on business.
Operating out of an eight -room apartment on New
York City's Park Avenue, Mr. Gilbert and his small
band crisscross the country, attending as many meetings as they can squeeze into a hectic schedule. This
year, for example, Lewis and his brother, John Gilbert,
plan to attend more than 200 meetings.
Some of their objectives are to ask questions of
management and to encourage others to do so, to urge
better and more informative annual reports, and better
and more post- meeting reports to keep owners well -informed voters.
There has been considerable improvement in annual
reports, Mr. Gilbert believes. He is delighted that
"You can read the footnotes now" and he likes to
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think that his long campaign on behalf of clearer
annual reports and readable footnotes helped to contribute to the decision of the Securities & Exchange
Commission to require that footnotes be set in larger,
more readable type faces. He also believes that he
had something to do with the fact that more and more
companies are publishing reports of what happened
at the annual meeting, something he has urged for
years.
He hails the trend, accelerated by recent SEC rulings, toward showing a breakdown of sales and earnings
by a corporation's major divisions. But Mr. Gilbert
injects a note of caution on the proposal to allow
companies to forecast their sales and earnings for
publication. As a long -time corporation watcher, he
knows how hazardous forecasting can be. But he believes that if companies want to make forecasts they
should be permitted. Predictions of future sales and
earnings made available to anyone should be made
available to all. Movie companies, Mr. Gilbert suggests, might tell shareholders and the public how many
films they plan to produce, without necessarily attempting to predict the amount of money they would
make. "Who could have predicted 'The Godfather'
would be one of the biggest money- makers of all
time ?"
Once considered a radical, Mr. Gilbert now looks
like a moderate critic of business in the context of
some of the exaggerated charges made today by the
new breed of activists. He realizes that shareowners
often cannot read or understand an annual report even
though they own shares in the company. As his contribution to something he believes in —more shareholder education —he includes a glossary of terms used
in financial reports in his own post- meetings report— Thirty- Second Annual Report of Stockholder
Activities at Corporation Meetings During 1971.
This 272 -page paperbound book is an account of
the Gilberts' activities, and those of like- minded
shareowners, at annual meetings. The Gilberts offer
kudos and brickbats to corporations, according to their
degree of responsiveness to shareowner recommendations. Bouquets to some companies? Yes, believe it or not, Lewis Gilbert praises those companies
which he thinks are responsible corporations. "My
greatest objection to Ralph Nader and his crowd is
that they're always finding fault. I have yet to see
them find anything good. This is nonsense. I say if
somebody does something right, let's compliment and
encourage him." He adds, "You can't always be knocking everything."
This point of view sets Mr. Gilbert off from other
activists who seem sometimes to want to destroy the
system and start anew. His investment in American
industry has made him a wealthy man with a stake
in the continued progress of U.S. enterprise. He
doesn't want to destroy it; he wants to make it better.
True corporate democracy, he insists, is the best bulwark we have against socialism.

'Where Are the Auditors?'
There are always other issues. One battle is concluded; another begun. In recent years Mr. Gilbert
has campaigned to have the corporate auditor attend

Continued on page 62
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NAA TECHNICAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT

Need Technical
Information?
Is There A Better Way? NAA May Be Able To Provide Assistance
And Practical Suggestions For Your Problems
• A manufacturing company plans to expand by issuing additional stock and a corporate vice president
wants information on the procedure required and
the accounting for issuance of capital stock.
• A member wants examples of the use of cost centers
and profit centers so that he can determine the
usefulness of both in improving his cost system.
• What's the latest thinking on human asset accounting, an accountant asks, and wonders out loud where
he can find out.
How often have you run up against a problem which
wasn't covered in a college accounting course? If you're
like most professionals in a challenging job, sooner
or later you'll be faced with a temporary roadblock.
The question is what do you do then.
More than 2,000 NAA members annually, in their
quest for solutions to accounting problems, answer
that question by making use of the Association's Technical Services Department. This service is unique because it is free and provided as a member service. Even
though thousands have used and benefited from the
service, however, many new members are not aware
of its existence.
The resources of the Library, of course, are the core
of the technical information services. From a small
beginning of 38 trade association manuals and 123 cost
books in 1921, the library has grown to include more
than 100 trade association manuals, 3,500 volumes,
and 35 file drawers of clipped articles and pamphlets.
Moreover, the department reviews and indexes more
than 100 periodicals, both foreign and domestic.
There are several ways in which the technical information services and library facilities can be helpful
to members. Through more concentrated and broader
coverage of the specialized area of Management Accounting and other fields as they relate to Management Accounting, NAA can go considerably beyond
the capacity of most local facilities.
For example, here's how the department answered
the questions posed at the beginning of the article.
The vice president whose company planned to issue
additional stock was referred to the article, "Accounting for Stock Ownership" by L. 1. Asher, published
in the September 1968 issue of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING. He was also provided with a list of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1973

additional references from the public accounting literature. On the matter of procedures and regulations,
he was referred to:
1. Going Public, G. J. Robinson & K. Eppler, 1971,
Clark Boardman Co., Ltd. (in library);
2. Why, When 6 How to Go Public, by 15 Contributors, G. Hutchinson, editor, Hawthorne Books.
For specific procedural help, it was suggested that
he turn to the public accounting or banking fields.
For the member interested in comparing cost centers
and profit centers, a list of materials available on both
accounting techniques was sent. From these lists, he
also received articles of a procedural nature, on library
loan for two weeks, plus a bibliography of material
on responsibility accounting updated annually.
So you're interested in human asset accounting?
NAA would refer you to these sources in MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING:

"Thousands
have benefited
from this NAA
service, but
many do not
know it
exists."

1. "Human Resource Accounting: A Tool to Increase
Managerial Effectiveness," Brummet, Flamholtz,
& Pyle, August 1969.
2. "The Asset Value of the Human Organization,"
Michael H. Gilbert, July 1970.
3. "People are Capital Investments," R. G. Barry
Corp., November 1971.
4. "The Evaluation of Human Assets," H. C. Eggers,
November 1971.
For those who wish to go further in the human
relations area, a limited bibliography on Behavioral
Science can be provided.
You are encouraged to use either technical service
facilities or the library as you need them —by mail,
by phone or by personal visit. Sources illustrating how
others have dealt with problems similar to yours can
be suggested. The department can also provide copies
of NAA materials, by sale or by loan; current textbooks
on loan, and bibliographies in a few areas where
members have shown a special interest.
One reservation: NAA staff personnel cannot act
as consultants on individual problems in competition
with our members practicing in the fields of Systems,
Taxes, Government Contracts and other areas.
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GAMESMANSHIP
IN SALARY MANAGEMENT
What Does A Manager Do When An Employee Tells Him He
Has A Job Offer From Another Company? Offer Him A Raise?
A Personnel Expert Offers Some Sophisticated Pointers In
The Employer - Employee Salary Game. A Caveat: The Advice
Can Be Used Profitably By Both Players

By Robert Half
There's a fine art in giving money. There's a fine art
in giving raises.
Some sharp personnel managers recognize that if
they give a raise at a strategic time it can save the
company a substantial amount of money and still keep
the employee happy. When the employer offers the
increase, the employee will be satisfied with a lot less
money than if he has to ask for the increase.
Turnover is very costly, particularly when it comes
to losing competent personnel. When management
offers the raise it automatically interferes with an
employee's plans to quit. This is a calculated move
because there is no assurance that a replacement employee will be better than the terminating one —and
there is an excellent chance that lie will be worse.
What managers say when they give a raise.
Experienced managers compliment the employee's
work and discuss his future when they give a raise.
They make sure that lie understands the raise is based
on accomplishments, not just seniority or that -timeof -the -year sort of thing. They also make sure that
lie understands that it was a merit increase. The effect
of this type of salary management, hopefully, is to
elevate the mediocre employee into a good one and
bypass "The Peter Principle."
We have come to believe that executive raises
should be avoided at specific times of the year. They
tend to be annual and automatic, and annual and
Robert Half is the President of Robert Half Personnel
Agencies, a 38- office chain specializing exclusively in
financial and data processing occupations.
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automatic raises for executives do not take performance into consideration. (In some cases an annual
salary adjustment may be too long to wait.) Raises
should always be for accomplishments —not hardship —but it is sometimes difficult to ignore hardship
conditions.
How employers detect when an employee is planning
on asking for a raise.
He talks about his expenses; he talks about his
subordinates' expenses. "Look how hard it is for Charlie to get along. I don't know how he can do it on
his pay." He talks about what others are earning outside of the company. He hangs around more often
and talks about business. The boss sees more results
of his work, more memos, more reports, and more
of him. Sometimes the boss even gets an invitation
to a housewarming or a wedding or a get- together.
What some experts do about intercepting his raise
request if they want to keep him happy at the lowest
possible cost.
Shrewd managers call the employee into the office
and offer him a raise. "Charlie, you have been doing
excellent work these days and we're going to give you
a 10% increase in pay."
Chances are if he came in on his own he would
ask for a 25% increase and the company might settle
for something like 17 %. The flattery of offering the
raise is often more important than the actual amount
paid.
Another gimmick used is to postpone the raise. "And
by the way, Charlie, the increase will be effective the
first payday after Labor Day." That might be three
months off. Stalling the increase, of course, saves
money.
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What's the counter ploy to this gambit? The clever
employee reads into this and does not "buy" the
less- than - adequate increase or the deferment. Many
employers respect the employee who remains sensibly
firm in his demands.
What managers do when an employee comes to them
with the comment: "I've received a better job offer,"
with the implication they should match it.
It is the experience of some astute personnel people
that the company is better off letting him go and
take the other job. Personnel managers estimate that
the average employee who comes to his employer with
the "hold up" terminates anyway in about a year for
one reason or another. Some of the real grievances
still remain. The employer and the employee are both
better off calling it quits while the employee has
another job in the wings.
The experts say that if the company pays the "hold
up ", it will most assuredly cause an immediate round
of increases among other employees. The word will
get around that the only way to get ahead is to come
to the boss with an offer from another company —
preferably a competitor.
How managers detect when an employee is planning
on leaving.
The clues are essentially changes of habit: longer
lunch hours (he's out on interviews); frequent absenteeism (on interviews, sometimes out of town); excessive personal phone calls (the wife calling with messages); failure to communicate as frequently with
management (he wants to avoid the boss: less visibility); noticeable improvement in grooming (shoes
shined, pin stripe suit, that sincere look prepared for
a sudden interview).

RAISE- SEEKER: "He talks about his
expenses; he talks about his subordinates'
expenses."
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10 P OF [ HE U t JK 5 YN UK 0M L "He's
avoiding additional responsibilities. The
top of the desk gets neater."

He's avoiding additional responsibilities. The top
of the desk gets neater. The work gets done (sometimes
it's in the desk drawers). Personal knickknacks begin
to vanish (he's taken the picture of the wife and three
kids home).
On the other hand, if the top of the desk was always
neat, suddenly it becomes sloppy. There's often a
change in vacation patterns. He asks for a vacation
outside of the established pattern to follow up on an
accumulation of job interviews or merely to get the
vacation before quitting. There's a reduction in aggressiveness and forceful attitude. If he has a grievance,
why fight with anyone or make waves at this point?
And if he used to take work home at night, he's not
taking work home any more.
What does the alert employee seeking another job
do to allay suspicions? The careful job seeker takes
pains to cover up his search escapades effectively.
There is almost no change in his work habits. He
continues to carry out his responsibilities just as aggressively as before.
If the company managers are sure he's planning on
leaving, what do they do?
If they want to keep him, they call him in and have
a long talk. They offer him a better deal, outline his
future and compliment his performance.
If they don't want to keep him they do one of two
things.
They release him immediately because an employee
conducting a search on their time does the company
no good and probably causes harm to the morale of
the present staff since they're taking on additional
responsibilities while the existing employee is dividing
his time. The employee may also be accumulating
information to take to a competitor.
The other option is to keep him until the company
can find a replacement —but the experts don't waste
too much time.
The employee who is looking for a job in confidence
while employed is playing his part in "salary gamesmanship." He understands that he takes a calculated
risk (almost like a spy who realizes he may get caught).
He is often judged by the employment market on his
adeptness in keeping his search secret. Answering blind
ads and indiscriminately circulating resumes can be
fatal to the success of prudent job selection.
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Chapter /Member News
Emeritus Life Associates

Promotions and New Positions

The designation of Emeritus Life Associate is
made available to retired members who have
had 20 years of active service, or ten years of
active service including five years as an elected
national or chapter officer or director. Those
so designated are relieved from payment of
annual dues. The intent of this provision of
the By -Laws is to recognize the debt which the
Association owes to members of long standing.

Two Buffalo members have been named
at F. N. Burt Co. Past chapter president
DONALD E. CHAPMAN was promoted to controller, and past president RALPH SELLER, general manager. . . . FRANKLIN A.
TOBERT was promoted to financial officer
at Marine Midland Bank.... ROBERT J.
PFALZER is now manager of accounting,
Chem -Trol Pollution Services, Inc.

ROBERT HUEIs, Dayton, has been appointed controller at Molers Dairy... .
DWIGHT M O R N E R has been appointed
controller at Fayette County Hospital.
JOHN B. WALKER, JR., Delaware, was
elected secretary of Hercules, Inc.
HAROLD NEIMAN, Essex County, has been
appointed president of Gilbert Flexi -Van
Corp.
ALLAN A. GEMMELL, Eugene, was named
controller, Eugene Register- Guard.
DONALD E. PROCTOR, Jamestown - Warren,
is now controller at Watson Mfg. Co.

NEIMAN
Essex County

SMITH
P(sdmonlI Winstonoelsm

G. DEE SMITH, Piedmont Winston- Salem,
past president, has been elected a vice
president of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
... C. W. WALKER, past chapter president,
has been named controller of Washington
Mills CO.... JOHN WOOTEN is now controller of Carolina Mirror Corp.
Two Pittsburgh members have been
named at Pittsburgh Plate Glass Corp.
FRANK O'HARA was named controller of
the Chemical Div., and E. E. MOSES,
director of the Pension Investment Ad-

IFYOU'LLBET8<ONYOURSELF,
WE'LLBET$2ONYOU!
Good odds? But that's how anxious General Business
Services is to get our booklet (which costs $2 to prepare and
mail) into your hands. Risk an ft stamp to find out how you
may qualify to own your own "profits and prestige" franchise
supplying small businesses with needed counseling and
financial management services. Exceptional income potential
from $10,500 investment which covers inventory, thorough
training, continuing back -up to assure your success.
Increase the odds even more by using a 6C postcard ...
just do it today

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Mr. C.E. Gaw, Executive Vice President

DEPT. Y803

GENERAL BUSINESS SERVICES, INC.

,.••••••.
7401 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20014
I can't pass up those od ds . .
rush
" Y o u r Future As A GBS Area Director ".
FREE
NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE
ZIP
CITY
STATE

1
1
1
1
1
1

president.

JOHN M A C M I L L A N , Williamsport.
PHYLISs A. MARSHALL, Dayton.
EDWARD F. MCCUE, Essex County.
HUBER L. MOLLENKOPF, Akron, past NAA
vice president.
ELBERT C. MOON, Piedmont - Greensboro.
PAUL F. MUSE, Wabash Valley.
EDWARD L. QUIVEY, Rochester, past president.
JOHN W. SCHAFER, Saginaw Valley.
SWAN B. STROM, Albany.
DONALD P. SWEETSER, New York.
JAMES B. TENNANT, Member -at- Large,
Canada.
NELSON L. TERHUNE, Morristown.
FESTUS W. THOMPSON, Hampton Roads.
JOHN H. TYLER, Massachusetts North
Shore.
JOHN A. WEBB, Florida West Central.
ROBERT W. WHITTIER, Mid- Florida.
JOHN B. ZELLE, Sangamon Valley, past

THOMAS HUTCHISON, Philadelphia, has
been appointed controller of Globe Ticket
Co.

QUENTIN BOWERS, Columbus past president, has been elected a vice president
of Columbus Transit Co.

ident.

THOMAS J. HOGAN, New York.
MILTON L. HORAK, Waterloo -Cedar Falls.
J. RAY KILE, Minneapolis Viking.
HELEN R. KIRK, Dayton.
R. F. LOTZ, Hampton Roads, past pres-

THOMAS P. O'CONNOR, Minneapolis Viking, has been named vice president and
controller of Hall Equipment, Inc.

KEITH C. MOORE, JR., Cleveland East, has
been promoted to assistant group controller of the electrical group at Reliance
Electric Co.

brochure,

ident.

WILLIAM A. ANDERSON, St. Paul.
EDWIN G. BIRD, Minneapolis Viking.
RAYMOND E. BURLEW, SR., St. Louis. Past
NAA vice president; past president, Stuart
Cameron McLeod Society.
WILLIAM J. CARTER, JR., Atlanta past
president; Atlanta Central.
KATHARINE Z. CRAWFORD, Williamsport.
JOHN A. DEMAREST, Nashville.
FRED H. DRANE, New York.
HAROLD 1. EBERSOLE, Lancaster.
CHARLES H. FISH, New York.
GLENN Fowler, Lansing - Jackson.
JOHN FUNARO,Sacramento, past president.
T. LEONARD GEORGE, Richmond.
HOWARD C. GIBSON, Niagara.
NELSON J. GULSKI, Providence.
MARTIN H. HARBECK, Peninsula -Palo Alto,
past president.
DAN R. HARMAN, Akron.
PHILIP K. HEKELER, New Haven.
RICHARD L. HINCH, Nashville, past pres-

FREDERICK J. DRESSER, Minneapolis North
Star, has been appointed assistant to the
president, Midwest Federal. He continues
as vice president of the company.
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There's
more to
NAA's
Annual
International
Conference
than

Rodeos

CHUCK WAGON DINNER:
Animal Safaris

TOURSOFDALLAS
Sure there's interest, fun and excitement packed into
every day of the Dallas Conference. But there are inform ative

technical sessions, too, featuring some of the "greats"
of industry and public accounting. As one tall Texan put
it, "It's like having aces, back to back."
Ante up ... register today.
For additional registration or housing forms, call or write:
NAA Registrar
919 Third Avenue
New Yo r k , N. Y. 1 0 0 2 2

(212) 759 -3444
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ministration in the Treasury Dept.
LEONARD E. DOHERTY, Princeton Ares.
ident, has been appointed general ac -,
counting manager for Dow Jones & Co.

Time Off

Two St. Louis members have been named
at Angelica Corp. JAMES D. LEVEN was
named to divisional vice president of administration and accounting control, and
LAWRENCE J. YOUNG, corporate controller.
. . . LEE A. GRASFEDER has joined Bunce
Building Corp., as controller. . . . JEREMY
ZOOLE was promoted to vice president,
Dynatex Division, United Data Centers.

I
J

III

v

ALBIN E. BULSON, Springfield, is now division assistant controller at Milton Bradley
CO. . . . ALBERT F. COLLINGS has been
appointed director, corporate accounting
services, corporate comptrollers dept.,
Aetna Life & Casualty.

I

"The Board is very happy with the job you did preparing our annual report,
Ms. Boldy; however we do wish you hadn't changed the words total assets
to nest egg."

Boloney in the
Marketplace
"There is an appalling lack of understanding regarding the workings of the
marketplace and of the simple business
of making something people want and
need and getting it to them at a reasonable price. Typical of this economic
and political mythology that exists
today is a story that is given wide credence—or the mythology is given wide
credence —by many people who should
know better.
"[A] columnist wrote of a welfare
recipient who borrowed a country ham
on the farm where he had part -time
work. He didn't tell the farmer he
borrowed it. He sold it to a grocer for
$27, and the man used 20 of the 27
dollars to buy $80 worth of food stamps
for which he was eligible because of
his welfare status. The man then
bought $51 worth of groceries and
bought the ham back for $29 worth of
food stamps. He returned the ham to
the smokehouse; the grocer made a
profit, the farmer got his ham back,
the welfare recipient wound up with

$7 in cash and $51 in groceries. And
the columnist concluded with this line:
'With no one being the loser.' No
one— unless you ask who paid for the
food stamps."
Gov. Ronald Reagan, before the
National Assn. of Manufacturers
Congress of American Industry

Deduction for Personal
Depletion
A bill recently introduced before the
Senate (S. 4046) would allow a personal
depletion deduction for individuals
who have attained the age of 45. The
deduction would be for depletion "due
to physical, mental, and emotional
stress incurred in connection with the
production of income." The rate would
be 10% of earned income, plus 1% for
each year over age 45, up to $1,000,
and there would be a special depletion
rate for those in "physically hazardous"
jobs.
New Hampshire's
"The Nacawack"

CLOYD L. BAIR, Toledo, was recently
named assistant treasurer, Dolphin Paint
& Chemical CO.... DALE CHANDLER has
been appointed treasurer of Sharon Mfg.
Co.
JOHN D. BOBER, Union County, has been
appointed president of the Purolator
Filter Div., Purolator, Inc. He will continue as corporate vice president of Purolator, Inc.
KENNETH L. ROBERTSON, Washington

DIRECTOR INTERNAL AUDIT
W e are seeking a strong, financial controls- oriented individual to become a key
member of our Cor por ate financial
management team.
T he individual w e are looking for wi l l
have a strong interest and deep experience in operational auditing and be truly
an activist by nature. W hile professionally strong as regards financial
cont rols systems, this person will be
"t ur ned on" by dol l ar s avi ngs .
W e w oul d expec t our suc ces sf ul c andi dat e t o c ur r ent ly hol d a responsible
management position within the internal
audit or consulting organi zation of a
multidivision industrial concer n, the
management s ervices departm ent of a
"bi g 8" pu bl i c ac c ou nt i ng fi r m or t he
audi t i ng ar m of a feder al governm ent
agency. T his person must have experience in a discr ete manuf actur ing environment, interest in the areas of internal
EDP and i nternational oper ati ons , and
perhaps a C PA certifi cate.
W e are a leading corporation in a rapidly
growing, dynamic indust ry with a sales
volume well in excess of $1 billion, and
are located in a desirable midwest community.
Applicants are invited to send a resume
including salary history in confidence to:
Box 316
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING
919 T hird Ave., New York, N . Y. 10022
An Equal O ppor t unit y Empl oyer M/ F
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Tri- Cities, has been elected vice president
of Douglas United Nuclear, Inc.

Organization Service
WALTER M. COLLEY, Los Angeles, was
elected president of the Merchants and
Manufacturers Assn. He is president and
chief executive officer of Pacific Clay
Products, division of Pacific Holding
Corp.
GERSHON L. LEWIS, Los Angeles, has been
elected to his third term as mayor of
Monterey Park, Calif. He is vice president
and controller of Westdale Savings &
Loan Assn.

In Memoriam
ANDOR BERETVAs, 72, Chicago, 1945

WALTER CAMENISCH, 80, Philadelphia,
past president, 1920.
C. E. CARPENTER, 80, Member -at- Large,
1941. ELA.
ERNEST W. CASLER, 68, Kalamazoo, 1904.
ELA.
OTIS J. CHAMBERLAIN, 75, New Orleans,
1943.
IVAN W. CHAMPION, 50, Illowa, 1948.
JEWELL R. COLES, 50, Nashville, 1954.
LARRY DI PLACIDO, 42, Pittsburgh, 1969.
PATRICK FITZGERALD, 62, Springfield, 1958.
EVERETT G. GALER, 76, Mohawk Valley,
past president, 1929. ELA.
W. LEROY JORDAN, 87, Rochester, 1928.
ELA.
FRED LOWRY, 31, Dayton, 1968.
GUY C. MADIA, 45, Erie, 1964.
ARTHUR C. NOLTE, 72, Member -at- Large,
1938. ELA.

WILLIAM ROGERS, 56, Nashville, 1946.
DANIEL J. ROSSI,41, Buffalo, 1969.
ALFRED S. SEAR, 81, Cincinnati, 1923.
EDWARD F. SUCHY, 76, Member -at- Large,
1928. ELA.
GLENN A. SWENNUMSON, 72, Illowa, past
president, 1930. ELA.
R. D. THOMPSON, 49, Youngstown, 1959.
ARTHUR J. TIFFANY, 63, Niagara, past
president, 1949.
LESLIE R. VAN DUYNE, 80, New Hampshire, past president, 1939.
JERRY R. WRIGHT, 29, Shreveport, 1968.

Correction
On page 65 of the January 1973 issue,
JAMES E. MCMILLEN, Central Texas, was
incorrectly identified as a past NAA Vice
President. Mr. McMillen, of course, is a
current NAA Vice President.

'MISTER CHAIRMAN, I HAVE A QUESTION . .
Continued from page 54
the meeting and answer questions from
the floor. "I remember going to this meeting which was lost in the sticks somewhere
and I said, 'Where are the auditors ?' So
one of the directors said the auditors were
invited." Mr. Gilbert called the CPA firm
involved to find out if the auditor had

in fact been invited to participate at the
company's annual meeting. In Mr. Gil bert's words, the firm replied, "Yes, it is
true that we were invited but they didn't
tell you what time we were invited. The
meeting was at two o'clock and it's not
in an easy place to get to, and we were
invited at eleven o'clock that morning!"
Another issue that the Gilberts will

YOU TALKED WITH YOUR PEOPLE

ABOUT INVENTORY PROBLEMS LAST
WEEK. . . AND YOU STILL DON'T
HAVE THE ANSWER . . .
NOW -PICK UP THE
PHONE AND CALL
HOWARD MADDEN IN
OUR SAN DIEGO
GENERAL OFFICE . . .
We'll arrange to show you why we're No. 1 in the
nation —with our special fast -paced 11- minute sales
presentation film. It'll be time well spent, as we
demonstrate our unique counting methods, and advanced equipment. 2,000 of America's leading corporations look to us to solve their inventory problems —may we help you with yours?

WASHINGTON
INVENTORY

d1h

SERVICE
May we send you our brochure?

GENERAL OFFICES: 7150 El Cajon Blvd.
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. (714) 461 -8111
Offices located in: ATLANTA, DALLAS, DENVER, DETROIT, HAY WARD, HOUSTON, KANSAS CITY, LOS ANGELES (5), PHOENIX,
PORTLAND, SACRAMENTO, SAN DIEGO, SANTA CLARA, SEATTLE, SPOKANE, ST LOUIS, and W ASHINGTON, D.C.
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stress at annual meetings this year is the
need for corporations to have internal auditors on their staffs to check physical and
accounting controls. He expresses amazement at the thought of the many companies who do not have internal audit staffs.
His organization has gathered many
flagrant examples of the abuse of annual
meeting locations. That is why one of the
objectives of Corporate Democracy is "to
urge constantly the holding of Annual
Meetings in convenient locations."
"One of the most amusing ones along
that line," he reminisces, "was this corporation in California. They had a very
bad year and in fact the auditors very
properly had a qualification calling attention to the fact that they were past due
on some notes from the bank and that
the bank was not guaranteeing that they
would renew the loans and so on. So everything was subject to this. Obviously the
management didn't like the idea of meeting the stockholders so they came up with
the idea of meeting in Artesia, New
Mexico, which is two hours' driving time
from El Paso, Texas."
The president of a large corporation recently suggested that annual meetings be
abolished. Since this radical proposal was
first put forth, Lewis Gilbert has sprung
to the defense of his avocation. His comments at a meeting of the North Jersey
Shore Chapter were typical. "It is essential
that stockholders have a vehicle by which
they can be heard. If questions turn critical
or caustic, executives should be able to
take the heat. If they can't, they shouldn't
be in the kitchen." This Spring at annual
meetings Lewis Gilbert will be in the
"kitchen," making it hot for executives.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1973

Questions and answers to Part 1 of the CMA Exam were
published last mouth; Parts 3, 4 and S will be published in
subsequent issues.

A complete set of questions and unofficial answers to the
five -part examination, in booklet form, will be available for
a nominal charge later this Spring from the Institute of Management Accounting.

Management Accounting Examination

Examination for the Certificate in Management Accounting Program given by the Institute of Management
Accounting of the National Association of Accountants, 919 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022

Examination for Part 2
Organization and Behavior, Including Ethical Considerations
Thursday, December 7, 1972; 8:30 A.M. to 12 N

Questions
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1 ...... ..........
2
3 ..
4
5 or Number 6 (not both)
.

Required Number
Required Number
Required Number
Required Number
Required Number

Estimated Time

3/4
'/2
1/2

hour
hour
hour
hour
hour

3 1/2 hours
The time allowance suggested approximates the relative weight assigned each question.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
1. Place your candidate number at the top of each
answer sheet you submit. Begin each question on
a new sheet of paper. Arrange your answers in the
numerical order of the questions. Number all pages
in order. The answer sheet provided for objective
questions is to be considered page 1.

2. Calculations made to support your answers to problem and analysis questions should be legible and
clearly referenced to your answers.
3. Answers to questions should be well written.
Illegible writing and lack of clear exposition will
influence the evaluation of the examiners.

FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS MAY RESULT IN FAILURE OF WHAT OTHERWISE
MIGHT HAVE BEEN PASSING WORK.
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QUESTION NUMBER 1— Estimated Time

1 hour

INSTRUCTIONS: Select the BEST answer for each
of the questions provided below. Your answer is to be
marked on the answer sheet provided. Mark your answer
by blackening the appropriate answer space with a soft
lead pencil. Mark ONLY ONE ANSWER for each
question. Your grade will be determined from your total
of correct answers.
Sample Question:
101. Which of the following writers is not associated
with the scientific management school?
a.
b.

Henry Kissinger.
Frank Gilbreth.

c.

Frederick Taylor.

d.

H. L. Gantt.

a .

—

b.

d.

.........

c.

d.

Answer the Following Items
1. .According to modern organization theory, which
of the following could not be the cause of a change in organization objectives?
a. Changes in the relationships between the members.
b. Changes in the organization's view of its long term
goals.
c. Changes in the external environment of the organization.
d. Changes in the goals of the dominant participants
in the organization.

2. Which of the following schools of thought view
members of organizations as least rational?
a. Scientific management.
b. Classical economics.
c. Modern organization theory.
d. Administrative management.

3.
is least
a.
b.
c.
d.
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5.
a.
b.
c.

Answer Sheet
101.

4. Which of the following is not among the implicit
assumptions of classical organization theory?
a. Human beings always act rationally.
b. People do not like to work.
c. Authority has its source at the top of the organization.
d. Workers are motivated only in part by economic
needs.

Which of the following principles of management
acceptable to modern organization theorists?
Division of work.
Organizational flexibility.
Unity of command.
Organizational equilibrium.

Classical organization structure
is strong in employee psychological support.
gives a dynamic picture of organizational developments.
provides an excellent picture of organizational
politics.
provides much staff assistance.

6. A "flat" organization structure is least likely to violate which of the following?
a. Unity of command.
b. Decentralization.
c. Product line organization.
d. Span of control principle.
7. To which of the following is the scalar process not
related?
a. Division of work.
b. Organization structure.
c. Motivation.
d. Classical organization theory.
8.

Power in informal organization is

a.
b.

delegated.
withheld.

c.
d.

earned.
superordinate.

9. Which of the following is not true of the informal
organization?
a. It develops to meet needs not satisfied by the formal organization.
b. It tends to be disruptive of the formal organization
and should be resisted by the management.
c. It often constitutes a source of leadership talent for
the formal organization.
d. Its existence was ignored by the scientific management school.
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10. The concept of decentralization can be applied to
all but which of the following?
a.

Leadership.

b.

Decision- making.

c.

Responsibility.

d.

Formal authority.

11.

a.

such a procedure is the best way to achieve maximum production.

b.

only small corporations can profit from such an
approach.

c.

success depends on the supervision.

d.

results are conflicting, and that in some cases production is increased and in others it is decreased.

The concept of span of control is least related to

a.

classical organization theory.

b.

leadership theory.

c.

centralization vs. decentralization.

d.

organization structure.

12. Classical theories of organizational control stress
the need for equivalence between which of the following?
a.

Power and authority.

b.

Power and responsibility.

c.

Responsibility and authority.

d.

Leadership and responsibility.

13. Which of the following statements best applies to
the scientific management school?
a.

15. Studies on the importance of allowing employees
to participate in making decisions about plant policy reveal that

It advocated enlarging the worker's job by allowing him to participate in planning and decision making.

b.

It realistically recognized that the threat of loss of
job was the most powerful motivating device available to the manager.

c.

It was the earliest movement to recognize that motivation was a highly complex phenomenon.

d.

It advocated the use of objective data for rewarding good workers and eliminating bad ones.

14. The scientific management school made extensive
use of which of the following techniques?
a.

Monte Carlo simulation.

b.

Time and motion studies.

c.

Gaming.

d.

Linear programming.
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16.

The concept of participative management

a.

emphasizes task involvement more than ego involvement.

b.

is approximately the same as the practice of "consent" used by some managers.

c.

rarely uses social delegation.

d.

encourages people to accept responsibility for organizational activities.

17. An important prerequisite for effective participation is
a.

the participant must be allowed to participate on
all matters affecting him.

b.

neither party should feel his position is threatened
by participation.

c.

the financial cost of participation should not be
considered a limiting factor to its use.

d.

participation for deciding a course of action should
be both within and without the group's area of job
freedom.

18. The assumption that does not belong to Theory
"Y" is
a.

the average human being prefers to be directed and
wants security above all.

b.

the expenditure of physical and mental effort in
work is as natural as play or rest.

c.

man will exercise self- direction and self - control in
the service of objectives to which he is committed.

d.

the average human being learns, under proper conditions, not only to accept but to seek responsibility.
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19.
that

An argument favoring authoritarian leadership is

a.

subordinates tend to agree with the leader's decisions.

a.

Authority has its source at the top of a hierarchy
and is delegated downward.

b.

it tends to produce high motivation in the subordinates.

b.

Authority is based on one individual's willingness
to accept direction from another.

c.

those who make the decisions are usually the most
capable employees of a business.

c.

Authority resides in the organizational role, that is,
it is independent of the person occupying the role.

d.

decisions are invariably based on all the facts
available to the group.

d.

Authority should be distinguished from leadership; someone in authority can demand action
while a leader can only request it.

20. The terms "employee- centered" and "production centered"
a.

mean the same as "democratic" and "authoritarian".

b.

refer to the activities carried on by a group of
employees.

c.

are used to describe the characteristic ways in
which a supervisor may behave toward his subordinates.

d.

23. According to modern organization theory, which of
the following statements best defines authority?

24. According to modern organization theory which of
the following constitutes the most critical organizational
goal?
a.

Organizational growth.

b.

Profit maximization.

c.

Organizational survival.

d.

Profit optimization.

describe the attitudes in the work group.

25.
21. A key distinction between the authoritarian and
democratic leadership styles is

a.

the effort exerted by an individual to satisfy a
given need.

a.

the attitude of the leaders on the importance of
their control over quality.

b.

the ascendancy of physical and social needs over
organizational needs in individual behavior.

b.

the source of the power for controlling the group's
actions.

c.

the acceptance of a minimally acceptable alternative in lieu of seeking the optimum alternative.

c.

the influence of subordinates' votes in determining
the group's actions.

d.

d.

the responsibility for decision- making which accrues to the individual in a democratic society.

the attempt by management to set wage rates just
high enough to induce the cooperation of employees.

22.
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"Satisficing behavior" can be defined as

Which is correct regarding leadership skills?

26. Which of the following statements is not generally
accepted by modern organization theory?

a.

Technical skills become relatively less important
at higher levels.

a.

Organizations do not have goals; only individuals
have goals.

b.

Need for human relations skill declines rapidly at
the higher conceptual levels of an organization.

b.

Organizational behavior must be analyzed in terms
of multiple goals.

c.

Technical skill enables a manager to deal successfully with models and plans.

c.

Organizations are the means by which individuals
achieve their goals.

d.

Relative need for technical skill increases at higher
organizational levels.

d.

In order for an organization to survive, it must
pursue a single goal as efficiently as possible.
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27. First line supervisors would be most likely to describe their biggest problem as

31. Which of the following concepts is not related to
communication theory?

a.

communication.

a.

Sequential search.

b.

working conditions.

b.

Feedback.

c.
d.

wages.
security.

c.

Noise.

d.

Perception.

32. The "needs hierarchy" theory is usually associated
with the name of
28. Which of the following statements is most correct with respect to communication symbols?
a.
b.

Pictures and drawings are the principal communication instruments of managers.
By using words instead of pictures a manager is
assured his communication will have one specific
meaning.

c.

An effective communicator is idea - centered more
than word - centered.

d.

By refusing to say anything, one avoids communicating.

29. Which of the following techniques is not advocated
as a means of overcoming communication barriers?
a.

Sensitivity training.

b.

Elimination of informal groups.

c.

Improving feedback.

d.

Redundancy.

30. Which of the following statements is true with respect to upward communications?

a.

Frederick Taylor.

b.

Douglas McGregor.

c.

A. H. Maslow.

d.

Max Weber.

33.

According to the needs hierarchy theory

a.

each of the needs is essentially infinite; that is, each
is characterized by continuously rising aspiration
levels.

b.

there is a definite sequence of domination; that is,
Need 2 does not dominate until Need 1 is reasonably satisfied.

c.

each individual tends to have a certain requirement for need satisfaction which is relatively uniform across needs at any point in time.

d.

some individuals do not seem to require the fulfillment of lower level needs.

34. The following is classed primarily as a motivational factor in the motivation- maintenance model:
a.

work itself.

b.

company policy and administration.

c.

working conditions.

d.

interpersonal relations with supervisors.

35. Which of the following statements concerning
group cohesiveness is most appropriate?

a.

Few barriers exist for communication from workers to management.

a.

Group cohesiveness generally leads to greater
productivity.

b.

It tends to travel fast compared with downward
communication.

b.

Group cohesiveness generally
productivity.

c.

It works well when handled officially, but rarely
works in social and casual contacts.

c.

Group cohesiveness may lead to greater or lesser
productivity.

d.

Minimum upward communication occurs unless
management positively encourages it.

d.

Group cohesiveness does not appear to have any
relationship to productivity.
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36. The "positive" effects of work groups most generally occur when
a.

the work groups have strong cohesiveness.

b.

the work groups have only moderate cohesiveness.

c.

the goals of the work group correspond with those
of the management.

d.

the work group is offered the opportunity to participate in problem solving.

QUESTION NUMBER 2—Estimated time 3/a hour
An important concept in management accounting is that
of "responsibility accounting."
Required:
A.

Define the term "responsibility accounting."

B. What are the conditions that must exist for there
to be effective "responsibility accounting ?"
C. What benefits are said to result from "responsibility
accounting ?"

37. Which of the following findings can be attributed
to the Hawthorne studies?

D. Listed below are three charges found on the monthly report of a division which manufactures and sells products primarily to outside companies. Division performance
is evaluated by the use of Return on Investment. You are
to state which, if any, of the following charges are consistent with the "responsibility accounting" concept. Support
each answer with a brief explanation.

a.

Intensity of lighting was positively correlated with
increased productivity.

b.

Relief from fatigue was positively correlated with
increased productivity.

c.

Social acceptance was more important than wages
in determining individual output.

1.

The democratic style of management leads to
greater output than the authoritarian style.

A charge for general corporation administration
at 10% of division sales.

2.

A charge for the use of the corporate computer
facility. The charge is determined by taking actual
annual computer department costs and allocating
an amount to each user on the ratio of its use to
total corporation use.

Job enrichment

3.

A charge for goods purchased from another division. The charge is based upon the competitive
market price for the goods.

d.

38.
a.

means a work layout providing more space.

b.

reduces the need for training.

c.

adds more functions to a job, increasing its scope
and complexity.

d.

does not work where there is procedural initiation
of action.

QUESTION NUMBER 3— Estimated time 3/a hour
The operating budget is a very common instrument used
by many businesses. While it usually is thought to be an
important and necessary tool for management, it has been
subject to some criticism from managers and researchers
studying organizations and human behavior.

39. An employee has a job that he likes, but performs
it under poor working conditions. Based on the formulations of Herzberg, which of the following statements would
most likely be the nature of overall reactions to his work
situation?
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a.

One of general dissatisfaction.

b.

One of "neutrality."

c.

One of general satisfaction.

d.

One of ambivalence.

Required:
A. Describe and discuss the benefits of budgeting from
the behavioral point of view.
B. Describe and discuss the criticisms levelled at the
budgeting processes from the behavioral point of view.
C. What solutions are recommended to overcome the
criticism described in part B?
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1/ 2

hour

The Orset Corporation has been experiencing declining
earnings for the past three years. Projections for the next
two years indicate that the decline will be halted but no
increase from the present level is expected. Some members
of company management believe that now would be a good
time to change accounting policies so as to report increased
earnings rather than level earnings.
Specific proposals strongly supported by the President
recommend the following changes: a) to straight -line from
accelerated depreciation, b) to FIFO from LIFO inventory valuation, c) to capitalizing from expensing research
costs. A survey of firms within the industry shows that
all other major firms within the industry use accelerated
depreciation methods, report inventories on the FIFO basis
and expense research costs.
Required:
Consider that you are the controller for this company.
You previously have not participated in the discussions
which led to the recommended changes.
Prepare a memorandum for the President that:
A. identifies which, if any, of the suggested new accounting policies are generally acceptable accounting practices,
B. describes the ethical considerations inherent in
making each of the acceptable changes, and
C. states how the changes you would recommend, if
any, should be disclosed in the company's published financial statements.
Answer only one question from questions 5 & 6. If both
are answered, only the first will be counted.
QUESTION NUMBER 5 (an alternate to Number 6)—
Estimated time 1/ 2 hour
The Fillep Co. operates a standard cost system. The
variances for each department are calculated and reported
to the department manager. It is expected that the manager will use the information to improve his operations
and recognize that it is used by his superiors when they
are evaluating his performance.
John Smith was recently appointed manager of the Assembly department of the company. He has complained
that the system as designed is disadvantageous to his department. Included among the variances charged to the
departments is one for rejected units. The inspection occurs
at the end of the Assembly department. The inspectors
attempt to identify the cause of the rejection so that the
department where the error occurred can be charged with
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it. Not all errors can be easily identified with a department. These are totalled and apportioned to the departments according to the number of identified errors. The
variance for rejected units in each department is a combination of the errors caused by the department plus a
portion of the unidentified causes of rejects.
Required:
A. Is John Smith's claim valid? Explain the reason(s)
for your answer?
B. What would you recommend the company do to
solve its problem with John Smith and his complaint?
QUESTION NUMBER 6 (an alternate to Number 5)—
Estimated time 1/ 2 hour
The Ajax division of Gunnco, operating at capacity, has
been asked by the Defeo division of Gunnco Corp. to supply it with Electrical Fitting number 1726. Ajax sells this
part to its regular customers for $7.50 each. Defeo, which
is operating at 50% capacity, is willing to pay $5.00 each
for the fitting. Defeo will put the fitting into a brake unit
which it is manufacturing on essentially a cost plus basis
for a commercial airplane manufacturer.
Ajax has a variable cost of producing fitting number
1726 of $4.25. The cost of the brake unit
being built
by Defeo is as follows:
as

QUESTION NUMBER 4— Estimated time

Purchased Parts — Outside vendors
Ajax fitting -1726
Other variable costs
Fixed overhead and administration

$22.50
5.00
14.00
8.00
$49.50

Defeo believes the price concession is necessary to get the
job.
The company uses return on investment and dollar profits
in the measurement of division and division manager performance.
Required:
A. Consider that you are the division controller of
Ajax. Would you recommend that Ajax supply fitting 1726
to Defeo? (Ignore any income tax issues.) Why or why
not?
B. Would it be to the short -run economic advantage
of the Gunnco Corporation for the Ajax division to supply
Defeo division with fitting 1726 at $5.00 each? (Ignore any
income tax issues.) Explain your answer.
C. Discuss the organizational and manager behavior
difficulties, if any, inherent in this situation. As the Gunnco
Controller what would you advise the Gunnco Corporation
President do in this situation?
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Certificate in Management Accounting Examination
Unofficial Solution for Part 2- December 1972
Organization and Behavior, Including Ethical Considerations

QUESTION
1. b
2. c
3. c
4.d
5.d
6.a
7.c
8.c
9. b
10. a

NUMBER 1
11. b
21. b
12. c
22. a
13. d
23. b
14.b
24.c
15. d
25.c
16.d
26.d
17. b
27. a
18. a
28.c
19.c
29.b
20.c
30. d '

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

a
c
b
a
c
c
c
c
c

QUESTION NUMBER 2
A. Responsibility Accounting is a system for reporting
revenue and cost information to the manager responsible
for the revenue causing and /or cost incurring function.
B. The following conditions should be met to have an
effective responsibility accounting system:
1. Areas of responsibility and authority should be well
defined.
2. Standards of performance including the time dimension for which the standards apply should be
predetermined.
3. Managers must be trained to use the results of this
reporting system.
4. Reports must be available to managers on a timely
basis.
5. General content and details of the reports must
be relevant to the manager's responsibility and
authority.
6. The reports should highlight items requiring management attention including evidence of good performance, improving performance as well as performance below acceptable levels.
C. Responsibility accounting contributes to a business
organization because it is an information system that
supports modern management. It is beneficial because:
1. it requires an organization to define its overall
objectives and define and communicate its operational goals as they apply to its sub - units.
2. it permits effective utilization of the management
by exception concept.
3. it provides immediate performance feedback which
permits prompt corrective action to be taken.
4. it provides an objective measure of an individual's
performance.
5. it facilitates the decentralization of decision - making
and fully utilizes the expertise of all managers.
D. 1. No. The charge is an arbitrary allocation of costs.
It cannot be influenced directly by actions of the
division management.
2. No and Yes. The amount of computer service used
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is within the control of the division management.
However, the cost per unit of service varies with
the efficiency of th e computer facility and the
amount of use by other divisions. Consequently,
the charge is only partly controllable by division
management.
3. Yes. Provided the quantity of goods purchased is
controllable by the division management and the
price is a market price.
QUESTION NUMBER 3
A. Effective use of budgeting should result in better
performance by the organization because of better performance by the managers. The behavioral benefit lies
in the ability of the budget and the budgeting process
to motivate managers to accomplish the organization
objectives. This is done by using the budget as a vehicle
of communicating company objectives, establishing sub objectives in accord with manager objectives and providing a thoroughly understood common basis for performance measurement and feedback.
B. The budgeting process has been subject to criticism
by behavioral scientists and others on several counts.
1. The most serious charge levelled is that the budgeting process fails to recognize that individuals may
not accept the organization objectives as their own.
The result is the lack of effort by the individual
to achieve the organization objectives.
2. The level of objectives set may be established without regard to how this will motivate the manager
to achieve the objective. The results may include
underachievement of potentially obtainable levels
of performance and /or destruction of employee
morale.
3. The budget is used as a pressure device to force
conformity to and acceptance of the objectives
established in the budget. This often results in
employees finding ways to "beat" the budget rather
than actually improving the performance.
4. The budget is administered by individuals not directly involved in the operating activity of t h e
organization and not particularly skillful in dealing
with people.
C. The most serious problem that must be overcome in
order to solve the problems identified by the criticisms
in part B is the lack of understanding of the forces that
cause managers to act as they do. There must be recognition that the traditional assumptions which underlie the
budget and budget process are not entirely valid. Such
assumptions include:
1. Managers automatically accept companies objectives as their own objectives.
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2. Tight standards are best because they represent
hard to reach goals and people will strive to achieve
hard to reach goals.
3. Upper levels of management are best equipped to
establish operating sub - objectives.
It is necessary to recognize the behavioral influences
(psychological and sociological) on the managers in the
work that they do.
The most common specific recommendation is to use
participative budgeting. This approach is considered desirable because it provides for an opportunity to identify
objectives of the manager and company. This increases
the ability of both to develop operating activities to reach
the objectives. Also, it increases the likelihood that objectives will be set at levels which will be effective in motivating managers toward organization goals.
QUESTION NUMBER 4
To:
The President
From:
The Controller
Subject: Proposed Changes in Accounting Policies
I have considered the proposed changes in accounting
policies and offer the following observations.
Two issues must be considered in reaching a decision
to change to the proposed accounting policies. (1) Can
the company use the proposed policies and still be using
"generally accepted accounting principles "? (2) If so,
should the company change to the proposed accounting
policies? The first question is related to the prac� }ce of
accounting and the second to both accounting and 8thical
reporting practices.
With respect to the first question, the answer is quite
clear. The proposed accounting policies are included
among the "generally accepted accounting principles."
Thus the company can use the proposed policies without
violating generally accepted accounting principles.
Present accounting rules require the presumption that
an accounting principle should not be changed. If a
change in accounting principle is necessary, the alternative
principle proposed must be justified on the grounds that
it is preferable. Such justification must be disclosed in
the financial statements in the year of the change. Because
the proposed principles are "generally accepted" arguments could undoubtedly be put forth to support each
of the proposed changes as being the preferable principle.
If that course of action were taken then it would be
necessary not only to disclose the changes but also to
some extent modify the statements of prior periods. The
choices are three: 1. restate all prior period statements
to reflect the changes; 2. restate the prior year statements
contained in the annual report of the year of change;
and 3. do not restate the prior year statements, but rather
report in the current year income statement the cumulative correction to the beginning of the year. It is considered
too large a task to use the first course described above
for the small benefit gained. Further, there is the possibility of reducing public confidence in financial statements
with such a requirement. This last argument also applies
to the second course of action described above. Offsetting
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that argument is, of course, the comparability of accounting reports prepared with consistent application of accounting principles. I would recommend that the company, should it adopt the proposed changes, follow the
third course described above for the depreciation and
research changes but follow the restatement approach
(described in 2) for the inventory change. These recommendations are in accord with APB 20 Accounting
Changes.
The important issue here, and the one that must be
carefully examined is the ethical considerations inherent
in making the proposed changes. It is incumbent on the
company to report its performance to the shareholders
and other interested parties as honestly and clearly as
possible. This permits the users of the statements to rely
on the integrity of statements while making their decisions. The motivation that underlies the proposal to
change the accounting principles leads me to conclude
that to change the accounting policies would be questionable ethical behavior. (Although accounting rules call
for the proposed changes to be disclosed, thus permitting
the user to adjust his analysis, he still lacks complete
information and not all users will have the skill to fully
comprehend all implications.)
The basis for making accounting changes that constitute
ethical behavior, in my opinion, would be to apply accounting principles which better measure income and
which make comparison to other firms in the industry
more meaningful. I would recommend that no change
in accounting policies be made at this time because the
basis used to support the change is not proper.
QUESTION NUMBER 5
A. It is not possible to determine the validity of John
Smith's claim. It would be valid only if, on a proportional
basis, the number of unidentified rejects caused by the
other departments were greater than their proportionate
number of identified rejects. Although the claims cannot
be substantiated, a legitimate issue has been raised. The
rejects charged to all the departments contain amounts
not clearly attributable to the respective departments. This
violates the concept that performance measures should
not contain items outside the control of the manager.
Further, a manager's effort to control the variation will
be influenced by the result he can get from his actions.
The fact that some of the variation could be caused by
other departments will reduce the amount of the reported
rejects within his control.
B. There are two solutions to this problem. First, remove
the apportioned rejects from the reports and charge the
managers with only the rejects identified with their department. Second, if the number of unidentified rejects
is large and represents a large dollar value (which could
be reduced if adequate information as to cause were
available) then inspection at the end of each department
should be considered.
QUESTION NUMBER 6
A. Ajax should not supply Defco with fitting 1726 for
the $5.00 per unit price. Ajax is operating at capacity
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and would lose $2.50 ($7.50— $5.00) for each fitting sold
to Defco. The management performance of Ajax is measured by return on investment and dollar profits; selling
to Defco at $5.00 per unit would adversely affect those
performance measures.
B. Gunnco would be $5.50 better off, in the short run,
if Ajax supplied Defco the fitting for $5.00 and the brake
unit was sold for $49.50. Assuming the $8.00 per unit
for fixed overhead and administration represents an allocation of cost Defco incurs regardless of the brake unit
order, Gunnco would lose $2.50 in cash flow for each
fitting sold to Defco but gain $8.00 from each brake unit
sold by Defco.
C. In the short -run there is an advantage to Gunnco of
transferring the fitting at the $5.00 price and thus selling
the brake unit for $49.50. In order to make "this happen,
Gunnco will have to overrule the decision of the Ajax
management.
This action would be counter to the purposes of decentralized decision- making. If such action were necessary
on a regular basis the decentralized decision - making inherent the divisionalized organization would be a sham.
Then the organization structure is inappropriate for the

situation.
On the other hand if this is an occurrence of relative
infrequency, the intervention of corporate management
will not indicate inadequate organization structure. It
may, however, create problems with division managements. In the case at hand, if Gunnco management requires that the fitting be transferred at $5.00, the result
will be to enhance Defco's operating results at the expense
of Ajax. This certainly is not in keeping with the concept
that a manager's performance should be measured on
the results achieved by the decisions he controls.
In this case, it appears that Ajax and Defco serve
different markets and do not represent closely related
operating units. Ajax operates at capacity, Defco does
not; no mention is made of a ny other interdivisional
business. Therefore, the Gunnco Controller should recommend that each division should be free to act in accordance with its best interests. The company is better served
in the long run if Ajax is permitted to continue dealing
with its regular customers at the market price. If Defco
is having difficulties, the solution does not lie with temporary help at the expense of another division but with
a more substantive course of action.

COST ALLOCATIONS TO INVENTORY
Continued from page 51

Concluding Observations

Survey data on amounts in the latest financial statements
are summarized in Table 2 (in millions of dollars):

In fecordance with the fact- finding purpose of the survey,
questions called for the data that respondents did not have
to calculate or estimate. However, two questions involved estimates: Question 2 asked, as an alternative, for approximate
unallocated portions of partly allocated expenditures; Question
4 called for estimates of the amounts of unallocated expenditures. Generally speaking, replies were complete and internally
consistent, except for the two estimates, which most respondents
did not include in their replies.
Relative merits of aitcunative practices in allocations to inventory depend on their respective effects on the reported
earnings under various postulated conditions. The arguments
in favor of one or the other practice are typically referring to
the differing effects under conditions of changing relationships
between production and sales figures.
We dealt with this problem in terms of inventory changes
and relative size of inventory (Questions 5 & 6). Instead of
comparing production with sales, we compared two successive
inventory amounts.
Notwithstanding the impact of the inventory costing method,
it appears that the degree of inventory variability and the
relative magnitude of inventory are good indicators of the actual
effect of allocation practices. The survey questionnaire was
designed on this basis.
Let us also point out that it was not the objective of this
survey to provide support for any particular view on the subject.
The questionnaire contained no reference to concepts or
methods underlying alternative practices. Nor was it within the
scope of the survey to consider costing methods, valuation at
net realizable values, corollary behavioral implications, or other
germane questions.

Table 2
Firms which
allocate in
external reporting
Number
Total
of firms
amount
Item
Inventory
517
$12,653
Current assets 508
32,686
Total assets
508
65,727
Stockholders'
494
40,541
equity

Firms which
do not allocate
in external reporting
Number
Total
of firms
amount
655
$13,037
640
30,513
639
58,769
610

29,720

Survey responses by company size (total assets) were as shown
in Table 3.
Firms which
Firms which
do not
allocate in
allocate in
external reporting external reporting
Number
Number
%

60
72

12
14

86
107

13
17

376
508

74
100

446
639

70
100

n

Size
A ($100 million
and over)
B ($25 -99 million)
C ($24 million and
under)
Total

%

Table 3
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Howmuchfime
do you spend in your business
accounting for it?
A direct proposal from ADP:
We'll process your payroll,
accounts payable, accounts receivable,
general ledger /financial reports —
any or all of them.
comrt
r o gm I
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The coupon below will bring you helps you run your business better.
You need not buy, rent or inFREE booklets that tell you just how
we do it... and have been for 23 years. stall any equipment —we have our
They spell out how we operate and own. And with ADP you're never
what benefits you'll receive. In- asked to sign a contract. There's no
creased efficiency, speed and accu- place to hide in our business: either
racy. Savings in time and overhead. we do better or out we go. Perhaps
As well as free preparation of local, this is why we've grown to serve
state and federal payroll tax re- 15,000 customer firms, have comports. Cash flow and working puter centers in 21 major cities and
capital reports. Meaningful are listed on the New York Stock
Exchange.
information
that
• • • management
• CLIP AND MAIL THIS
COUPON FOR YOUR
FREE BOOKLETS.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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•

•

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
Dept. M -2, 405 Route 3
Clifton, New Jersey 07015
(201) 472 -2222
Gentlemen:
I certainly want to know more. Please
send me the booklets checked below
explaining how you could process some,
or all, of our bookkeeping chores.
Accounts Receivable
General Ledger/
Accounts Payable
Financial Reports
Payroll Preparation
Please have an ADP representative call
for an appointment.

•

Name
Title

'

Firm
Address

"

City
State

Zip Code

.
'

--tomatic Data Processing
@
........................ ...............................

ALLENTOWN
Ho t e l Tr a y lo r Bu ild in g
(215) 439 -1506
ATLA NTA
235 Peach tree St., N.E.
(404) 688 -2300
BALTIMORE
Th e Qu ad ran gle — Cro ss Key s
(301) 323 -7770
BO S TO N
140 Fed e ral St.
(617) 423 -6440
CHARLOTTE
4 8 0 1 E . In d e p e n d e n c e Blv d .
(704) 535 -3370
CHICAGO
3 3 3 N . Mich ig an A ve .
(312) 782 -6930
C I N C I N N A TI
6 0 6 Te r r a c e H ilt o n
(5 13 ) 62 1. 77 11
CLEVELAND
1 3 6 7 E . 6th St.
(21 6) 6 21 -0670
DALLAS
2 0 0 1 Br y a n T o w e r
(214) 742 -9171
DENVER
1 6 1 2 C o u r t P la c e
(303) 244 -2925
D E TR O I T
140 Ho n e y well C e n ter
So u t h f ie ld
( 3 1 3 ) 3 5 4 -1 5 3 5
H A R TF O R D
111 Pearl St.
( 2 0 3 ) 2 7 8 -7 1 7 0
HO USTO N
1 2 0 0 C e n t r a l N a t ' l. Ba n k Bld g .
(713) 228 -0056
IND IAN APO LIS
9 N o r t h I llin o is S t .
(3 1 7) 6 36 . 54 4 1
K A N S A S C I TY , M O .
127 W es t 10th St.
( 8 1 6 ) 4 7 4 -4 5 8 3
LON G IS LA ND
420 J eric ho Turnpik e
Je r ic h o , N .Y.
(516) 822 -8080
LOS A NG EL ES
36 0 0 W ils h ire Blv d .
(213) 381 -7974
ME M PH I S
12 S. Main St.
(901) 527 -7324
MI AM I
1190 N.E. 163 St.
No r t h M ia m i Be a c h
(305) 947 -0684

MILWAUKEE
63 3 We st Wisc o n s in A ve .
(414) 271 -9380
MINN EAPO LIS
822 Ma rq u ett e Ave.
(612) 336 -8636
NEWARK
1 1 8 0 R a y m o n d Blv d .
(201) 623 -3661
N E W YO R K
33 0 M a d is o n A v e .
(21 2) 986 .13 00
ORANGE , CAL.
P. O . B o x 1 6 5 6
(714) 835 -4103
PHI LA DEL PH IA
2 P en n Ce n t er P la z a
(215) 568 -4580
PHOE NIX
1 5 1 7 D e l W e b b To w n e H o u s e
(602) 279 -1688
PITTSBURGH
G a t e w a y To w e r s
(412) 471 -5946
PORTLAND,ORE.
6 1 0 S . W. Ald er S t.
(503) 222 -9778
PROVIDENCE
4 0 0 Tu r k s H e a d Bld g .
(401) 274 -8700
S T. L O UI S
7 7 3 3 F o r s y t h Blv d ., Cla y t o n
(314) 727 -1535
SAN FR AN CIS CO
111 Pin e St.
(415) 434 -1900
SAN JO SE
6 7 5 N o r t h F ir s t S t .
(408) 29 3 -9040
STAM F OR D, CO NN .
111 Pro s p ect St.
( 2 0 3 ) 32 5 - 4 15 8
TO R O N TO
1 5 To r o n t o S t .
(416) 868 -1314
W A S H I N G TO N , D . C .
73 1 6 W is c o n s in Av e . N .W .
(301) 654 -1850
WILM INGTON, DEL.
1102 W est St.
( 302) 652 -3244
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Contact your nearby Robert Half office
for your free copy of the
1973 Prevailing Starting Salaries booklet.

